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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Summary

At the request of Stanford University, Balance Hydrologies, Inc. has conducted a hydrologic
study to assess sedimentation of Searsville. Lake and tributary streams in the Jasper Ridge
Biological Preserve and vicinity (see Figure 1 and Photo 1). This report describes the sources of
sediment, the dynamics of sediment transport and sedimentation in the Searsvilte watershed,
and provides information about how Searsville Lake is likely to change over time.
The goal of our analysis was to provide the Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve GRBP) community
- and other interested entities and individuals -

with a solid understanding of the regional

and local geomorphologic conditions on which to base present and future management
decisions. Among steps needed to achieve this goal were (1) the quantification of rates of
sedimentation that aff~ct the ecology of Searsville Lake, (2) an assessment of sediment sources
and transport in the Searsville Lake watershed, and (3) a description of patterns of deposition
in the lower reaches of Corte Madera Creek, including evaluating causes and effects of localized
flooding just above the lake in the Family Farm Road area.
Balance staff pursued several lines of exploration to complete this assignment. Archival
photographs and maps were used to quantify the locations and the rates atwruch the Corte
Madera Creek delta is advancing into the lak.e. (figure 2), Asurvey gftlle la.i<e bottom,
completed in late September 1995, measured changes in lake depths and water storage capacity
since the last full bathymetric survey, which was completed in 1946. A level survey of the Corte
Madera Creek delta and the willow forest upstream of the causeway was completed to
establish elevations throughout the areas subject to sediment deposition and flooding. For the
two surveys, high resolution elevation benchmarks were established with a Global Positioning
System (GPS); these points are located on Searsville Dam, several Jasper Ridge structures, the
Searsville Lake causeway, on several slopes just north of lowermost Corte Madera Creek and in
the Family Farm Road area.
We walked most of the streams, trails and roads in the wooded areas within the watershed in
Portola Valley and Woodside as well as portions of unincorporated San Mateo County. During
this reconnaissance, we noted sediment sources, the composition of sediment, patterns of
deposition, and the role of various land-use practices on inducing or stabilizing erosion. It is
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evident to us that Corte Madera Creek supplies most of the sediment entering Searsville Lake
(Photos 2 and 3). Relatively little sediment is presently entering from Alambique Creek, with
Sausal and Dennis Martin Creeks contributing sediment at intermediate rates.
Accordingly, we measured streamflow and sediment transport rates in Corte Madera Creek at
the Westridge Road bridge, approximately 1.2 miles upstream of Searsville Lake throughout the
wet season of water year 1996(WY1996).1 Measurements were made during most individual
storms, with emphasis on bedload sediment - broadly defined as the sand and gravel
transported along the bed.
At present, the Searsville Lake watershed appears to be undergoing an episode of erosion and
sedimentation. The measurements that we made during the storms of the 1995-96 winter
showed significantly higher sediment-transport rates than has been measured in other Santa
Cruz Mountains streams of similar size and kind, or than has been previously measured in the
chaMels of the San Francisquito watershed. More specifically, the stream has been recently
transporting at any given flow perhaps five to ten times as much bedload (mainly sand and
gravel) as might be expected from these earlier measurements in the San Francisquito watershed
or from sampling the other, generally similar streams. Other, independent lines of evidence also
indicate a current episode of erosion and sedimentation (see Chapter 5). We suspect that more
sediment is available to the streams because (a) some of the less stable hillslopes in the upper
watershed may have been loosened by the 1989 earthquake, and/or (b) after-effects of the
protracted 1987-1992 drought; if so, transp9rt is likely to diminish to the more typical chronic
rates during the next few years, based on. observations in other Santa Cruz Mountain streams
previously affected by sediment episodes. Other explanations and projections are possible.
One outgrowth of the episode is heavy sedimentation in the fan-head area of lowermost Corte
Madera Creek, approximately 1500 to 2000 feet upstream of its mouth, leaVing a 'step' or
'mound' perhaps three to five feet above the prior level of the valley. This step has formed
behind a series of compound log jams near the Cooper home, and as a result of debris torrents
generated during the collapse of several log jams in the small bedrock-cut narrows just upstream
(Photo 4). During the next few years, we expect the creek to erode this step, transporting the
sediment further down the Corte Madera Creek fan and perhaps into Searsville Lake. The
channel is likely to change its location and grade - perhaps several times - as it reworks this
accumulation of debris during the next several years. A narrower and more stable channel will
1 A water year begins on October 1 and ends September 30 of the named year. For example, the winter
beginning in 1995 and ending in 1996 is technically part of water year 1996 (WY 1996).
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likely develop at a level several feet lower once the supply of sediment from upstream
diminishes to the more typical rates likely to have prevailed in the past, and may persist until
the next episode of sediment supply. The step, or mound, is described and assessed in greater
detail in Chapter 5, and in the related Figure 12.
The sources of woody debris include natural tree fall, cut wood from San Mateo County
Mosquito Abatement Control District in~stream activities, and material dumped from
streamside properties. While log jams are largely transitory, willow and cottonwood debris
buried in sediment sprouts, forms impenetrable thickets or stands of trees, and withstand
subsequent flooding and sedimentation. This pattern accounts for development of the dense
riparian willow stand that has colonized the Corte Madera Creek delta in the Lower Lake
downstream of the the causeway breach. These features are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.
In October 1995, we measured the remaining water storage capacity in the reservoir to be
approximately 151 million gallons. 2 If the dam had initially been constructed to the current
spillway elevation, the original storage capacity of 445 million gallons would have been reduced
by about two-thirds. The dam's design capacity at the original spillway elevation was 344
million gallons until it was raised in 1920. Modifications to the dam and lake are discussed in
greater detail within the body of the report and in Appendix A.
Based on our analysis, the lake is likely to be fully sedimented in approximately 55 years,
barring the occurrence of large-scale episodic sedimentation which might originate with heavy
flooding, a major wildfire, local earthquake, or large-scale landslides.inthe..upper watershed.
We expect that such events would increase sedimentation several fold in the two to three years
following the disturbance. Such events have increased sediment delivery or reservoir
sedimentation elsewhere in the Santa Cruz Mountains, and their occurrence sh~uld be
anticipated in stream corridor and reservoir planning. In the event of a major episode, sediment
could potentially fill Searsville Lake in as little as 15 years.
As Searsville Lake gradually fills, a broad alluvial flat supporting a dense riparian woodland is
likely to evolve. The new 'Searsville Valley' will develop a channel, floodplains, and terraces.
We anticipate that a meandering sand bed channel will form downstream from the confluence
of the main tributary streams and their associated alluvial fans and valleys. Open water,
2 The

original design capacity for Searsville Dam and Lake was 344 million gallons at spillway
elevation 335 feet USGS datum. The current capacity of the lake at that elevation is 48 million
gallons, or 15% of the original capacity. The dam was raised 5.87 feet in 1919 to regain water storage
capacity lost to sedimentation.
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ponds, and marshes are likely to persist in the embayments of the arroyos and draws that now
drain directly into the lake, as well as in cut off stream meanders. The new valley will slope
very gently upward from the dam at a gradient of approximately 0.003 to 0.005 ft/ft. Above
the future confluences of Corte Madera Creek and the other major tributaries, slopes are
expected to be very similar to those which have developed during the past decades, eventually
aggrading to levels several feet higher than presently prevail (see Chapter 6).
Once the lake fills, sand will be transported over the dam, and will enter San Francisquito Creek
for the first time in more than 100 years. The most evident effect is likely to be increased
sedimentation in the lowermost, tidally-influenced reaches of San Francisquito Creek. The fine
sand is not expected to substantially affect channel stability below the dam, but will add to the
sediment burden currently impairing aquatic habitat in San Francisquito Creek. Turbidity in San
Francisquito Creek between rainfall events is expected to diminish, because turbid storm runoff
will pass quickly down the creek instead of being detained in the lake and released slowly
throughout the. ftmoff season.
Management strategies for Searsville Lake and its watershed must consider a wide range of
. natural and human-induced sediment sources. The sandstones and siltstones of the Purisima
formation, for instance, are typically prone to high rates of erosion and slope failure even in
stretches that are remote, difficult to access, and minimally impacted by human activity (Photo
5). Many of the landslides in the upper watershed will continue to contribute sediment to
Searsville's tributaries despite erosion control efforts in or near Portola Valley and Woodside.
Natural episodic cycles of drought and flooding can be expected to cause erosion and
sedimentation at levels beyond the limits that are manageable with common watershed
management pr~ctices.
Active, committed erosion control and watershed management, therefore will not prevent the
ultimate sedimentation of Searsville Lake. Sound erosion control efforts can, however, slow the
rate of sedimentation and measurably lengthen the period before sands from the Searsville
watershed once again contribute to the sedimentation of San Francisco Bay. A responsible
erosion-control program also has considerable value for maintaining channel stability upstream
of the lake. In addition, erosion control and soil management efforts will assist in maintaining
soil fertility, water quality, and other important watershed and in-stream values.
The Searsville watershed is a dynamic and active landscape. The challenge is to adapt and live
within this dynamiC system. The most successful adaptive strategy is likely to be one that (1)
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acknowledges the geologic instability inherent in the Coast Range of California, (2) accepts that
Searsville Lake will evolve ecologically as sedimentation progresses, and (3) takes measures to
reduce contributions of sediment associated with human activity.
1.2. Project Setting

Searsville Lake is an artificial impoundment located in the San Francisquito Creek watershed in
San Mateo County, California (Figure 1). The lake is impounded by Searsville Dam,
constructed from 1888-1892 by the Spring Valley Water Company. The four principal creeks
that drain directly into Searsville Lake are Corte Madera Creek, Dennis Martin Creek, Sausal
Creek, and Alambique Creek. Numerous smaller, intermittent streams drain into these
tributaries and into the lake itself.
Most of Searsville Lake's inflow comes from Corte Madera Creek. Sausal Creek and Dennis Martin
Creek also contribute inflow into the Middle Marsh in the vicinity of Family Farm Road. These
three creeks drain the eastern flanks of the Santa Cruz Mountains and then flow northwestward,
fol,lowing the San Andreas and Cafiada fault zones before entering Searsville Lake. Alambique
Creek flows east and south into Searsville Lake from the north side of State Highway 84 down to
what is called the Upper Marsh on the west side of Portola Road. The Upper Marsh flows through
two 48-inch concrete culverts into the Middle Marsh and the main body of Searsville Lake. Figure 3
is a set of longitudinal profiles of tributaries to Searsville Lake. These profiles show the change in
elevation and distance from the tributary headwaters to Searsville Dam.
The Searsville Lake watershed is a subwatershed of the larger San Francisquito Creek watershed,
which drains the eastern slope of the Santa Cruz Mountains between Kings Mountain and
Russian Ridge. ApprOXimately 14.6 square miles drain into the lake. 3 Elevation in the watershed
ranges from approximately 280 feet at the base of Searsville Dam to over 2570 feet at Borel Hill
along its western boundary. The upper reaches of most tributaries extend to the east side of
Skyline Boulevard (Highway 35), which closely follows the crest of Russian Ridge from
approximately 2.5 miles north of State Highway 84 to seven miles south of that junction.
Precipitation rates are highest in the steep upper watershed. Mean arumal preCipitation
decreases from apprOXimately 40 inches per year at the crest of the Santa Cruz Mountains to

3Measured from USGS 7-1/2 minute quad sheets.
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about 22 inches per year within the JRBP.4 Most of this precipitation occurs from November
through April, falling almost entirely as rain; snow is seldom a direct factor in runoff or erosion.
Conceptually, the overall Searsville Lake watershed can be divided into three sediment
transport zones. The first is the zone of erosion in the upper watershed, which is dominated by
steep slopes and shallow soils developed on erodible, sedimentary geologic formations. This
zone is characterized by chaparral and mixed woodlands, with open grasslands along many of
the high ridges and knolls. Land use is limited by the unstable geology and steep topography.
Sediments carried down the headwater creeks range in size from clay particles to boulders and
trees. Fine- to medium-grained sands appear to be the dominant type of sediment in transport
to Searsville Lake, although a wide variety of sediment sizes and rock types is transported to
the deltas, depending on the occurrence of landslides upstream. Landslides are evident in
virtually all tributaries. Many of the formations in the upper watershed are naturally prone to
landslides and slope failures due to their inherently weak structure, while others are more
resistant but have been disturbed by logging, roadcuts, and weathering.
The second conceptual zone is the zone of transport, or the mid-watershed, which is
characterized by flatter slopes, a gentler stream gradient and alluvial deposits in valleys which
have eroded along the San Andreas and Canada faults. In the mid-watershed, suspended
sediment and bedload brought down from higher elevations are transported through during high
flows or stored in overbank areas and stream terraces in the floodplain, as well as bel'\ind
debris dams in the channels themselves. Residential and commercial development frequently
abuts and encroaches the floodplain. Streambank stabilization efforts by individual
landowners are widespread. These include floodwalls, gab ion baskets, and an eclectic mix of
other erosion control structures.
The third conceptual zone is the lake and adjacent wetlands. This is the zone of deposition (also
referred to in this report as the "deltaic apron") at the mouths of the streams and in Searsville
Lake. Coarser sediment tends to be deposited just upstream of creek outlets, grading to fine
sand near the mouths of the streams and becoming finer within the lake towards the dam. As
sediments are transported into the open water of the lake, deltaic deposits accumulate and, if
exposed, are quickly colonized by vegetation. Some of the finest silt and clay particles are
carried over the dam and are transported down San Francisquito Creek during periods of high

4 Rantz, S.E., 1971.
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flow, although most settle in the lake. As flows decrease, even the lightest, most mobile
sediments are trapped behind Searsville Dam and contribute to the filling of the lake.
These three conceptual zones of differing sediment transport processes are useful in describing the
watershed and its basic functions. They are not, however, always sharply bounded, For
example, while the upper watershed has always been the dominant source of sediment in the
system (the amount varying with natural and human disturbances), the zone of sediment
transport has been significantly altered by residential and commercial development. Along Corte
Madera Creek from the Willowbrook area to one-half mile below the Westridge Bridge, landowner
attempts to stabilize and constrict,lateral migration of the creek have altered the natural function
of the floodplain by confining the channel. One result has been the development of a deeply
incised, entrenched channel geometry that minimizes overbank flood flow and sediment storage
potential within the flood plain, while increasing velocity of flood flows.

1.3. Previous Studies
A number of previous studies of the Searsville Lake area have been completed by Stanford staff
and students, as well as other experts. Data and historical sources were obtained from the
JRBP files, records of Stanford's Utilities Division, and Stanford University Maps and Records.
The current study also draws heavily upon topographic and flood protection mapping
previously done for the Towns of Portola Valley and Woodside; detailed mapping of geology
and slope stability prepared for the two towns DY de,di.ci\ted professionals (many of them
volunteers); and agency investigations of Searsville Dam and Lake. These efforts are cited
throughout the current work and referenced in Chapter 8.
1.4. Key Concepts and Terms

The table below has been prepared to assist readers in understanding the concepts and terms
pertinent to the detailed discussion of the surveys and studies. Additional terms are defined in the
text.
Aggradation

The process of building up a surface by deposition.

Alluvial fan

An outspread, gently sloping mass of sediment deposited by rivers and
streams.

Bathymetry

Depths of a body of water that have been interpolated from a series of spot
values, typically rendered as a topographic map.
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Benchmark

A monumented location used as a reference point for surveys. Informallocal
benchmarks can also be established by a project survey team.

CoJluvial

Deposits that accumulate at the base of slopes, transported primarily by
hillslope processes.

Datum

A regional or national elevational base from which elevations can be
established. In the Searsville area, the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of
1929 (referenced to mean sea level) and the Crystal Springs Datum (CSD,
corresponding to a level 3.757 feet higher) have both been used.

Delta
progradation

The progressive advance of a delta into a boc:!y of water as sediments are
delivered by the source stream over a period years.

Deltaic apron

A general term used to describe the overall delta, alluvial fan, and fan head
reaches of the lowermost tributaries to Searsville Lake.

Depth-capacity Curves which characterize the volume of water stored beneath each increment
of depth in the lake at the time of the survey. Comparison of curves based on
curves
surveys of different dates provides a basis for calculating the volumetric change
of capacity and thus the volume of sediment deposited. The curves also aJlow
ready comparison of the amount of deposition in different depth intervals
wi thin the lake.
High-water
mark

A field indication of the highest water level during a prior storm or flood.

Global
Positioning
System

Commonly known as GPS, it includes a receiver /processor which calculates
location and elevation from navigational satellites. This investigation utilized
a high-resolution system: An Ashtech GPS Z receiver and Ashtech software
provided by Bill Karavas of the SeismographiC Station at the University of
California, Berkeley.

Lakeshore

The location of the edge of the lake water which fluctuates through the season
as the water level rises and falls (see shoreline).

Monuments

Markers that establish the locations of survey stations or benchmarks. These
are often metal hubs, but can also include stakes, rebar pins, or spikes.

Oxbow

A cutoff stream meander on a flood plain; often remains a wetland.

Sediment
storage

Sediment readily available for transport by runoff during subsequent storms.

Shoreline

The lakeshore when the lake is considered full.

Sounding

A measurement of depth from the water surface. This may be either electronic,
using a sonar reflection, or manual, using a calibrated line and weight or a
graduated rod.

Staff plates

A graduated plate mounted in a stream or lake and used to measure water
levels; locally, they are usually calibrated in tenths and hundredths of feet.

State plane

A coordinate system which can be used in surveys and mapping to establish
specific locations.
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Total station

A computerized surveying instrument that calculates distance by measuring the
time it takes a laser beam to go to a reflective target (a prism) and back. Using
internally measured angles, it can also calculate the vertical and horizontal
distances from the instrument or a known point. We used two models, the
Topcon GTS-4B and the Topcon GTS-3B.

1.5. Limitations

Analyses and information included in this report are intended for use at the watershed scale
and for the planning purposes described above. Analyses of channels and other water bodies,
rocks, earth properties, topography and/ or environmental processes are generalized to be
useful at the scale of a watershed, both spatially and temporally. Information and
interpretations presented in this report should not be applied to specific projects or sites
without the expressed written permission of the authors, nor should they be used beyond the
particular area to which we have applied them.
Readers who have additional pertinent information, who have observed changed conditions, or
who may note material errors should contact us with their findings at the earliest possible date,
so that timely changes may be made.
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2. SEDIMENTATION HISTORY
2.1. Watershed History

The Searsville Lake watershed has been the site of significant human induced and natural
disturbances, especially during the past two centuries. Several independent lines of evidence
indicate that sediment transport rates have been high throughout the period of human
occupation. Deposits left by this sediment transport regime can be seen in the stream terrace
deposits along mid-San Francisql1ito Creek in the vicinity of the Stanford Linear Accelerator,
the Webb Ranch and in the alluvial fan that spreads below the confluence with Los Trancos
Creek. This alluvial fan is now covered by the Stanford Golf Course, the university, and the
communities of Palo Alto and Menlo Park.
The development over geologic time of the San Francisql1ito Creek alluvial fan below Los
Trancos Creek can be traced by reviewing well logs and interpreting the lithologic sequence of
the alluvial sediments present, or, by more complicated means, like radiocarbon dating of
organic material obtained during excavations. Two pertinent examples are worth mentioning.
In. 1970, researchers excavated a human skeleton from alluvial gravels 16.5 to 17 feet below
ground surface along the present course of San Francisquito Creek. These remains were
radiocarbon dated and estimated to be 4350 to 4400 years old. S Other radiocarbon dates of
wood fragments collected from alluvium at depths of 22 to 24 feet in a borehole completed near
the west end of the Stanford Linear Accelerator, indicate.thatthe alluvium was deposited
approximately 5480 years ago. 6 These examples suggest a long-term trend towards gradual
aggradation in the alluvial fan over the history of human residency in the San Fr~ncisquito
watershed.
Historic topographic maps for the Searsville tract also reflect significant changes in the
configuration of the streams now impounded by the dam. The oldest topographic rendering of
the Searsville Tract suggests that the original property surveys along Corte Madera Creek were
surveyed along the stream as it then existed? At that time, the channel configuration of

5R. Berger, 1970.
6p. Ives et ai., 1967. See Pampeyan, 1993, for a more regional perspective.
7The survey cited on the 1890 map for the Searsville Tract is referred to as the "Coomb Survey." This
survey appears to follow the centerline of the Corte Madera Creek channel. The centerline, though
complicated, established the property lines still recognized for Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve,
several parcels on Family Farm Road, and parcels in the Ladera Gate area of Westridge.
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lowermost Corte Madera Creek was more sinuous, or "curvier" than it is now. This map has
been reproduced in Figure 4.
2.1.1. Native American Period
Fire was the most powerful tool used by Native Americans prior to the arrival of Europeans.
From the earliest accounts of Spanish explorers in the early 1770's, we know that fire was
commonly used to dear brush in oak woodlands and grasslands to enhance hunting habitats for
deer and other mammals. s The intentional use of fire combined with fires set by lightning
undoubtedly resulted in periodic changes in vegetation species composition, !'Is well as changes
in storm runoff and sedimentation rates.
2.1.2. Spanish-Mexican Period (1777 to 1848)
During the Spanish-Mexican period of the area's history, the primary land use in the watershed
was cattle grazing. The use of fire to convert chaparral habitats to grassland was widespread. 9
The main affected area in the Searsville watershed was likely the lower half of the watershed,
. which is predominantly grassland and oak woodland. Sediment yields and sediment transport
rates during this period are unknown.
2.1.3. Statehood period 11848 to 1888)
More information exists about the land use practices that.developed,iI). the area following the
Spanish Mission era in California's history. Two major trends have emerged since the 1840's.
First, commercial forestry in the Santa Cruz Mountains significantly altered the landscape by
removing large t~acts of old growth redwood, Douglas fir, oak, madrone, and tanoak. Second,
the logging of mountain properties opened up large areas to residential development and
scattered agriculture. The development of a system of roads, as well as the subsequent
conversion from timber harvest lands to homesites, are the primary human-induced sources of
sedimentation in the watershed.

8H. Biswell, 1976.
9B. Gordon, 1977.
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2.1.3.1. Logging Impacts
Logging in the San Francisquito watershed is likely to have significantly increased sediment
yields by the initial disturbance, associated use of fire to burn slash and ease access, and by
destabilizing slopes,lO,ll During the mid-1800's, Searsville served as a milling center that
supplied Redwood City and the San Francisco Bay region. By the year 1853, there were 15
sawmills within five miles of Woodside generating 20-25 million board feet per year. The mills
extended in a line from Portola Valley to the Crystal Springs Lakes,12 There were also several
mills along the crest of the Santa Cruz Mountains.
After 1860, redwood apparently became scarce on the eastern slopes of the Santa Cruz
Mountains, and as a result, timber was harvested west of the crest in more remote valleys.
Searsville remained on the shipping route as logs and lumber were moved by teams of oxen out
of the mountains down to Redwood City. The names that have been given to the area's creeks
reflect the importance of the timber industry in this region. For example, Corte de Madera
literally means "wood cutting lot" in Spanish, while Dennis Martin Creek is named after the
principal landholder and logger in the area during the 1850's and 1860's. The name Alambique
("distillery") hints at the importance of the local hardwoods.
Logging activities probably contributed to the damage which the Searsville area suffered in the
fio?ds of 1861-62. During one flood event, the town of SearsviUe was evacuated; one child was
killed by a landslide in the area of the present Woodside Highlands development.1 3 This is
probably the first recorded fatality from renewed activity of the naturally-occurring landslides,
visible in steep scarps and lobe-shaped landforms created by debris slides, slumps, and
earthflows.1 4

10M. Dodge, 1975.

11J. Langenheim and J. Greenlee, 1983.
12r. Patd et a!., 1970.
13D.F. Regnery, 1991.

14The colluvial (landslide) deposits in the Searsville watershed have been extensively mapped by
geologists, including Brabb, Cummings, Dibblee, Dickinson, Hoexter, Lobo-Guerrero, Page, Pampeyan,
and Soto. The Towns of Woodside and Portola Valley have detailed local geology and slope stability
maps available to the public for review and purchase.
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2.1.3.2. Roads and Residential Development
Today, many old logging roads and ranch roads have become arterials for residential
developments and driveways to individual mountain residences. These winding roads are often
cut into steep slopes to maintain an even roadway surface. The inherently weak sedimentary
bedrock formations which outcrop from Jasper Ridge to the crest of the mountains are
susceptible to erosion when disturbed by road building equipment and often remain unstable
and subject to periodic structural failure. During periods of construction, grading for homesites,
driveways, and roads creates areas of bare soil that are sources of accelerated erosion and
sedimentation in the local drainages and swales.
An important study of the Colma Creek Basin on San Bruno Mountain in South San Francisco

found that sediment yields from construction and agricultural lands can be 85. to 65 times
greater than yields from undeveloped or open space areas (Knott, 1973). Due to differences in
soil characteristics (the Colma basin has more erodible, Sandy soils) and because construction
of large commercial developments and production agriculture are limited in the Searsville
watershed, the sediment yields for the Colma Creek Basin should be viewed as extreme values.
In addition, surface erosion in residential areas in Searsville watershed tends to be stabilized by

landscaping and plant growth in the years following construction. Nonetheless, sediment yields
, in the settled areas are likely several times greater than those in open space areas with similar
soils and other watershed factors. 1S
In the Searsville watershed, most residential access roads appear to be paved or surfaced to
reduce erosion. In the more remote parts of the upper watershed, residential access roads often
traverse landslide deposits and climb steep slopes. Even when paved, these roads collect and
carry storm water, altering both the volume and velocity of surface flow, which may result in
increased erosion at the point where thi's runoff is eventually exposed to soil. In areas where
unpaved driveways and private roads still exist in the watershed, erosion is a major annual,
and long-term, concern of both property owners and their downslope neighbors.
Two of the clearest examp1es of the chronic erosion problems and sediment sources faced by
property owners and road maintenance crews throughout the subject area are along Old La Honda
Road and along Alpine Road as it parallels Corte Madera.Creek. The failure of roads, driveways,

ISSee the analysis in Brown, 1973, for an instructive comparison of this type in the Newell and Zayante
Creek basins about ten miles to the southeast.
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and fill pads for houses can be seen in many of the hillside developments of Woodside, Portola
Valley, unincorporated San Mateo County, and throughout the Santa Cruz Mountains.
2.2. Searsville Dam and Lake Chronology
2.2.1. Searsville Dam
Searsville Dam is a concrete gravity dam composed of massive interlocking concrete blocks. It
was constructed from 1888 to 1892 by the Spring Valley Water Works (later called the Spring
Valley Water Company; referred to in this report as SVWC). Originally conceived by SVWC as
part of the water supply for San Francisco, Searsville Dam was planned in conjunction with
nearby Crystal Springs Reservoir, with a tunnel or aqueduct to convey "spilling" high water
flows to the nearby Crystal Springs Reservoir.
Leland and Jane Stanford were at that time contracting with the Manzanita Water Company to
construct a dam to supply the proposed Leland Stanford Junior University. This other dam
was to be built further downstream on San Francisquito Creek, below the confluence with Los
Trancos Creek. Because Stanford owned the lands to be flooded, the Manzanita Water
Company was in a position to legally demand all the waters of the San Francisquito
watershed.1 6 Fearing the loss of upstream water rights, the Spring Valley Water Works
therefore entered into a three way contract to build Searsville Dam on San Frands<J,uito Creek
upstream of the confluence with Bear Gulch Creek. As conceived in the original contract, the
Manzanita Water Company would lay and maintain the water distribution to Leland and Jane
Stanford's Palo Alto Farm. Spring Valley Water Works secured the water rights to San
Francisquito Creek and agreed to prOVide 344 million gallons of water annually if the
Manzanita Water Company agreed to abandon its intention to build the downstream damP
The original spillway elevation was 333.07 feet Crystal Springs Datum (CSD). The length of the
crest is 275 feet. The current height of the dam is 67.5 feet from the upstream base of the dam
to the crest. The width of the crest is three feet. The side slopes of the dam are 1:7 on the
upstream side and 1:1.5 on the downstream side. Construction plans on file at Stanford
indicate that the dam was designed with the intention of ultimately raising its height to an
elevation of 370 feet. Several factors prevented this proposed expansion.

16D.F. Regnery, op. cit.
17Contract between Spring Valley Water Works, Leland Stanford and Jane Lathrop Stanford, and
Manzanita Water Company, pp 25, 1885.
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First, the usefulness of Searsville Lake as a reliable potable water supply was questionable from
its earliest years. Historical accounts state that Searsville water, while eagerly anticipated at
the newly constructed university, actually flowed yellow and turbid, with" a smell reminiscent
of fish or pigpen, or perhaps both."IB The rapid sedimentation and transport of mineral and
organic materials from the upstream floodplains and hillsides resulted in anaerobic decay of the
organic materials and filled the lake more quickly than anticipated. The persistent turbidity
and suspended sediment undoubtedly was sluiced through the outlet works and directly into
the Searsville pipeline. Searsville water, therefore, was designated for irrigation use and fire
protection.
Second, by 1912, the Spring Valley Water Company was pursuing Hetch Hetchy water as a firm
source of drinking water for its customers. Searsville Lake lessened in importance to the Spring
Valley Water Company. Correspondence between Spring Valley Water Company and
Stanford from 1911 to 1914 indicates that there had, by that time, already been considerable
concern about the silting in of the lake, as well as questions as. to Spring Valley Water
Company's responsibility to dean and maintain the reservoir at the contracted capacity,19
Ultimately, ownership of Searsville Dam and the Lake was transferred from the Spring Valley
Water Company to Leland Stanford Junior University. The original agreement was rescinded,
and in 1919, Stanford secured the water rights to the various creeks as well as several parcels of
land in the Searsville area. The Trtlstees of the University then proceeded to acquire additional
land above the existing lake and raise the dam crest.
In 1919, the addition of a flashboard weir on the dam crest raised the dam height by 5.87 feet,

to regain storage capacity that had been lost to sedimentation. 2Q The varying descriptions of
the modifications to the dam crest throughout the archival record have added an element of
ambiguity to the interpretation and use of previously accepted maps and records. Historical
accounts and documentation of the various modifications to the dam and lake are detailed in
Appendix A.

18F.M. Scott, 1927.
19Goodfellow et al., correspondence with Leland Stanford Junior University (LSJU), 1914.
20Salance Hydrologies' analysis indicates that the actual amount the dam was raised in 1919 was 5.87
feet. Ambiguities and errors in the historic record have, unfortunately, been perpetuated throughout
the record without critical analysis. The reliability and accuracy of source materials have been
evaluated in Appendix A as part of our analysis of changes in the lake's capacity.
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2.3. Dam and Reservoir Operations
At the time this report was prepared, the reservoir was operated to provide for fire protection
and landscape irrigation needs and for habitat values and ecological research. Flood storage
benefits are slight and secondary to operations. There is no specified operational procedure
which guides the use of spillway flashboards. The operation is based on the operators'
experience to install and/or remove the flashboards. The Certificate of Approval issued by the
California Department of Dam Safety (DSOD) authorizes water to be impounded to Elevation
337.5 feet CSD on this basin. The reservoir can be lowered about 4.5 feet from full storage by

removal of the spillway flashboards. The low level outlet. works are designed to empty the
reservoir in about four days.21
The Stanford Utilities Division has kept weekly records of water levels at the dam and water
releases since at least 1937. We used these long-term records.in conjunction with dated historic
aerial photos to determine periods of dam spilling and the exact lake. elevation conditions in
spedfic photos.
During the field season of this investigation, with the exception of two top boards in the center
flashboard bays, the flashboards were not removed prior to, or during, periods of storm runoff.
The difficulty of manually removing the wooden flashboards appears to be the primary
constraint in the flexibility of dam operations.

It was noted in the field that high water marks and visiblewave trip.!iI\es on bedrock outcrops
along the lakeshore were generally between 1.0 and 1.5 feet above the elevation of the spillway.
Also, water surface elevations rise above the spillway height as water is held back by the dam
and constricted by the narrow bedrock walls that characterize the northern half of the lake.
Searsville Dam spills quickly following increases in tributary inflow. The reservoir's small
design size and decreasing storage volume limits the downstream flood attenuation that is
provided by the dam. Conditions observed in the field during December 1995 and January
1996 indicated that Searsville dam filled and spilled with the first rainfall runoff event. Once

full, the dam spilled during subsequent increases in tributary streamflow, offering a lag in
downstream peak flows of no more than several hours.

21State of California, The Resources Agency, Department of Water Resources, Division of Safety of
Dams, 1981, Inspection Report for Searsville Dam, p. 2-2 to 2-10.
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During the bathymetric survey in late September 1995, Balance staff monitored lake levels
following the installation of two staff plates, which are marked in hundredths of feet. One staff
plate is located on the northern end of the dam, attached to the railing on the upstream side. It
is visible from the trail. The other staff plate is located at the causeway bridge on the west side.

It is mounted on a wooden piling on the upstream side of the bridge. Future observations of
water levels at these established points, in relation to the timing of dam spills, will allow for a
better quantification of lake levels and the flood attenuation provided by Searsville Lake.

2.4. Searsville Lake Sedimentation
Stanford records indicate concern regarding sedimentation, reservoir capacity and water quality
as far back as 1913. Correspondence between the Spring Valley Water Company and Leland
Stanford Jr. University indicates that as the University negotiated for ownership of the dam
and reservoir, capacity had diminished from 344 million gallons to 196 million gallons through
the first two decades of its existence.22 Several factors are likely to have contributed to this
rapid sedimentation, including notable floods in February 1894, January 1895, January 1909,
and January 1911. The 1906 earthquake along the San Andreas fault also caused extensive
slope instabilities and disruptions in local watercourses. In a report on water quality published
in 1910, J. P. Mitchell, Stanford Assistant Professor of ChemiStry, prepared the following
description of channel conditions encountered during water quality sampling in Corte Madera
Creek,

"The Corte Madera Creek... was greatly disturbed . 1Jythe earthquake. oj.1906. Extensive
landslides along its banks completely choked the stream with vegetable and mineral
debris; and in many places forced it to seek a new course. "23
Mitchell's sampling locations were in the reach where Alpine Road currently nms alongside the
creek. The 1989 Lorna Prieta earthquake may have caused a similar type of geologic
disturbance that only became apparent in area streams during the past year or two, following
the end of the 1987-1992 drought. We believe that this stretch of stream is currently undergoing
a cycle of bank failures and landslides that may be analogous in some respects to the sequence
which began with the 1906 earthquake (see Section 5.6).

22Correspondence dated Dec. 9, 1913, between LSJU and Spring Valley Water Company.
23J.p. Mitchell, 1910. Sampling was done in 1908.
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Aerial photos taken in 1928 show a well established willow riparian woodland in Corte
Madera Creek and Sausal Creek above Searsville Lake. In an effort to reduce the sedimentation
in the main portion of Searsville Lake, a causeway was constructed in 1929 to shift
sedimentation to portions of Corte Madera, Sausal, and Alambique Creeks just above lake
level. An unknown amount of dredging was done in the West Marsh area. A bridge over then
open water was constructed. Beneath this bridge, a submerged wood weir was constructed to
hold the water level in the Middle Lake above the main lake level. As sediment settled in the
Middle Marsh, the clearer water near the lake surface was decanted over the weir into the main
body of Searsville Lake.

In 1970, as an effort to reduce flooding at Family Farm Road, the 1929 causeway was breached
and a channel was dug through the willow woodland in the lowermost reach of Corte Madera
Creek. Following this action, the Corte Madera Creek delta then prograded into Searsville Lake.
Figure 3 illustrates the patterns of delta progradation above and below the causeway as shown
in aerial photo imagery available at the JRBP office.
From 1922 to 1976, Searsville Lake and the surrounding lands were used by the public and
Stanford community for recreation. SWimming, boating and fishing were popular activities.
Throughout this time, numerous improvements were made to enhance the appeal of the facilities
and the lake. One of the "improvements" was the regular maintenance of a beach along the
western shore of the lake, which required frequent/ annual replenishment of sand as the beach
continually wasted into the lake. The total volume of material actually deposited into the lake
as a result of this practice is not known.
Based on the fall 1995 bathymetric survey, the lake's capacity has been reduced to 151 million
gallons, or about 463 acre feet. Modifications to the darn crest in 1919 and a change in the
elevation datum in 1929 make comparisons of lake capacity over time problematic. A detailed
evaluation of the sedimentation rates and long-term trends is included in Chapter 5 of this
report. As mentioned above, discussion of disparities and inconsistencies in historical maps
and sources is included in Appendix A.
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3. HYDROLOGIC INFLUENCES I CONDITIONS

3.1. Hydrologic Background
Searsville Lake receives inflow from a contributing watershed of about 14.6 square miles. 24 The
Corte Madera Creek subwatershed occupies slightly more than half of Searsville Lake's
watershed, approximately 7.5 square miles. 25 Corte Madera Creek contributes the highest
percentage of flow and sediment to Searsville Lake of the three primary contributing drainage
basins. The otl:).er subwatersheds in the Searsville Lake watershed are the Sausal Creek basin
(3.60 square miles, including Dennis Martin Creek) and Alambique Creek basin (1.44 square
miles). The remaining contributing drainages include Westridge Creek (also referred to as Nolan
Creek) and the small intermittent streams on the JRBP which drain into the lake. The total
drainage area for these small watersheds is approximately 2.0 square miles.
Other slIbwatersheds in the San Francisquito watershed include the Los Trancos Creek
sllbwatershed, which is located south and west of the Searsville drainage, and the Bear Creek
subwatershed, which includes Bear Gulch Creek, West Union Creek, and the numerous small
tributaries that flow through Woodside and the San Andreas fault zone. Bear Creek joins San
Francisquito Creek just below Searsville Dam. Los Trancos Creek flows into San Francisquito
Creek between Interstate Highway 280 and the Stanford Golf Course.
The vast majority of runoff occurs during the winter season:. G,rO!1nd water serves as the source
of baseflow in tributaries during the dry season. Early in the wet season, storms passing over
the watershed must first saturate soils prior to noticeably influencing streamflow. Peak runoff
and sediment transport rates follow periods of intense rainfall, when soil is saturated.
Landslides and tree falls tend to increase as slopes saturate and soils loosen. Most sediments
are deposited in Searsville Lake during wet winters, particularly those with strong storms.

3.2. USGS Gage Summary; San Francisquito Creek at Stanford
Tributaries to Searsville Lake were not gaged for streamflow or sediment transport prior to this
investigation. The U.S. Geological Survey has operated a streamflow gage on San Francisquito
24Lawrence G. Brian and Co., 1965, p. 1. Watershed areas determined from 1961 USGS 7.5 minute series
quadrangle maps. The total watershed area from the mouth of San Francisquito Creek at San Francisco
Bay is approximately 45 square miles.
25Ibid., p. 1.
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Creek at Stanford during water years 1931-1941 and from WY1951 to the present. This stream
gage is located on the Stanford Golf Course upstream of the JuniperoSerra Boulevard bridge
(see Figure 1), at a site where the drainage area is 37.4 square miles. It measures flow from the
watersheds of Bear Gulch and Los TrancosCreeks, in addition to that of Searsville Lake. This
gage is the most reliable, long-term source of streamflow data available. 26
Figure 5 is a graph of mean annual flow for the water years 1931 through 1941 and 1951
through 1994. Figure 6 is a graph of maximum daily flow at the San Francisquito Creek gage at
Stanford for the same period. It is important to note that water years differ from calendar
years and run from October through September. For this reason the floods of December 1955
are classified as part of WY1956. These graphs are included to illustrate the cycles of wet
periods and dry periods that characterize the San Francisquito Creek watershed.
3.3. Notable Floods

Flood events in San Francisquito Creek watershed are important because most significant
geomorphologic changes have occurred during the periods of highest flow, when landslides,
erosion and the mobilization of sediment are greatest. The largest gaged flood on San
Francisquito Creek, from December 21 to 24, 1955, had an instantaneous peak flow of 5,560
cubideet per second (ds) on December 22,1955, as measured at the USGS gage located at
.Stanford golf course. 27 The total runoff from this storm event has been calculated to have been
about 9,600 acre feet during a 60-hour period. 28
Numerous other flood events were reported in the San Francisquito watershed before gaging
began in 1941, with most notable peak events in 1894, 1895, 1909, and 1911. The estimated
peak flow on February 19, 1894, was 5;350 ds at Palo Alto. 29 The flood of January 4, 1895
was the largest during this period, with an estimated peak discharge of 6,100 ds at Palo Alto.
Peak discharge for the 1909 event has been estimated at 3,800 ds, while the 1911 event has

26 Several other USGS stream gaging stations have existed in the San Francisquito watershed,
including San Francisco Creek at Palo Alto (1931-1941) and San Frandsquito Creek at Menlo Park (19341936).

27Instantaneous flow is defined as the measurement of flow at a specific point in time. Peak
instantaneous discharge is the highest flow measured in a stream during a runoff event.
2Bu.S. Anny Engineer District, San Francisco, Corps of Engineers, 1972, p. 12.
29U.S. Anny Engineer District, San Francisco, Corps of Engineers, 1968, cited in R.V. Vincent, 1968, p.
27.
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been estimated at 5/000 ds. 30 A more complete table of the notable flood events in the San
Francisquito Creek watershed is listed below:
Table 1: Selected Flood Peaks on San Francisquito Creek
at USGS Gage Above 3,750 cfs

February
January
January
January
January
February
January
December
April
January
February
January
January
January

1894
1895
1909
1911
1916
1919
1943
1955
1958
1982
1982
1983
1993
1995

5,350 ds
6,100 ds
3,800 ds

5,000 ds
.. 4,450.ds
4,000 ds
4,400 ds
5,560 ds
4,460 ds
5,220 ds

3,760 ds
3,420 ds
3,010 ds
3,300 ds

The December 1955 flood significantly altered the Corte Madera Creek channel upstream of
Searsville Lake. TRBP docent and naturalist Herb Dengler made personal observations of the
pre- and post-flood conditions and provided a valuable set of documentary color photographs
of the Corte Madera Creek riparian corridor along the southern boundary of the JRBP. This
series of photographs shows the pre-flood conditions in a grove of bay trees on May 30, 1955;
post-flood peak sedimentation of 4 to 12 inches throughout the stands of bay trees on
December 28 1955; and then, dense willow seedlings.emerging.from.theJreshly deposited
1

sediments on August 15, 1956.
As part of the current investigation, Mr. Dengler took Balance staff to the former site of the
grove of bay trees in his 1955 photographs. The grove has disappeared, replaced by mixed
aged willows, with a few scattered mature cottonwoods. Sediment depOSition at this site
during the 1995 storms ranged from about 0.5 to three feet. 31 Observations of the depth of

3OU.S. Army Engineer District, San Francisco, Corps of Engineers, 1972, p. 12.
31Balance field observations of overbank deposition in the Corte Madera Creek floodplain indicates
that a series of logjams, extending upstream 1/2 mile from the IRBP boundary, plugged the channel at
several locations, forcing peak flows overbank. Depositional forms indicate quick moving flows and
sedimentation throughout the floodplain. The log iams consisted of cut wood, milled lumber, and fallen
trees/branches. The log jams were later cleared by the San Mateo County Mosquito Abatement District
during the dry season of 1995. The cut wood from these log jams was subsequently moved downstream to
the Corte Madera deltaic apron during high flows in early 1996.
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deposition were based on buried fence posts and by excavating fresh deposits down to leaf

Iitter from the preceding fall.
During the storms of WY1995, an episode of sedimentation on the Corte Madera Creek deltaic
apron corresponded with the re-occurrence of flooding in the Family Farm Road area.
Statistically, the flooding events of January and March 1995 were much more significant as
sediment delivery events than as floods. Peak discharges since 1990 at the USGS San
Francisquito gage are listed below in Table 2. The first event, on January 9-10, 1995, produced
a flood crest of approximately 3,300 cubic feet per second (ds) at the gage. This flow
corresponds to a crest with an expected recurrence of about five years or higher. Peak flow
during the second event, on March 10-11, were lower. The crest of 2,010 ds was less than the
mean annual flood, and has an estimated recurrence of less than two years. 32
Table 2: Selected Flood Peaks Since 1990:
San Francisquito Cre.ek at Stanford University

Maximum Discharge in cfs

Date
February 16, 1990
March,1991
February 12, 1992
January 13, 1993
January 20, 1993
February 19, 1994
February 26, 1994
January 9, 1995
March 10, 1995
February, 1996

460
626
2,580
3,010
1,200
.824
786
3,300 (1)
2,010 (1)
.. J,6UQ(est)S2l.. .

(l)Designated by USGS as "preliminary and subject to review"
(2)Estimated by Balance staff from high-water marks observed on March 16, 1996.
3.4. Los Trancos Creek Stream Gaging
Balance Hydrologies has operated a stream gage on Los Trancos Creek, located at the
Arastradero Road Bridge upstream of the Felt Lake diversion, since October of 1994. This
effort has been performed under a contract. with the Stanford Utilities Division in relation to
modifications of the diversion and the installation of a fish ladder to allow the passage of
steelhead trout into the upper Los Trancos watershed. This stream gage consists of a
32All estimates of flows and recurrence have been labeled as preliminary and subject to review by the
gaging entities; thls is a customary practice during wet years, allowing for adjustments following
review of the full year's data.
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continuous recording datalogger that measures water surface elevations in Los Trancos Creek
every fifteen minutes. Balance has also monitored sediment transport rates at this site
throughout the 1994-95 and 1995-96 winter seasons.
Although no streamflow or sediment transport measurements were made in Corte Madera
Creek during the WY1995 storm events, the streamflow gage on Los Trancos Creek was
operable during all the storm events that led to flooding on the Corte Madera Creek above
Searsville Lake and at Family Farm Road. The Los Trancos watershed immediately to the
south and east of the Corte Madera Creek watershed, produces similar patterns of runoff, and
the correlation between streamflow in Los Trancos Creek and Corte Madera Creek is very close.
Typically, we found that flow in Corte Madera Creek was slightly higher than Los Trancos for
each runoff event, as might be expected based on drainage areas of 7.5 and 5.3 square miles,
respectively.
Bedload sediment transport rates measured on Los Trancos Creek during the 1995 season were
exceptionally high. Presumably, unusually high rates of sediment transport also occurred in the
adjoining Corte Madera Creek watershed. Although the peak flows of 1995 were not
numerically remarkable, it is likely that the 1995 storms had higher recurrences as sediment
delivery events. Bedload transport rates during WY1996 were somewhat lower. Figure 7 is a
flow hydrograph for the Los Trancos Creek gage for WY1995.
Balance Hydrologies cqntinued to monitor streamflow and sediment transport rates in Los
Trancos Creek during WY1996. Based on these and USGS.llow records, WY1996 saw smaller
storms and lower rates of runoff in the San Francisquito watershed. Figure 8 is a hydrograph of
the mean daily discharge and the maximum peak discharges for Los Trancos Creek for
WY1996. It can be seen that there was no effective precipitation and runoff until December 10,
1995, a storm notable for its very high winds. Precipitation was light through the second week
of January. Several high runoff events were recorded during the last two weeks in January
through the first week of February, with a maximum peak flow of 200 ds on February 4.
For this investigation, during the winter of 1995-96 Balance established a nonrecording stream
gage on Corte Madera Creek at the Westridge Bridge for periodic measurements of streamflow
and sediment sampling. The Corte Madera Creek at Westridge Road gage, as well as the
related discharge and sediment transport values developed, are discussed in greater detail in
Chapter 5 - Progressive Sedimentation of Searsville Lake.
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4. GEOLOGIC INFLUENCES AND SEDIMENT SOURCES

4.1. General watershed description
As with most of the Santa Cruz Mountains, the underlying geology is a predominating influence
on sources of sediment, erosional process and the courses of the streams. The Searsville
watershed is crossed by several major faults. Most notable are the San Andreas fault, the
Canada fault, the Pilarcitos fault, and the Corte Madera fault. Like many areas in California,
there are numerous smaller fault traces throughout the Searsville area. This complex geolOgiC
structure is expressed throughout the landscape in exposed roadcuts and stream corridors. The
primary tributary drainages, Corte Madera, Sausa!, and Alambique Creeks, flow along the two
major faults, the San Andreas and Canada faults. Searsville Lake itself straddles the inferred
trace of the Canada fault.
The complex folding and uplift of sedimentary rock along these faults has been intenSively
studied and mapped by geologists. The surficial geology has also been extensively mapped,
showing hundreds of active and inactive landslides throughout all reaches of Searsville's
tributary streams. The tenuous stability of some of these features results in a pattern that can
be described as chronic erosion, punctuated by episodes of very high erosion and sedimentation
rates following storms or other discrete events, reflecting many renewed instabilities.33
Landslides, roadbed failures, and mudflows contrib),ltethem1ljOJ;ity Qfpo.th chronic and
episodic erosion and sedimentation in the watershed. Unpaved roads, eroding culvert outfalls,
bare soils, eroding ditches, cultivated areas and orchards, horse paddocks and equestrian trails
are the human induced sources of erosion, which add to th~ human induced, chronic erosion in
the Searsville watershed. Construction and grading related erosion can also result in "sudden"
increases in sedimentation rates during and for several years after disturbance. However,
reqUired erosion control and everituallandscaping often reduces this source of sediment to
relatively minor levels following the initial disturbance.
Balance staff found many sediment sources dispensed throughout the watershed. We made
field observations during several walks up Corte Madera Creek, its tributaries, and throughout
the uplands in the headwater areas east of Skyline Boulevard. We found that the primary

33Most of the key geologic maps and slope-stability analyses affecting sediment delivery at the
scal~ are dted in Chapter 9.

watershed
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sources of sediment to Searsville Lake are in the steeper areas of the upper watershed bedrock
formations, with their associated slope instability. In the lower gradient reach of Corte Madera
Creek, particularly as it flows through the residential areas of Portola Valley, erodible soils are
also a notable source of sediment to the creek. Nonetheless, the volume of sediment generated
in the lower gradient reaches of Corte Madera Creek appears to be proportionately less than the
erosive bedrock formations in the upper watershed.
There is no distinct "smoking gun" in the hills at the heads of these streams. There are instead,
numerous disturbances (both natural and human induced) that add to a high background rate
of erosion. Enhanced land management strategies to curtail chronic.sources may reduce the
overall erosion rate, but we believe that there is a limit to what can realistically be accomplished
to reduce erosion and delay the filling of Searsville Lake. This chapter explains what we have
learned about sediment sources and the natural factors which affect them.
4.2. Geology

The composition, structure, and degree of weathering of the underlying rocks are of paramount
influence on sediment yields in this watershed. The geology of the area can be divided into two
simple conceptual units: bedrock and surficial geology. The bedrock units that underlay the
Towns of Woodside and Portola Valley, west of the San Andreas Fault, are generally
sedimentary rocks that have been uplifted, deformed and exposed. Bedrock east of the San
Andreas fault in the vicinity of the JRBP and,the Palo Alto hills are largely greywackes, cherts,
basic volcanics, limestones and serpentines mapped.as .Franciscan-formation, and the cemented
marine sandstones and shales of the Whiskey Hill formation.
The Franciscan rocks in the Searsville drainage make up a small percentage of the total
watershed area, and that smaller area, in turn, generates less streamflow. Franciscan rocks east
of the San Andreas in the Searsville watershed generally are also comparatively resistant to
erosion, and hence Franciscan formations east of the San Andreas fault are a source of a small
percentage of the deposition in Searsville Lake, based on field observations following winter
storm events in 1995 and 1996. The Whiskey Hill sediments, usually resistant to erosion but
locally quite erodible, also are not presently a major contributor to Searsville Lake
sedimentation.
The formations of primary interest to this investigation, therefore, are those located west of the
San Andreas fault or areas of Santa Clara formation and younger deposits within the overall
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the rapid runoff that occurs on steep slopes and the unconsolidated nature of the
subsurface geology on which they form:
•

Sotella loam and Hotella-Urban land complex are found on 0 to 5 percent slopes along
the valley bottoms of Sausal, Corte Madera and Alambique Creeks. These soils form on
stream terraces and alluvial fans from various types of rock. They tend to be
moderately permeable and have low rates of runoff. Erosion hazards are classified as
slight where they are not widely disturbed; elsewhere in the region, we have found that
banks of streams and gullies in low strength Botella s(Jils can erode rapidlY if disturbed
or if vegetation near the channel (whose roots hold these soils in place) is removed.
They are used for residential developments, agriculture, horse paddocks, and other land
practices that can contribute to erosion and sedimentation.

•

Francisquito-Urban land complex is fotmd on terraces with slopes of 5 to 15 percent. It
formed in alluvium derived from various kinds of rock. These soils underlie the western
slopes of the Westridge area, east of Corte Madera Creek, in addition to many of the
residential areas of Portola Valley in the Willowbrook area. Where not covered by urban
development, this soil unit is very deep and well drained. It is subject to the same type
of erosion inducing disturbances as the Botella complex. The erosion hazard is
moderate due to the slightly greater slopes characteristic of this soil unit.

•

Fagan loam is fmmd on slopes ranging from 15 to 30 percent. This soil type is formed
from the weathering of soft sandstones and shales and supports grasses and forbs. The
open grasslands that coverSpringRidge.aUhe.WindyHill Preserve are. a good example
of the vegetative community that typically develops on the Fagan loam. Permeability is
somewhat limited by high shrink-swell potential on the soils and the low permeability of
the fine grained sandstone and shales that underlie it. In the case of Spring Ridge at the
Windy Hill Preserve, the Fagan loam has developed from the exposure of the Purisima
formation. 34

4.4. Sources of sedimentation by subwatershed.

Each major stream that flows into Searsville Lake originates in different geologic formations.
The follOWing section describes five of the subwatersheds of Searsville Lake. The three largest
are Corte Madera .Creek, Sausal Creek and Alambique Creek. Two smaller subwatersheds east

34 U. S. Department of Agriculture-Soil Conservation Service, Soil Survey of San Mateo County,
Eastern Part..., pp. 7-25.
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of the San Andreas fault are Westridge Creek and the draw draining the west end. While
several generalizations can be made about all of these creeks and gulches, each particular
subwatershed has distinctive characteristics that are dictated by the base geology through
which they flow. We pay particular note to .the geologic formations that are prone to erosion in
each specific subwatershed. Land uses that exacerbate erosion or slope instabilities are also
described.
4.3.1 Corte Madera Creek subwatershed
Corte Madera Creek, which drains 7.5 of the 14.6 square miles of the Searsville watershed, is
the dominant source of sedimentation near and in Searsville Lake. The majority of the sediment
delivered by Corte Madera Creek to Searsville Lake originates in the erosive sedimentary
formations exposed along Alpine Road and in the surrounding mountain streams.
The three primary geologic sources of sediment in this system are the Purisima formation, the
Santa Clara formation, and the San Lorenzo formation. Of these three, the Purisima formation
is presently the major source of sediment. This formation is currently undergoing an episode of
disturbance that is apparently unrelated to human impacts and therefore very difficult to "fix."
The Santa Clara formation is the second largest source of sediment, based on our observations.
The shales and mudstones of the San Lorenzo formation, as well as similar units in the
Monterey and Lambert formations, also appear to contribute large sediment loads during
periods of active landslides and slope failures. A variant of the Butano formation, in this case
a closely related mudstone or shale in upper·Gorte,Madera"!2teek;'also contributes pulses of
sediment to Corte Madera Creek and Searsville Lake during storm events.
4.3.1.1. The Purisima formation
The Purisima formation is a thick sequence of finely grained sandstones and siltstones that form
rolling hills with steep, incised gulches. These characteristic landforms result from the
incoherent nature of the formation and are seen at the headwaters of Sausal Creek and to the
west of Corte Madera Creek in the upper watershed. The smoothly sloping Spring Ridge at the
Windy Hill Preserve is primarily Purisima formation overlaying Monterey shales. Areas
underlain by the Purisima support a mosaic of oak, manzanita, madrone, and redwood forests
in the steeper parts. Grasslands and chaparral are common on the rounded ridges.
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In the Corte Madera watershed, the Purisima formation is found in a long narrow band between
the Corte Madera and San Andreas faults. The Corte Madera fault runs paraliel to the San
Andreas fault, just under one quarter mile to the west. It is visible in Damiani Creek and
Hamms Gulch as a vertical shear zone, exposed by landslides. The Purisima strata that are
uptmned against the northeast side of the Corte Madera fault are at least 1,600 feet thick.
Along Corte Madera Creek, the Purisima formation is overlain in angular unconformity by
gravels of the Santa Clara formation.
The Purisima formation is particularly susceptible to erosion and slope failures, especially
where exposed to weathering through construction, roadcuts, vegetation removal, wildfire, or
other episodic conditions. Composed primarily of fine grained sandstones, with lenses of
pebble conglomerate and siltstone, the Purisima is soft. Bedrock samples can often be crumbled
by hand. The fine sands that make up the Purisima are cemented by calcite or bound with a
day matrix. The depositional environment in which the Purisima formed was a marine
continental shelf, without strong littoral currents. Where sandy, the well sorted fine sands are
composed of quartz, feldspar, and chert grains that typically vary in size from .05 to .25 rom.
Grains of this size range can be moved by streams at velocities lower than those required to
move either coarser, or finer and more cohesive material.
Notable bands of fossilized mollusks in the typical "blue sands" strata can be seen in the steep
walls of the incised tributary channels that pass through the Purisirna. These same fossils can
be picked up in the gravel and cobble bars that form in Corte Madera Creek, and to a lesser
extent, in Sausal Creek. The distinctive ~'blue""colO1; ohhe..fine..sands·eroded from the Purisima
is attributed to the day coatings present on the grains of fine sand. This distinctive sand can be
readily traced to sources in Neil's Gulc,h, Bozzo Gulch and Bull Run Creek in the Sausal
drainage to Hamms Gulch, Jones Gulch, Damiani Creek and the confluence of Coal Creek and
Rengstorff Gulch in the Corte Madera Creek Watershed.
Roads through the Purisima formation can be a major on-going source of sediment to area
creeks. The clearest example is found on the road up Jones Gulch, on the Rancho Corte Madera
property, where the incoherent beds of the Purisima formation have been exposed by a roadcut
and culvert crossing over Jones Gulch Creek. As streamflow undercuts the eroding toe of the
streambank, the inherently weak Purisima drops beds of fine sand into the flow like a glacier
calving icebergs.
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Perhaps the most interesting observation made during field investigations in the Purisima
formation is the extent of channel incision and slope instability in tributary reaches that has
occurred without noticeable human activity. Deeply incised channels in Jones Gulch, Hamms
Gulch, Damiani Creek, as well as the other tributaries that cross the outcrop of the Purisima,
contribute a significant percentage of the sediment found along the banks of Corte Madera
Creek and in Searsville Lake. These stretches of creek have an appearance that can only be
described as "raw," as shown in two of the photographs accompanying this report. Fallen
trees, perhaps weakened by drought, are a typical sight in these reaches. Many of these trees
are mature Douglas fir and redwood that have fallen acrOss the channels, leaving streambanks
exposed where the roots have been tom from the substrate. These exposed surfaces of the
Purisima formation are significant chronic sources of sediment, in addition to often being the
source of larger, subsequent slope failures and landslides that result from the undermining of the
slopes above the channel.
4.3.1.2. The Santa Clara Formation
Along Coal Mine Ridge, which separates Corte Madera and Los Trancos Creeks at the
southeastern edge of the watershed boundary, the Santa Clara formation is approximately
1,800 feet thick. The Los Trancos Woods residential development straddles this formation.
Alpine Road west of the intersection with Willowbrook Road cuts through the Santa Clara
fOlmation at the bottom of the valley alongside Corte Madera Creek. The Town of Portola
Valley Geologic Map shows 200 - 250 vertical feet of surficial slopewash between the Santa
Clara bedrock formation on the top of the ridge.and-the.roadcut of·Alpine Road.35 Numerous
old, recent and active landslides and sediment dumping swales are present above and below
Alpine Road, resulting in the deposition of loose material onto the roadway surface and into the
stream channel.
In several locations, the roadbed of Alpine Road above Willowbrook is eroding directly into

Corte Madera Creek. At high flows, streamflow attacks the toe of the slope on which the road
sits. Debris jams and pulses of sediment from landslides modify flow and channel geometry
during storms, locally raising flood elevations and obstructing the passage of floodwater, which
results in erosion of both vegetated and bare streambanks.
The Santa Clara formation is composed of interbedded conglomerate, sandstone, and
mudstone. The bedding is irregular and consists of materials ranging from dense muds to large
35 W. Spangle and Associates, Town of Portola Valley Geologic Map.
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boulders in gravel and cobble lenses. Much of the gravel, cobble, and boulders in the channel
of Corte Madera Creek have been eroded from the Santa Clara formation. These coarse rocks in
the Santa Clara formation appear to be primarily Franciscan in origin.
Several beds of carbonized wood in the Santa Clara formation are exposed at points along
Alpine Road and can be traced in stream sediments. Eroded fragments of carbonized wood are
visible in recent deposits found during the investigation of Corte Madera's deltaic apron. Aside
from the Purisima sediments, the Santa Clara formation and its derivative soils are probably
the greatest sediment source per unit area.
Jon c. Cummings, the noted area geologist, inferred that the Santa Clara Formation originated
as a "bajada" or alluvial slope under wetter climatic conditions that occurred during the
Pleistocene glaciations. The heterogeneous and coarse textures, torrential bedding, and mottled
red and green color of the beds present in the Santa Clara formation suggest rapid continental
deposition near their source in a relatively humid climate,36 Beds of freshwater mollusks and
carbonized wood attest to the existence of ponds and bogs on the slopes. The origin of this
formation may be viewed as somewhat analogous to the conditions observed in the deltaic
aprons of Searsville Lake.
The Santa Clara formation is exposed in the bed and west bank of Corte Madera Creek from
the Schultz property upstream to the Huang property. The unit is finer grained in this small
bedrock block caught between the two main faults. Much of it is composed of silty clays into
which Corte Madera Creek has carved a channel. .This reach.1ikely.serves as a 'bedrock' control
which usually holds the channel at this fixed location and elevation.
4.3.1.3. The San Lorenzo, Monterey and Lambert formations
The San Lorenzo, Monterey and Lambert formations are shales composed of silty mudstones
and siltstones occasionally interbedded with fine grained sandstones. These formations occur
in outcrops and along incised stream channels upgradient of the Purisima formation, west of the
Corte Madera fault. The differences in composition and erodibility of the San Lorenzo,
Lambert, and Monterey formations are often subtle. For the purposes of this study, the
erosional processes are similar enough that they are not specifically distinguished.

36 Cummings, J.C., p. 146.
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Where the San Lorenzo formation is exposed, it is relatively soft and subject to erosion,
although basalt flows and cross-cutting crystalline diabase sills tend to add stability. Notable
visible landslides occur in the San Lorenzo formation in Jones Gulch, upstream of the exposed
slides in the Purisima formation.
Monterey shales are exposed on Spring Ridge, between Han:m1S Gulch in the Corte Madera
drainage and Bozzo Gulch in the Sausal drainage. The Monterey formation is the principal
source of the white or brown chips and pebbles that are intermixed with the fine grained sands
which compose most of the deltaic apron at the mouth of Corte Madera Creek. These light
colored chips are transported as easily as the fine sands because of their shape and their low
density; when immersed in water, they commonly weigh one-third to one-half as much as other
rocks of the same volume. Because their transportability is similar to fine sand, the chips
(which are the only gravels occurring on much of the deltaic apron) do not stabilize the shifting
channels near the mouth of Corte Madera Creek.
A section of Butano "shale" crops out in a small lens shaped area near the head of Corte
Madera Creek on the southwestern flank of the low ridge that separates Corte Madera and Los
Trancos Creeks. These shales are easily eroded, with evidence of slumps and small earthflows.
All of the shale units in the Searsville watershed supply sediment to the tributary streams
during storm events. These shales characteristically flake off weathered outcrops and
streambanks, and break down into fine chips.~~ While sampling in Corte Madera Creek for
bedload, we sometimes noticed periodic pulses of shaJechips~inb;ansportrindicating
intermittent sediment supply from shale based reaches of the tributaries.
4.3.2 Sausal Creek subwatershed
The Sausal Creek watershed, which in this study includes Dennis Martin Creek, is also
underlain by a complex of uplifted and deformed sedimentary formations. The land use is
primarily mountain reSidential, with agriculture, additional residences and commercial
development in the flatter valley bottom. Erosion sources associated with development and
maintenance of roads and residences in the Sausal Creek drainage are easily identified by a,
drive up almost any mountain road west of Portola Road.
The majority of the upper Sausa! Creek watershed is underlain by the Purisima and the Butano
formations. The landforms of the Purisima are seen throughout the upper Sausal drainage,
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including the characteristic round hills and landslides of varying size and age. Neil's Gulch,
Bozzo Gulch and Bull Run Creek in the Sausal drainage flow through the Purisima formation.
Residential development in these drainages is limited by inherently steep and unstable slopes.
The residences along Wayside Road and on the slopes to the south are primarily built on the
Purisima formation. The activities of humans, ranging from logging over a century ago to
contemporary horse paddocks, contribute to the overall high rate of sedimentation.
4.3.2.1. Butano formation
The majority of residential development occurs in the Butano formation north of Bull Run Creek
and in the Dennis Martin Creek drainage. Dennis Martin Creek is primarily underlain by
Butano sandstone and receives sediment from large colluvial deposits that blanket the steep
slopes of the drainage. Old La Honda Road and the residential development along it generate
sediment carried down Dennis Martin Creek, which joins Sausal Creek above Family Farm
Road, just prior to flowing into Searsville Lake.
The Butano sandstones tend to be relatively resistant to erOSion, particularly when compared to
the Purisima, but the erodibility varies widely throughout the formation. Erosion of the Butano
formation tends to occur where the formation has been disturbed and weathered. Roadbed
failures and landslides in the Butano formation are sources of chronic erosion and
sedimentation. The typical erosional feature in this formation is gullying in exposed areas of the
weathered mantle.
4.3.3. Alambiqye Creek subwatershed
The Alambique Creek drainage is primarily underlain by the Butano formation, which here is a
predominantly thickly bedded, cemented sandstone. Colluvial deposits, often dormant
landslides, are mapped throughout the drainage and occasionally become reactivated. Land
use in the Alambique Creek watershed can be characterized as mountain residential and
forested open space. State Highway 84 (La Honda Road) winds up the lower half of the
Alambique Creek drainage. Wunderlich County Park occupies much of the upper watershed.
Roadcuts are prone to mass wasting and erosion, as was evident during the winter of 1995-6
when landslides resulted in lane closures.
The lower reach of Alambique Creek flows southeastward along the San Andreas rift zone.
Here it is a low gradient stream in alluvial deposits. Residential development in the lower
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watershed is more dense, and flooding associated with storm events, log jams, and
sedimentation has occurred in the lower corridor and Upper Marsh. The Upper Marsh of
Searsville Lake has developed a depositional delta comparable in form to those present at the
mouths of both Corte Madera and Sausal Creeks
4.3.4. Westridge Creek subwatershed
The Westridge Creek watershed is a small drainage that flows northwest from the Westridge
area to Corte Madera Creek above the Searsville causeway. This creek is also known locally as
Nolan Creek, although neither name appears on the USGS maps of the area. The confluence of
Westridge and Corte Madera Creeks occurs in the active alluvial fan on Corte Madera Creek.
Sediments transported by Westridge Creek to the fan are visibly coarser size and redder in
color, originating in the resistant greenstones and coherent sandstones east of the San Andreas
fault.
Surficial landslide deposits and gullying associated with soil disturbance appear to be the
sources of erosion in this subwatershed. Flow in Westridge Creek is~ intermittent, generally
lasting throughout the rainfall season and into late spring. Unlike the larger tributaries in the
more erosive upper watershed such as the middle Corte Madera Creek reach below the
Westridge Bridge with its narrow, nearly vertically walled V-shaped channel, Westridge Creek
has a U-shaped channel that is characterized by an oak and buckeye riparian zone below
chaparral habitat. The tipper reaches flow through residential areas in Westridge, passing
through both wooded ravines and grassy swales.
4.3.5. Jasper Ridgg,BioJogical Preserve draw subwatershed
This small drainage flows into the large cove on the east side of Searsville Lake. Deposition in
the tail of the cove consists of angular gravel and cobble, primarily from the roadbed around
Searsville Lake and the associated exposed roadcuts. A small deltaic apron consisting of
unsorted angular gravels is visible during periods of low or dropping water levels. The deltaic
apron does not appear to have greatly change since the earliest available aerial photograph was
taken in 1928. A 24-inch metal culvert drops into a scour pool.
The channel above the roadcut is well defined, with a bed of three to four inch cobbles.
Chaparral-mantled slopes on its east side presently yield comparatively minor contributions of
sediment, but may be expected to erode following a fire. The west side is weathered bedrock
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and supports oaks and California buckeye. A fringe of cattail exists at water's edge, backed
up by yellow flag iris. Dense stands of tule are found on the deltaic apron. Polygonum

lapathifolium, or willow weed, is currently the dominant submerged aquatic plant.
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5.

PROGRESSIVE SEDIMENTATION OF SEARSVILLE LAKE

5.1. Detailed Studies Performed
We developed five detailed studies to quantify sedimentation rates in Searsville Lake and
sediment transport in Corte Madera Creek, the major contributor of flow and sediment. These
efforts included:
•

a bathymetric survey of the lake bottom to measure depths, estimate storage capacity,
and quantify the amount of deposition within the lake since the last surveys were done
in 1946,

•

a level survey of much of the area of deposition above the spillway elevation of the lake,
including most of the lower reach of Corte Madera Creek,

•

storm period stream gaging and sediment transport sampling on Corte Madera Creek at
the Westridge Road bridge,

•

an assessment of likely sedimentation rates following a large wildfire or other episodic
sediment producing event, and

•

a reconnaissance level erosion assessment in the upper watershed of Corte Madera
Creek.

The first four tasks are described below. Observations of stream conditions and sediment
sources made in the upper watershed are summarized in Chapter 4 - Geologic Influences and
Sediment Sources.
5.2. Bathymetry Survey of 1995
We completed a bathymetric survey of Searsville Lake on September 25 to 27, 1995. Two
portions of the lake were included in the bathymetric survey, the Lower Lake and the Middle
Lake. The portion of the lake known historically as the Lower Lake is that part mostly visible
from the dam. The Middle Lake is south of the causeway, between the bridge and the
caretaker's home. The Upper Marsh, not surveyed in this project, is on the west side of Portola
Road. The resulting map shows the current elevations of the lake bed.
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The primary goals of the bathymetric survey were to estimate the current capacity of Searsville
Lake and to describe the rate and pattern of sedimentation since the last survey in 1946. The
effort resulted in the development of an updated depth/capacity curve that can be compared
to similar curves developed from earlier studies. By plotting these curves on one graph, both the
volume of deposition in the lake and the loss of available water supply storage can be
quantified.
Appendix C provides greater detail about the methods, limitations, and computational
procedures undertaken in the bathymetric survey effort and subsequent data reduction. The
following sections highlight the results of this analysis.
5.2.1. Measured Depths

Figure 10 is the bathymetric map of the lower and middle portions of Searsville Lake developed
from the 1995 measurements. Five-foot contours are generally shown for the Lower Lake and
one-foot contours are used for the Middle Lake. Contours were drawn by the field team shortly
after completing the surv~y and soundings and includes their insights regarding the pattern of
deposition.
5.2.2. Discussion of 1995 Bathymetr.y Survey Results

Depth-capacity curves w~re developed from the 1995 data and compared with curves from
previous bathymetric surveys. Since the areassulYeyec;l4iffere~Lsom!;'vyhat [rpm'year to year.
the 1995 curves were developed both for just the Lower Lake and the combined Lower and
Middle Lake areas. A graph of the depth/ capacity curves for Searsville Lake as they have
evolved over time is included as Figure 11.
The following table summarizes the change in annual rates of sedimentation over the life of
Searsville Lake.
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Table 3. Annual Rates of Deposition In Searsville Lake

Ye.r of
Survey

Years Since
Prior Survey

Capacity at
Spillway Elevation'
(million gailons)

(mil.gal.lyrl

(ec-fl/yr. )

Icu.yds.lyrl

2.327

7.14

11,500

2.353

7.22

11,650

1.188

3.. 64

5,a80

5.667

17.39

27,960

151

1995
49

265

1946
17
1929

305
16

1913

324
21

1890"

Annual Change in Capacity Below Spillway Elevation

443

Assumes that spillway alevation was at its present height
.. We assume that water year 1692 was the first year in which Searsville Dam retained appreciable sediment

1892··1929 fate = 3.53 million gallons/year

We developed the 1913 curves from a five-foot contour map of the lake bathymetry prepared
by the Spring Valley Water Company as part of ongoing negotiations with Stanford University.
Ute most detailed version with which we worked is at a scale of 1 inch equals 300 feet, with
neither locations of soundings nor survey control shown. The style of the map suggests that it
may have been prepared to serve as legal exhibit, likely using a more exacting source not
available to us; the version we used clearly is not of the same precision and density of data as
the 1890, 1929, and 1946 bathymetric maps. Hence comparisons involving, the 1913 map
should be made with care. It might prove more accurate to consider a single rate of 3.73 million
gallons per year (or 11.44 acre feet p~r year) for the 1892 to 1929 interval.37
Annual rates of sedimentation in the lake reflect several factors, of which sediment supply (i.e.,
erosion) and incidence of very large storms are probably paramount. Ute exceptionally high
rate of sedimentation from 1891 to 1913 was a likely result of large winter storms for the
period, the 1906 earthquake, and residual instability in the upper watershed due to logging

37Nonetheless, we believe that the 1913 map does shed some useful light on the changing rates of
sedimentation over time, despite its likely origin as an advocacy document. If prepared with the
interests of Spring Valley Water Company in mind, the map would tend to understate deposition prior
to 1913, since SVWC was under the threat of potential litigation by the Trustees of Stanford University
for failure to maintain a specified volume of storage in the lake; in fact, there are several locations
where the 1913 map shows lower elevations (and hence, more storage) than the 1890 map. Sec also the
next footnote.
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done in the mid 1800's. Rates during 1913 to 1929 were probably lower, reflecting fewer major
storms, re-stabilization, and less earth movement in the watershed. 38 Since 1929 the annual
rate of sedimentation has been relatively constant. Residential uses (and related erosion) have
increased in the lower third of the watershed, but there have been no appreciable wildfires
reported in the basin during the past 66 years.
From this analysis, we can project that the progressive sedimentation of Searsville Lake will
likely result in its being filled shortly after the year 2050, give or take a decade, if sediment
delivery rates remain as they have been since 1929. The anticipated geomorphic change
depends on the occurrence of major slorm events or other episodic conditions like wildfire and
landslides.
5.3. Elevations Along Lowermost Corte Madera Creek

To understand better the extent and rate of sedimentation in the wooded deltaic aprons above
Searsville Lake, we spent several days surveying elevations along lowermost Corte Madera
Creek. 39 The survey was conducted in late February 1996, prior to spring growth which limits
visibility through the willow woodland. All points and elevations have been projected into
NAD27 to be consistent with the bathymetric survey and USGS maps.

38The sedimentation rates probably reflect predominant atmospheric circulation patterns thought to
have affected both annual precipitation and magnitude and frequency of major storms in northern
California. Coghlan (1984) is one application of this meteorological research to sediment transport in
the region. This study, by Redwood National Park staff, makes a distinction between periods with
predominantly zonal circulation (typified by mid-latitude storms) and those with meridional
circulation (typified by high-latitude storms moving southward and/ or increased frequency of lowlatitude storms originating near Hawaii). Based on these patterns and the regional hydrologic record,
Coghlan recognized four sequential periods of varying precipitation:
1861 to 1890 Many severe storms, but less than normal rainfall
1890 to 1915 Less than average number of major storms, but rainfall 'consistently above average'
1915 to 1940, or.possibly.1.950"Precipitation:well above average' with 'uniformly small and
infrequent flood events
1940 or 1950 through the mid-1980s (the date of publication) Prevailing meridional circulation,
with above-average precipitation and number and size of storms.
Other reservoirs in the region show diminished sedimentation rates from about 1915 to the late 19305.
The chronology of bathymetric surveys presented in Brown and Jackson (1973) indicates that
sedimentation rates in both San Pablo and Chabot Reservoirs may have been about one-third to onehalf of the long-term average from about 1915 to the late 1930s.
39The equipment used in these surveys was similar to that used in the 1995 bathymetric survey.
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5.3,1. Methods
The three areas of focus were the causeway on the south end of the main lake, the upstream end
of the deltaic apron (on lands owned by the JRBP, Cooper, and Lang), and the portion of
Family Farm Road that is generally referred to as Cooper's Comer. As with the bathymetric
survey, high resolution GPS benchmarks were used as starting points. In the causeway area, the
key benchmark elevations were those previously set fOf the bathymetric survey. The points
used are located on the causeway bridge, a point on the grassy slope between the Searsville
laboratory and the bathhouse, and a hillslope GPS point above the eastern terminus of the
causeway.
Establishing elevations in the Family Farm Road area required the establishment of two
additional high resolution GPS points because the density of vegetation in the wooded deltaic
apron above the causeway precluded the use of the previously set points around the lake. One
GPS point was set next to Family Farm Road across from Skipper's Pond and a second GPS
point was set on the Cooper driveway. These points were established using the same GPS unit
and processing software, rated to provide accuracy to approximately one centimeter.
Several elevations established by GPS and surveys are listed below in Table 4 and in Figure 12.
It must be noted that elevations on the active delta area change rapidly with deposition and

scour. The varying channel locations, numerous fallen trees, log jams and depositional forms
present in the delta result in a gently undulating ground surface. The tops of fresh sediment
deposits and water surface levels have been-used to generally. estimate average elevations in the
marsh. Transects of several channel cross sections were surveyed in areas where a distinct
channel was visible.
A number of benchmarks have been surveyed for use in future surveys. These are generally
located on upland areas that are easily accessible and are visible in aerial photographs. They
are noted in the table with an asterisk. Fixed points on three mature trees within the active
delta have also been surveyed as part of this effort. These are not listed as benchmarks, due to
the potential difficulty in locating them in future surveys. These points may, however, prove
useful in future biological inventories or hydrological investigations done at Searsville Lake.
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Table 4. Important Elevations at Searsville Lake

crest of spillway'
causeway bridge'
lowest point on causeway
causeway elevations
high point on delta/lakeside
bottom of causeway breach channel
overtopped/ scoured causeway
fresh deposition above causeway scour
log jam / plug in 1970 channel
mound area on deltaic apron
log jam above Cooper's southern prop. line
water level at Skipper's Pond"
water level at Family Farm Road/Cooper's Comer"
low point on Family Farm Road/Cooper's Comer"
top of culvert under Family Farm Road
low point of flooded poplar stand
top of fire hydrant at Cooper's Comer"
bar near active head of alluvial fan
GPS point in Cooper's driveway'

341.7'
350.0'
345.25'
345.25' to 346.45'
344.52'
343.19'
345.40'
····346.14'
358.25'
- 350.00'-355.00'
364.41'
349.85'
347.06'
347.67'
347.18'
344.08
348.93'
365.00'
375.00'

• GPS/Benchrnark location.
•• As of March 5, 1996.
,2.3.2. Results
Figure 12 is a contour map of the Corte Madera' delta as'it appeared in late February and early
March 1996. Elevations are relative to NGVD or the "USGS" datum. Most contour lines are at
one foot intervals. Notable spot elevations are located and listed on this figure for reference.
Figure 13 is a rnap of the Corte Madera Creek alluvial apron and its component parts.
Material stored in the delta and on the deltaic apron above the spillway elevation will be
available for movement into the reservoir during future storms and will continue to reduce
available flood storage capacity in both the marsh and lake. The lack of detailed topography
above the high water line on previous bathymetric maps makes it very difficult to describe or
quantify changes in the deltaic apron.
LongitUdinal profiles of the lake and Corte Madera deltaic apron from 1890, 1929, and
1995/96 are presented in Figure 14.
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5.3.3. Discussion of Corte Madera Delta Surye}:
Because the Lower Corte Madera Creek corridor has historically been heavily wooded and
difficult to survey, most topographic maps are vague in their description of elevations in the
area of interest to this investigation.40 By surveying from the causeway upstream, and from
Family Farm Road downstream, it was possible to infer both the shape of the current deltaic
apron, as well as the elevation of deposited sediment above both the causeway and the
spillway heights. As with the bathymetric survey, contours were drawn by the trained
professionals on the field team, based on their field notes, recollections, and observations of the
patterns of deposition.
Not all of the alluvial apron could be surveyed. Readers should be aware that it is very difficult.
to move through -let alone survey

the dense willow thickets while carrying technical

equipment, particularly with the new fallen limbs resulting from the December 11, 1995
windstorm. We were able, through several days of reconnaissance and subsequent sampling, to
characterize the patterns of deposition in areas not accessible to survey equipment. During
these field visits to the deltaic apron, Balance staff excavated around buried fence posts and
trees'to determine sedimentation depths and sediment composition at various points on the
deltaic apron. We cored a number of cottonwood trees to estimate relative age, and
investigated the depths to their adventitious roots. 41 These efforts were instrumental in our
becoming farp,iliar with the deltaic apron. They also helped us understand how sediments
delivered to the deltaic apron are sorted by size and weight and how woody debris affects
channel stability and sediment distribution.
We measured a difference in elevation of somewhat more than 20 feet between the March 1996
head of the active alluvial fan and the top of the causeway. The active head of the fan is
defined here as the point at which the incised channel of Corte Madera Creek shifts to a broad,
shallow, braided channel configuration. The point surveyed furthest upstream in this
investigation represents the water surface elevation at a broad gravel bar in the active channel
of Corte Madera Creek near the head of the alluvial fan. The relatively steep slope of the apron

40Detailed topographic maps from 1912 and 1919 available at Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve call out
specific tree species in the Upper Lake area. The 1919 map goes so far as to discriminate between old
willows in the area currently upstream of the causeway and young willows on what can be interpreted
as the active delta at that time.
41 Adventitious roots are new roots that develop in freshly deposited sediments at the base of trees. In
the case of the Corte Madera deltaic apron, the depths to adventitious roots assisted our estimate of
sediment deposition over the events of the last two decades.
.
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is not readily apparent to the naked eye except near the top of the fan where there are extensive
log jams and debris that retain silts, sands and gravels.
There are numerous active, shifting channels throughout the Corte Madera Creek delta due to
these ubiquitous log jams, fallen trees, and deposits of sand. During the period of investigation,
the many channels across the delta shifted or cut a new course with each significant runoff
event. Fallen woody debris appears to be the primary mechanism causing channel shifts,
particularly when accompanied by pulses of sediment. Sediment in transport is often "sieved
out," piling up behind debris dams, developing transient terraces, often one to two feet high.
These structures resemble beaver dams, consisting largely of iogs and branches, many of which
have been neatly chain sawed into sections between one and three feet in length. When these
transitory debris dams fail, the sediment and logs stored behind them are rapidly released and
form new jams and bars a short distance downstream.
Throughout the deltaic apron, sand and gravel bars form during high flow events. The
composition and location of these features indicate sorting by weight and size. In general,
coarser, heavier sediments such as cobbles, large gravel, bricks, and asphalt are deposited in the
upper third of the alluvial fan. Gravels, coarse sands and progressively finer sands, silts and
clays are sorted and deposited as velocities drop in the densely vegetated delta. Where
channels are recognizable in the delta area, active sand and gravel bars are present. Lighter
materials such as plastic bottles, lumber and soccer balls are frequently deposited in the dense
willow stands and form unsightly rafts,of refuse in the tipper part of the delta.
The "1970 channel": In 1970, a channel was cleared along the eastern side of the deltaic apron
from th7 northern end of the bedrock promontory on which the Cooper residence sits to
Searsville Lake. A narrow breach was cut in the causeway to permit Corte Madera Creek to
flow directly into the Lower Lake. A nearly-semicircular lobe of the delta has grown into the
lake from the breach.
We walked up the fan from the breach in August 1995. 'The location of the 1970 channel was
overgrown, with numerous bars and debris jams, and could not be traced for more than 200 feet
above the causeway. At the head of the channel in the promontory area,'we found a large plug
of woody debris, sand, and gravel filling the remnants of the channel. The creek had
established a braided channel flowing southwestward, splitting into smaller channels as it
flowed toward the Middle Lake. Ken Cooper recounted. that this change had occurred during
the 1995 storms, although the channel had broken out, at leasHn FJIIrt, toward the southwest at
i

"
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other times in the past. The new channels are quite steep for a distance of about 200 feet
downstream from the reach in which the plugged channel is located, associated with a mound
or hump which is shown in the contours of figure 12 and noted in figure 13. As discussed
below, we believe that the higher-than-normal rates of sediment which have prevailed during the
past two years - in combination with the formation of large debris jams - have built this
mound. We suspect that it, too, is a temporary feature, through which Corte Madera Creek will
eventually erode.
Virtually no large gravel or cobbles are observed on the alluvial apron surface over most of the
course of the 1970 channel, except at and immediately downstream from the causeway breach,
where flow is concentrated. The process of bar and jam formation, with changing stream
courses, appears to have overwhelmed and covered the created channel.
During the storms of January and February 1996, floodwaters and sediment ov~rtopped the
causeway east of the 1970 breach and caused noticeable scour on the downstream side. Fresh
deposition immediately upstream of the causeway is more than one foot higher than the
causeway. Deposition in this area behind the causeway has raised the ground surface over six
feet since 1946. As deposition above the causeway continues, flood waters will continue to
overtop and scour the causeway until such time that deposition may bury the causeway itself.
Cooper's Comer area: West of the 1970 channel the delta slopes gently downgradient to
Cooper's Comer and the causeway bridge. In 1995 the head of the active alluvial fan was 17
feet higher than the low point on Family Farm. Road at,Cooper's .comer ,(347.08 feet). The low
pOint on Family Farm Road at Cooper's Comer is 2.42 feet higher than the lowest point on the
causeway. The low point in the flooded white poplar stand south of Cooper's comer is
approximately 344 feet, or about one foot lower than the low point on the ~auseway and about
2.3 feet above the spillway height at Searsville Dam.
The water surface elevation at Skipper's Pond at spilling level was 2.79 feet above the water
level at Cooper's Comer during time of survey on March 5,1996. We observed water flowing
out of Skipper's Pond to Cooper's Comer for much of the winter months of 1996, where it
contributes to the flooding along Family Farm Road. These observations were supported by
periodic measurements of specific conductances in the pond, flooded areas, standing water and
streamflow that we made beginning in August 1995. The results and a brief discussion of the'
specific conductance measurements are included as AppendiX B.
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5.4. Stream Gaging and Sediment Transport Sampling on Corte Madera Creek

To assist in the quantification of sedimentation rates in the Corte Madera Creek delta and
Searsville Lake, Balance hydrologists concurrently measured streamflow and sediment
transport in Corte Madera Creek at the Westridge Road bridge. The stream was sampled
during and after runoff-generating rainfall events throughout the winter of 1995-96. The main
objectives were to quantify the rate of sediment transport relative to other streams in the central
and northern Coast Ranges, and to assess whether sediment delivery to Searsville Lake was
episodically elevated - as suggested by our field studies during the summer of 1995.
5.4.1. Methods for stream gaging and sediment sampling
During each visit, streamflow was measured, bedload sediment transport was sampled, the
level of high-water marks since the previous visit was recorded, and the specific conductance of
the water was measured. Standard methods prevailing in Califomiawere used for making
these measurements (d., Knott, 1973, 1976; Hecht, 1983; Hill and Nolan, 1990). Our work in
Corte Madera Creek at Westridge Road corresponds to the typical USGS program at a nonrecording periodic stream gage equipped with a crest stage gage. Streamflow was measured
with conventional bucket wheel velocity meters appropriate to various flow levels, such as a
pygmy and Type AA or Price meters, with concurrent observations of stage at the adjoining
staff plate. Bedload sediment - the coarser portion of the sediment load supported by the bed
and which moves by rolling or bouncing along it - was collected with a three inch HelJey-Smith
sampler equipped with a 0.25 mm mesh bagof"standard,size.~All.bedloadsediment which
reaches lowermost Corte Madera Creek settles either in the alluvial apron reach above the lake
or within Se~rsville Lake. Suspended sediment samples were also occasionally collected. An
unknown portion of the finer sediment transported in suspension within the water column
settles on the alluvial apron or in the lake, with the rest passing over the spillway.
Bedload sediment transport rates were computed and graphed against the instantaneous
streamflow at the time they were collected. The bedload sediment rating curve developed from
these measurements is shown in Figure 14. Also shown on the figure are comparable bedload
rating curves developed for other streams in the central Coast Ranges which transport mainly
fine or medium sediments. The figure includes our estimate of likely bedload transport rates in
San Francisquito Creek at the Stanford gage, based on seven years of suspended sediment
sampling conducted by USGS staff. High and low curves are shown on Figure 14, based on the
assumptions that bedload transport at this gage equals 10 and 20 percent, respectively, of the
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suspended sediment load, a reasonable range for such streams in the Santa Cruz Mountains

(c.f., Brown, 1973; Hecht and Enkeboll, 19$1; Hecht, 1983).
Los Trancos Creek, another major tributary to San Francisquito Creek, has been the focus of a
separate study by Balance Hydrologies for the Stanford Utilities Division. Flow in Los Trancos
Creek, which meets San Francisquito Creek below Searsville Dam, has been monitored by
continuous recording dataloggers over the last two years and provides a useful analog to the
flow conditions that are likely to have occurred in Corte Madera Creek over the same period. A
reasonable correlation of flow can be made between sampled discharge in Corte Madera Creek
and the known discharge recorded at that same time by the remote datalogger at Los Trancos
Creek at the Arastradero Road bridge. Figure 8 shows daily flows in Los Trancos Creek during
the 1995 and 1996 water years.
5.4.2. Limitations of sediment sampling
Stream discharge measurements and sediment sampling provide reasonably accurate
measurements of the volume of water and sediment in transport at the point and time of
sampling. Bedload transport rates vary based on the quantity of material being moved through
the sampling location. This in tum is affected by the stage of the flow (Le., rising, falling or
. steady) and the availability of sediment for transport resulting from landslides, road failures,
and streambank erosion.
Balance measured bedload 11 times during.and after. storms. from December 11,1995, through
March 1996. Bedload values varied throughout the season, from storm to storm, as well as
within each storm event. Flows in Corte Madera Creek above approximately 200 ds were not
sampled due to safety concerns. Typically, instream sampling was conducted following the
passage of peak flows, when the stream could be safely waded.
5.4.3. Discussion of results of stream gaging and sediment transport sampling in Corte Madera
Creek 1995-96
Discharge and sediment sampling revealed unusually high rates of transport at statistically
unremarkable flows. The amount of sediment in transport fluctuated greatly from storm to
storm, as well. Throughout the runoff season bedload varied in composition as different
geologic formations, streambanks and sections of road were subject to erosion and landslides.
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The highest rate of bedload transport encountered during sampling in Corte Madera Creek
during the winter of WY1996 was 313 tons per day at 93 ds on January 24 at 10:10 p.m. This
occurred as the creek was rising during a rainstorm. As creek levels declined after peak flows
passed, bedload samples ranged from 90 tons per day on February 20 to four tons per day on
February 3, reflecting the variability in available sediment sources such as landslides and
streambank erosion.
Throughout the sampling, fine sands of the Purisima formation made up much or most of the
bedload sediment, although materials present in bedload samples varied from storm event to
storm event, depending on the occurrence of landslides and gullying in the upper watershed. In
addition to the dominant fine-grained Purisima sands, notable variations in the amount of
gravel from the Santa Clara formation, as well as shale chips from the Monterey, San Lorenzo,
and Lambert shales, indicated periodic inputs of material eroded from these formations
upstream of the sampling point. In instances where a sample was predominantly derived from
a distinct formation, sampling is. likely to have occurred as a pulse of sediment passed through
the gage location.

5.5. Anticipated Sedimentation Following a Wildland Fire or Other Episodic Event
5.5.1. Episodic Sedimentation and Searsyille Lake
The estimates of long-term sedimentation rates developed from the bathymetric anaLyses and
the surveys of the alluvial apron are key elements in estimating-Long-term sedimentation rates in
Searsville Lake and in projecting when sediment is likely to fill the lake. In areas with steep
relief and a mediterranean climate( much of the lake sedimentation is likely to occur during brief
episodes following major wildfires, landslides, floods or other' episodic' events. Research from
comparable watersheds around the world has shown that brief episodes account for (typically)
one quarter to one half of the long-term sedimentation rate.
Hence, we asked the question: "Have the episodes known since construction of the dam been
reasonably representative of those which may be expected during the coming 50 to 100 years?"
Our experience suggests that large wildland fires are likely to be the primary source of episodic
sedimentation, given the soils, geologic influences, and topographic relief in the Searsville Lake
watershed. It appears that the sedimentation record of the past 103 years includes less than a
representative contribution from fires. In the next sections of this report, we explore how this
and other episodes of sedimentation mily affect our findings.
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5.5.2. Sedimentation Following a Wildland Fire
Fifty percent, or somewhat more, of the sedimentation of many reservoirs in the Coast Ranges
can occur during the two or three years following large wildland fires. No extensive wildfires
are reported from the watershed of Searsville Lake since 1890,42 and it is reasonable to expect
that one may occur during the next 50 to 60 years (Langenheim and Greenlee, 1980).
We inquired into the increased rates of sedimentation which might be expected from a fire in
this area and collected pertinent data from watersheds in which a sediment record of good
quality is available. Perhaps the most applicable data were collected from Uvas Creek above
Uvas Reservoir, in the eastern Santa Cruz Mountains near Gilroy. Nearly the entire 21-squaremile watershed was within the bum periphery. To estimate the effects of the fire, and to help
describe the duration of the sedimentation event, we divided the 16 years of sediment record
available for this gage into three periods - the first three water years following the 1961 burn,
the subsequent eight water years, and the final five years for which we assumed no lingering
fire-related sedimentation and which we thus took to be the baseline period. These intervals
were chosen to provide a mix of wet and dry years in each, and in fact, the average streamflows
were similar for all three periods. As expected, the sediment yields were highest after the fire,
gradually declining over the following 7 to 11 years (Figure 15). Sediment yields during the first
11 years were about equal to 37 years of transport at the rates prevailing during the assumed
baseline period. We infer that sedimentation equal to a volume which would be deposited in
about 26 years of 'normal' rates was attributable to the fire. In other words, the fire probably
shortened the effective life of Uvas Reservoir··byabout-26 years, if only the period assumed to
be without fire effects had been used.
This estimate is similar to rates computed from Los Padres Reservoir near Carmel Valley
following the Marble Cone fire of 1977 (Hecht, 1984), and Santa Margarita Reservoir in San
Luis Obispo County (Glysson, 1977), where post-fire sedimentation was equivalent to about 41
and 38 years, respectively, of pre-fire sedimentation.
We propose that anticipated sedimentation following a large wildfire that consumes most of the
open space areas above Portola Valley and Woodside might generate sufficient sediment to

42While the lack of reports is not conclusive, there is good evidence for absence of fires since the early
years of this century based on the resource documents developed in the 1910s and the earliest aerial
photographs.
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shorten the period until full sedimentation of Searsville Lake by about 30'to 40 years,43 With a
fire of this type, the complete sedimentation of the lake might be expected in about 15 years,
. 5.5,3, Ongoing episodic sedimentation
Our observations suggest that there is currently ongoing episodic sedimentation in the Corte
Madera Creek watershed, .Sediment transport rates and sedimentation rates have been perhaps·
three to five times greater than normal during the past two years in Corte Madera Creek.
Evidence for this sedimentation episode includes;
(a) our measurements of bedload transport in Corte Madera Creek during storms, which are
at least several times greater at a given flow than the transport rates measured on
nearby streams of similar size, or inferred rates based on suspended sediment transport
measurements during water years 1962 through 1968 at the USGS gage on San
Francisquito Creek (Figure 15),44
(b) our direct observations of between two and four feet of filling in the fan head area at the
upstream end of the deltaic apron during the 1996 storms, raiSing the bed of the stream
to the level of terraces on which 40-year-old willows are growing,
(c) measured deposition within lowermost Corte Madera Creek that is at least as deep as
the deposits left by the 195545 and/or 1958 storms at the equivalent locations; the
older storms were much greater in magnitude than those which occurred during 1995 and
1996; the latter have estimated recurrence of 1,.5. tq thre"ly.e,a~s<a.tJl:te USGS San
Francisquito Creek gage, and
(d) repeated informal comments from knowledgeable ,local residents who note more sand in
the creek this year at upstream locations,
We suspect from considerable field evidence that the episode may be a result of slope
destabilization in headwater reachesassodated with the 1987-1992 drought and/ or the Lorna
Prieta earthquake of 1989, Other causes are possible, Sedimentation rates are likely to return

43 Less sediment would likely come from smaller fires, although it is not dear that the effects will be
directly proportional to area,
44Differences between Corte Madera and San Francisquito Creeks may actually be greater than those
shown in Figure 14, because SLAC and Highway 280 were under construction during the 1962-1968
sampling period,
45Herb Dengler was able to take us to locations for which he had photographs of deposition associated
with the 1955.5tonn,
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to the long-term norms after a period of several years, based on measurements we have made
while observing the course of episodes in other Santa Cruz Mountains streams.
5.5.4. Some implications of ongoing episodic sedimentation
Implications of our inferences regarding ongoing sedimentation occur at several scales. At the
site scale, it is likely that the heavy sedimentation rates observed near the head of the alluvial
fan during the past two seasons will diminish over the coming two or three years, based on
observed durations of sedimentation episodes in watershed of similar size and rock type
(Nolan and Marron, 1986; Hecht and Woyshner, 1991). We anticipate that Corte Madera
Creek will deepen its channel through this reach, incising into the mound or sediment prism that
has recently developed. A more stable channel, less likely to cut new tributaries, will likely
result.
At the watershed scale, we note that there may be opportunities to investigate the response of
the channels and the lake to episodic sedimentation, if the JRBP deems those to be within its
mandate and! or if further resolution regarding post-fire sedimentation is sought.
Finally, at the sub-regional scale, it might be noted that sediment transport rates in Los Trancos
Creek are already substantially lower than those following the January 1995 flood. Based on
data collected to date, the episode seems to be already abating in the adjoining watershed.
While we have no 1995 data for Corte Madera Creek, it appears that transport rates are still
fairly high, suggesting either thatconsiderabksediment is still stored in .the stream corridor and
has not reached the Westridge bridge, or that the destabilized sources are still yielding more
sediment in Corte Madera Creek.
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5.

PROGRESSIVE SEDIMENTATION OF SEARSVILLE LAKE

5.1. Detailed Studies Performed
We developed five detailed studies to quantify sedimentation rates in Searsville Lake and
sediment transport in Corte Madera Creek, the major contributor of flow and sediment. These
efforts included:
•

a bathymetric survey of the lake bottom to measure depths, estimate storage capacity,
and quantify the amount of deposition within the lake since the last surveys were done
in 1946,

•

a level survey of much of the area of deposition above the spillway elevation of the lake,
including most of the lower reach of Corte Madera Creek,

•

storm period stream gaging and sediment transport sampling on Corte Madera Creek at
the Westridge Road bridge,

•

an assessment of likely sedimentation rates following a large wildfire or other episodic
sediment producing event, and

•

a reconnaissance level erosion assessment in the upper watershed of Corte Madera
Creek.

The first four tasks are described below. Observations of stream conditions and sediment
sources made in the upper watershed are summarized in Chapter 4 - Geologic Influences and
Sediment Sources.
5.2. Bathymetry Survey of 1995
We completed a bathymetric survey of Searsville Lake on September 25 to 27, 1995. Two
portions of the lake were included in the bathymetric survey, the Lower Lake and the Middle
Lake. The portion of the lake known historically as the Lower Lake is that part mostly visible
from the dam. The Middle Lake is south of the causeway, between the bridge and the
caretaker's home. The Upper Marsh, not surveyed in this project, is on the west side of Portola
Road. The resulting map shows the current elevations of the lake bed.
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The primary goals of the bathymetric survey were to estimate the current capacity of Searsville
Lake and to describe the rate and pattern of sedimentation since the last survey in 1946. The
effort resulted in the development of an updated depth/capacity curve that can be compared
to similar curves developed from earlier studies. By plotting these curves on one graph, both the
volume of deposition in the lake and the loss of available water supply storage can be
quantified.
Appendix C provides greater detail about the methods, limitations, and computational
procedures undertaken in the bathymetric survey effort and subsequent data reduction. The
following sections highlight the results of this analysis.
5.2.1. Measured Depths

Figure 10 is the bathymetric map of the lower and middle portions of Searsville Lake developed
from the 1995 measurements. Five-foot contours are generally shown for the Lower Lake and
one-foot contours are used for the Middle Lake. Contours were drawn by the field team shortly
after completing the surv~y and soundings and includes their insights regarding the pattern of
deposition.
5.2.2. Discussion of 1995 Bathymetr.y Survey Results

Depth-capacity curves w~re developed from the 1995 data and compared with curves from
previous bathymetric surveys. Since the areassulYeyec;l4iffere~Lsom!;'vyhat [rpm'year to year.
the 1995 curves were developed both for just the Lower Lake and the combined Lower and
Middle Lake areas. A graph of the depth/ capacity curves for Searsville Lake as they have
evolved over time is included as Figure 11.
The following table summarizes the change in annual rates of sedimentation over the life of
Searsville Lake.
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Table 3. Annual Rates of Deposition In Searsville Lake

Ye.r of
Survey

Years Since
Prior Survey

Capacity at
Spillway Elevation'
(million gailons)

(mil.gal.lyrl

(ec-fl/yr. )

Icu.yds.lyrl

2.327

7.14

11,500

2.353

7.22

11,650

1.188

3.. 64

5,a80

5.667

17.39

27,960

151

1995
49

265

1946
17
1929

305
16

1913

324
21

1890"

Annual Change in Capacity Below Spillway Elevation

443

Assumes that spillway alevation was at its present height
.. We assume that water year 1692 was the first year in which Searsville Dam retained appreciable sediment

1892··1929 fate = 3.53 million gallons/year

We developed the 1913 curves from a five-foot contour map of the lake bathymetry prepared
by the Spring Valley Water Company as part of ongoing negotiations with Stanford University.
Ute most detailed version with which we worked is at a scale of 1 inch equals 300 feet, with
neither locations of soundings nor survey control shown. The style of the map suggests that it
may have been prepared to serve as legal exhibit, likely using a more exacting source not
available to us; the version we used clearly is not of the same precision and density of data as
the 1890, 1929, and 1946 bathymetric maps. Hence comparisons involving, the 1913 map
should be made with care. It might prove more accurate to consider a single rate of 3.73 million
gallons per year (or 11.44 acre feet p~r year) for the 1892 to 1929 interval.37
Annual rates of sedimentation in the lake reflect several factors, of which sediment supply (i.e.,
erosion) and incidence of very large storms are probably paramount. Ute exceptionally high
rate of sedimentation from 1891 to 1913 was a likely result of large winter storms for the
period, the 1906 earthquake, and residual instability in the upper watershed due to logging

37Nonetheless, we believe that the 1913 map does shed some useful light on the changing rates of
sedimentation over time, despite its likely origin as an advocacy document. If prepared with the
interests of Spring Valley Water Company in mind, the map would tend to understate deposition prior
to 1913, since SVWC was under the threat of potential litigation by the Trustees of Stanford University
for failure to maintain a specified volume of storage in the lake; in fact, there are several locations
where the 1913 map shows lower elevations (and hence, more storage) than the 1890 map. Sec also the
next footnote.
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done in the mid 1800's. Rates during 1913 to 1929 were probably lower, reflecting fewer major
storms, re-stabilization, and less earth movement in the watershed. 38 Since 1929 the annual
rate of sedimentation has been relatively constant. Residential uses (and related erosion) have
increased in the lower third of the watershed, but there have been no appreciable wildfires
reported in the basin during the past 66 years.
From this analysis, we can project that the progressive sedimentation of Searsville Lake will
likely result in its being filled shortly after the year 2050, give or take a decade, if sediment
delivery rates remain as they have been since 1929. The anticipated geomorphic change
depends on the occurrence of major slorm events or other episodic conditions like wildfire and
landslides.
5.3. Elevations Along Lowermost Corte Madera Creek

To understand better the extent and rate of sedimentation in the wooded deltaic aprons above
Searsville Lake, we spent several days surveying elevations along lowermost Corte Madera
Creek. 39 The survey was conducted in late February 1996, prior to spring growth which limits
visibility through the willow woodland. All points and elevations have been projected into
NAD27 to be consistent with the bathymetric survey and USGS maps.

38The sedimentation rates probably reflect predominant atmospheric circulation patterns thought to
have affected both annual precipitation and magnitude and frequency of major storms in northern
California. Coghlan (1984) is one application of this meteorological research to sediment transport in
the region. This study, by Redwood National Park staff, makes a distinction between periods with
predominantly zonal circulation (typified by mid-latitude storms) and those with meridional
circulation (typified by high-latitude storms moving southward and/ or increased frequency of lowlatitude storms originating near Hawaii). Based on these patterns and the regional hydrologic record,
Coghlan recognized four sequential periods of varying precipitation:
1861 to 1890 Many severe storms, but less than normal rainfall
1890 to 1915 Less than average number of major storms, but rainfall 'consistently above average'
1915 to 1940, or.possibly.1.950"Precipitation:well above average' with 'uniformly small and
infrequent flood events
1940 or 1950 through the mid-1980s (the date of publication) Prevailing meridional circulation,
with above-average precipitation and number and size of storms.
Other reservoirs in the region show diminished sedimentation rates from about 1915 to the late 19305.
The chronology of bathymetric surveys presented in Brown and Jackson (1973) indicates that
sedimentation rates in both San Pablo and Chabot Reservoirs may have been about one-third to onehalf of the long-term average from about 1915 to the late 1930s.
39The equipment used in these surveys was similar to that used in the 1995 bathymetric survey.
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5.3,1. Methods
The three areas of focus were the causeway on the south end of the main lake, the upstream end
of the deltaic apron (on lands owned by the JRBP, Cooper, and Lang), and the portion of
Family Farm Road that is generally referred to as Cooper's Comer. As with the bathymetric
survey, high resolution GPS benchmarks were used as starting points. In the causeway area, the
key benchmark elevations were those previously set fOf the bathymetric survey. The points
used are located on the causeway bridge, a point on the grassy slope between the Searsville
laboratory and the bathhouse, and a hillslope GPS point above the eastern terminus of the
causeway.
Establishing elevations in the Family Farm Road area required the establishment of two
additional high resolution GPS points because the density of vegetation in the wooded deltaic
apron above the causeway precluded the use of the previously set points around the lake. One
GPS point was set next to Family Farm Road across from Skipper's Pond and a second GPS
point was set on the Cooper driveway. These points were established using the same GPS unit
and processing software, rated to provide accuracy to approximately one centimeter.
Several elevations established by GPS and surveys are listed below in Table 4 and in Figure 12.
It must be noted that elevations on the active delta area change rapidly with deposition and

scour. The varying channel locations, numerous fallen trees, log jams and depositional forms
present in the delta result in a gently undulating ground surface. The tops of fresh sediment
deposits and water surface levels have been-used to generally. estimate average elevations in the
marsh. Transects of several channel cross sections were surveyed in areas where a distinct
channel was visible.
A number of benchmarks have been surveyed for use in future surveys. These are generally
located on upland areas that are easily accessible and are visible in aerial photographs. They
are noted in the table with an asterisk. Fixed points on three mature trees within the active
delta have also been surveyed as part of this effort. These are not listed as benchmarks, due to
the potential difficulty in locating them in future surveys. These points may, however, prove
useful in future biological inventories or hydrological investigations done at Searsville Lake.
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Table 4. Important Elevations at Searsville Lake

crest of spillway'
causeway bridge'
lowest point on causeway
causeway elevations
high point on delta/lakeside
bottom of causeway breach channel
overtopped/ scoured causeway
fresh deposition above causeway scour
log jam / plug in 1970 channel
mound area on deltaic apron
log jam above Cooper's southern prop. line
water level at Skipper's Pond"
water level at Family Farm Road/Cooper's Comer"
low point on Family Farm Road/Cooper's Comer"
top of culvert under Family Farm Road
low point of flooded poplar stand
top of fire hydrant at Cooper's Comer"
bar near active head of alluvial fan
GPS point in Cooper's driveway'

341.7'
350.0'
345.25'
345.25' to 346.45'
344.52'
343.19'
345.40'
····346.14'
358.25'
- 350.00'-355.00'
364.41'
349.85'
347.06'
347.67'
347.18'
344.08
348.93'
365.00'
375.00'

• GPS/Benchrnark location.
•• As of March 5, 1996.
,2.3.2. Results
Figure 12 is a contour map of the Corte Madera' delta as'it appeared in late February and early
March 1996. Elevations are relative to NGVD or the "USGS" datum. Most contour lines are at
one foot intervals. Notable spot elevations are located and listed on this figure for reference.
Figure 13 is a rnap of the Corte Madera Creek alluvial apron and its component parts.
Material stored in the delta and on the deltaic apron above the spillway elevation will be
available for movement into the reservoir during future storms and will continue to reduce
available flood storage capacity in both the marsh and lake. The lack of detailed topography
above the high water line on previous bathymetric maps makes it very difficult to describe or
quantify changes in the deltaic apron.
LongitUdinal profiles of the lake and Corte Madera deltaic apron from 1890, 1929, and
1995/96 are presented in Figure 14.
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5.3.3. Discussion of Corte Madera Delta Surye}:
Because the Lower Corte Madera Creek corridor has historically been heavily wooded and
difficult to survey, most topographic maps are vague in their description of elevations in the
area of interest to this investigation.40 By surveying from the causeway upstream, and from
Family Farm Road downstream, it was possible to infer both the shape of the current deltaic
apron, as well as the elevation of deposited sediment above both the causeway and the
spillway heights. As with the bathymetric survey, contours were drawn by the trained
professionals on the field team, based on their field notes, recollections, and observations of the
patterns of deposition.
Not all of the alluvial apron could be surveyed. Readers should be aware that it is very difficult.
to move through -let alone survey

the dense willow thickets while carrying technical

equipment, particularly with the new fallen limbs resulting from the December 11, 1995
windstorm. We were able, through several days of reconnaissance and subsequent sampling, to
characterize the patterns of deposition in areas not accessible to survey equipment. During
these field visits to the deltaic apron, Balance staff excavated around buried fence posts and
trees'to determine sedimentation depths and sediment composition at various points on the
deltaic apron. We cored a number of cottonwood trees to estimate relative age, and
investigated the depths to their adventitious roots. 41 These efforts were instrumental in our
becoming farp,iliar with the deltaic apron. They also helped us understand how sediments
delivered to the deltaic apron are sorted by size and weight and how woody debris affects
channel stability and sediment distribution.
We measured a difference in elevation of somewhat more than 20 feet between the March 1996
head of the active alluvial fan and the top of the causeway. The active head of the fan is
defined here as the point at which the incised channel of Corte Madera Creek shifts to a broad,
shallow, braided channel configuration. The point surveyed furthest upstream in this
investigation represents the water surface elevation at a broad gravel bar in the active channel
of Corte Madera Creek near the head of the alluvial fan. The relatively steep slope of the apron

40Detailed topographic maps from 1912 and 1919 available at Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve call out
specific tree species in the Upper Lake area. The 1919 map goes so far as to discriminate between old
willows in the area currently upstream of the causeway and young willows on what can be interpreted
as the active delta at that time.
41 Adventitious roots are new roots that develop in freshly deposited sediments at the base of trees. In
the case of the Corte Madera deltaic apron, the depths to adventitious roots assisted our estimate of
sediment deposition over the events of the last two decades.
.
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is not readily apparent to the naked eye except near the top of the fan where there are extensive
log jams and debris that retain silts, sands and gravels.
There are numerous active, shifting channels throughout the Corte Madera Creek delta due to
these ubiquitous log jams, fallen trees, and deposits of sand. During the period of investigation,
the many channels across the delta shifted or cut a new course with each significant runoff
event. Fallen woody debris appears to be the primary mechanism causing channel shifts,
particularly when accompanied by pulses of sediment. Sediment in transport is often "sieved
out," piling up behind debris dams, developing transient terraces, often one to two feet high.
These structures resemble beaver dams, consisting largely of iogs and branches, many of which
have been neatly chain sawed into sections between one and three feet in length. When these
transitory debris dams fail, the sediment and logs stored behind them are rapidly released and
form new jams and bars a short distance downstream.
Throughout the deltaic apron, sand and gravel bars form during high flow events. The
composition and location of these features indicate sorting by weight and size. In general,
coarser, heavier sediments such as cobbles, large gravel, bricks, and asphalt are deposited in the
upper third of the alluvial fan. Gravels, coarse sands and progressively finer sands, silts and
clays are sorted and deposited as velocities drop in the densely vegetated delta. Where
channels are recognizable in the delta area, active sand and gravel bars are present. Lighter
materials such as plastic bottles, lumber and soccer balls are frequently deposited in the dense
willow stands and form unsightly rafts,of refuse in the tipper part of the delta.
The "1970 channel": In 1970, a channel was cleared along the eastern side of the deltaic apron
from th7 northern end of the bedrock promontory on which the Cooper residence sits to
Searsville Lake. A narrow breach was cut in the causeway to permit Corte Madera Creek to
flow directly into the Lower Lake. A nearly-semicircular lobe of the delta has grown into the
lake from the breach.
We walked up the fan from the breach in August 1995. 'The location of the 1970 channel was
overgrown, with numerous bars and debris jams, and could not be traced for more than 200 feet
above the causeway. At the head of the channel in the promontory area,'we found a large plug
of woody debris, sand, and gravel filling the remnants of the channel. The creek had
established a braided channel flowing southwestward, splitting into smaller channels as it
flowed toward the Middle Lake. Ken Cooper recounted. that this change had occurred during
the 1995 storms, although the channel had broken out, at leasHn FJIIrt, toward the southwest at
i

"
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other times in the past. The new channels are quite steep for a distance of about 200 feet
downstream from the reach in which the plugged channel is located, associated with a mound
or hump which is shown in the contours of figure 12 and noted in figure 13. As discussed
below, we believe that the higher-than-normal rates of sediment which have prevailed during the
past two years - in combination with the formation of large debris jams - have built this
mound. We suspect that it, too, is a temporary feature, through which Corte Madera Creek will
eventually erode.
Virtually no large gravel or cobbles are observed on the alluvial apron surface over most of the
course of the 1970 channel, except at and immediately downstream from the causeway breach,
where flow is concentrated. The process of bar and jam formation, with changing stream
courses, appears to have overwhelmed and covered the created channel.
During the storms of January and February 1996, floodwaters and sediment ov~rtopped the
causeway east of the 1970 breach and caused noticeable scour on the downstream side. Fresh
deposition immediately upstream of the causeway is more than one foot higher than the
causeway. Deposition in this area behind the causeway has raised the ground surface over six
feet since 1946. As deposition above the causeway continues, flood waters will continue to
overtop and scour the causeway until such time that deposition may bury the causeway itself.
Cooper's Comer area: West of the 1970 channel the delta slopes gently downgradient to
Cooper's Comer and the causeway bridge. In 1995 the head of the active alluvial fan was 17
feet higher than the low point on Family Farm. Road at,Cooper's .comer ,(347.08 feet). The low
pOint on Family Farm Road at Cooper's Comer is 2.42 feet higher than the lowest point on the
causeway. The low point in the flooded white poplar stand south of Cooper's comer is
approximately 344 feet, or about one foot lower than the low point on the ~auseway and about
2.3 feet above the spillway height at Searsville Dam.
The water surface elevation at Skipper's Pond at spilling level was 2.79 feet above the water
level at Cooper's Comer during time of survey on March 5,1996. We observed water flowing
out of Skipper's Pond to Cooper's Comer for much of the winter months of 1996, where it
contributes to the flooding along Family Farm Road. These observations were supported by
periodic measurements of specific conductances in the pond, flooded areas, standing water and
streamflow that we made beginning in August 1995. The results and a brief discussion of the'
specific conductance measurements are included as AppendiX B.
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5.4. Stream Gaging and Sediment Transport Sampling on Corte Madera Creek

To assist in the quantification of sedimentation rates in the Corte Madera Creek delta and
Searsville Lake, Balance hydrologists concurrently measured streamflow and sediment
transport in Corte Madera Creek at the Westridge Road bridge. The stream was sampled
during and after runoff-generating rainfall events throughout the winter of 1995-96. The main
objectives were to quantify the rate of sediment transport relative to other streams in the central
and northern Coast Ranges, and to assess whether sediment delivery to Searsville Lake was
episodically elevated - as suggested by our field studies during the summer of 1995.
5.4.1. Methods for stream gaging and sediment sampling
During each visit, streamflow was measured, bedload sediment transport was sampled, the
level of high-water marks since the previous visit was recorded, and the specific conductance of
the water was measured. Standard methods prevailing in Califomiawere used for making
these measurements (d., Knott, 1973, 1976; Hecht, 1983; Hill and Nolan, 1990). Our work in
Corte Madera Creek at Westridge Road corresponds to the typical USGS program at a nonrecording periodic stream gage equipped with a crest stage gage. Streamflow was measured
with conventional bucket wheel velocity meters appropriate to various flow levels, such as a
pygmy and Type AA or Price meters, with concurrent observations of stage at the adjoining
staff plate. Bedload sediment - the coarser portion of the sediment load supported by the bed
and which moves by rolling or bouncing along it - was collected with a three inch HelJey-Smith
sampler equipped with a 0.25 mm mesh bagof"standard,size.~All.bedloadsediment which
reaches lowermost Corte Madera Creek settles either in the alluvial apron reach above the lake
or within Se~rsville Lake. Suspended sediment samples were also occasionally collected. An
unknown portion of the finer sediment transported in suspension within the water column
settles on the alluvial apron or in the lake, with the rest passing over the spillway.
Bedload sediment transport rates were computed and graphed against the instantaneous
streamflow at the time they were collected. The bedload sediment rating curve developed from
these measurements is shown in Figure 14. Also shown on the figure are comparable bedload
rating curves developed for other streams in the central Coast Ranges which transport mainly
fine or medium sediments. The figure includes our estimate of likely bedload transport rates in
San Francisquito Creek at the Stanford gage, based on seven years of suspended sediment
sampling conducted by USGS staff. High and low curves are shown on Figure 14, based on the
assumptions that bedload transport at this gage equals 10 and 20 percent, respectively, of the
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suspended sediment load, a reasonable range for such streams in the Santa Cruz Mountains

(c.f., Brown, 1973; Hecht and Enkeboll, 19$1; Hecht, 1983).
Los Trancos Creek, another major tributary to San Francisquito Creek, has been the focus of a
separate study by Balance Hydrologies for the Stanford Utilities Division. Flow in Los Trancos
Creek, which meets San Francisquito Creek below Searsville Dam, has been monitored by
continuous recording dataloggers over the last two years and provides a useful analog to the
flow conditions that are likely to have occurred in Corte Madera Creek over the same period. A
reasonable correlation of flow can be made between sampled discharge in Corte Madera Creek
and the known discharge recorded at that same time by the remote datalogger at Los Trancos
Creek at the Arastradero Road bridge. Figure 8 shows daily flows in Los Trancos Creek during
the 1995 and 1996 water years.
5.4.2. Limitations of sediment sampling
Stream discharge measurements and sediment sampling provide reasonably accurate
measurements of the volume of water and sediment in transport at the point and time of
sampling. Bedload transport rates vary based on the quantity of material being moved through
the sampling location. This in tum is affected by the stage of the flow (Le., rising, falling or
. steady) and the availability of sediment for transport resulting from landslides, road failures,
and streambank erosion.
Balance measured bedload 11 times during.and after. storms. from December 11,1995, through
March 1996. Bedload values varied throughout the season, from storm to storm, as well as
within each storm event. Flows in Corte Madera Creek above approximately 200 ds were not
sampled due to safety concerns. Typically, instream sampling was conducted following the
passage of peak flows, when the stream could be safely waded.
5.4.3. Discussion of results of stream gaging and sediment transport sampling in Corte Madera
Creek 1995-96
Discharge and sediment sampling revealed unusually high rates of transport at statistically
unremarkable flows. The amount of sediment in transport fluctuated greatly from storm to
storm, as well. Throughout the runoff season bedload varied in composition as different
geologic formations, streambanks and sections of road were subject to erosion and landslides.
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The highest rate of bedload transport encountered during sampling in Corte Madera Creek
during the winter of WY1996 was 313 tons per day at 93 ds on January 24 at 10:10 p.m. This
occurred as the creek was rising during a rainstorm. As creek levels declined after peak flows
passed, bedload samples ranged from 90 tons per day on February 20 to four tons per day on
February 3, reflecting the variability in available sediment sources such as landslides and
streambank erosion.
Throughout the sampling, fine sands of the Purisima formation made up much or most of the
bedload sediment, although materials present in bedload samples varied from storm event to
storm event, depending on the occurrence of landslides and gullying in the upper watershed. In
addition to the dominant fine-grained Purisima sands, notable variations in the amount of
gravel from the Santa Clara formation, as well as shale chips from the Monterey, San Lorenzo,
and Lambert shales, indicated periodic inputs of material eroded from these formations
upstream of the sampling point. In instances where a sample was predominantly derived from
a distinct formation, sampling is. likely to have occurred as a pulse of sediment passed through
the gage location.

5.5. Anticipated Sedimentation Following a Wildland Fire or Other Episodic Event
5.5.1. Episodic Sedimentation and Searsyille Lake
The estimates of long-term sedimentation rates developed from the bathymetric anaLyses and
the surveys of the alluvial apron are key elements in estimating-Long-term sedimentation rates in
Searsville Lake and in projecting when sediment is likely to fill the lake. In areas with steep
relief and a mediterranean climate( much of the lake sedimentation is likely to occur during brief
episodes following major wildfires, landslides, floods or other' episodic' events. Research from
comparable watersheds around the world has shown that brief episodes account for (typically)
one quarter to one half of the long-term sedimentation rate.
Hence, we asked the question: "Have the episodes known since construction of the dam been
reasonably representative of those which may be expected during the coming 50 to 100 years?"
Our experience suggests that large wildland fires are likely to be the primary source of episodic
sedimentation, given the soils, geologic influences, and topographic relief in the Searsville Lake
watershed. It appears that the sedimentation record of the past 103 years includes less than a
representative contribution from fires. In the next sections of this report, we explore how this
and other episodes of sedimentation mily affect our findings.
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5.5.2. Sedimentation Following a Wildland Fire
Fifty percent, or somewhat more, of the sedimentation of many reservoirs in the Coast Ranges
can occur during the two or three years following large wildland fires. No extensive wildfires
are reported from the watershed of Searsville Lake since 1890,42 and it is reasonable to expect
that one may occur during the next 50 to 60 years (Langenheim and Greenlee, 1980).
We inquired into the increased rates of sedimentation which might be expected from a fire in
this area and collected pertinent data from watersheds in which a sediment record of good
quality is available. Perhaps the most applicable data were collected from Uvas Creek above
Uvas Reservoir, in the eastern Santa Cruz Mountains near Gilroy. Nearly the entire 21-squaremile watershed was within the bum periphery. To estimate the effects of the fire, and to help
describe the duration of the sedimentation event, we divided the 16 years of sediment record
available for this gage into three periods - the first three water years following the 1961 burn,
the subsequent eight water years, and the final five years for which we assumed no lingering
fire-related sedimentation and which we thus took to be the baseline period. These intervals
were chosen to provide a mix of wet and dry years in each, and in fact, the average streamflows
were similar for all three periods. As expected, the sediment yields were highest after the fire,
gradually declining over the following 7 to 11 years (Figure 15). Sediment yields during the first
11 years were about equal to 37 years of transport at the rates prevailing during the assumed
baseline period. We infer that sedimentation equal to a volume which would be deposited in
about 26 years of 'normal' rates was attributable to the fire. In other words, the fire probably
shortened the effective life of Uvas Reservoir··byabout-26 years, if only the period assumed to
be without fire effects had been used.
This estimate is similar to rates computed from Los Padres Reservoir near Carmel Valley
following the Marble Cone fire of 1977 (Hecht, 1984), and Santa Margarita Reservoir in San
Luis Obispo County (Glysson, 1977), where post-fire sedimentation was equivalent to about 41
and 38 years, respectively, of pre-fire sedimentation.
We propose that anticipated sedimentation following a large wildfire that consumes most of the
open space areas above Portola Valley and Woodside might generate sufficient sediment to

42While the lack of reports is not conclusive, there is good evidence for absence of fires since the early
years of this century based on the resource documents developed in the 1910s and the earliest aerial
photographs.
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shorten the period until full sedimentation of Searsville Lake by about 30'to 40 years,43 With a
fire of this type, the complete sedimentation of the lake might be expected in about 15 years,
. 5.5,3, Ongoing episodic sedimentation
Our observations suggest that there is currently ongoing episodic sedimentation in the Corte
Madera Creek watershed, .Sediment transport rates and sedimentation rates have been perhaps·
three to five times greater than normal during the past two years in Corte Madera Creek.
Evidence for this sedimentation episode includes;
(a) our measurements of bedload transport in Corte Madera Creek during storms, which are
at least several times greater at a given flow than the transport rates measured on
nearby streams of similar size, or inferred rates based on suspended sediment transport
measurements during water years 1962 through 1968 at the USGS gage on San
Francisquito Creek (Figure 15),44
(b) our direct observations of between two and four feet of filling in the fan head area at the
upstream end of the deltaic apron during the 1996 storms, raiSing the bed of the stream
to the level of terraces on which 40-year-old willows are growing,
(c) measured deposition within lowermost Corte Madera Creek that is at least as deep as
the deposits left by the 195545 and/or 1958 storms at the equivalent locations; the
older storms were much greater in magnitude than those which occurred during 1995 and
1996; the latter have estimated recurrence of 1,.5. tq thre"ly.e,a~s<a.tJl:te USGS San
Francisquito Creek gage, and
(d) repeated informal comments from knowledgeable ,local residents who note more sand in
the creek this year at upstream locations,
We suspect from considerable field evidence that the episode may be a result of slope
destabilization in headwater reachesassodated with the 1987-1992 drought and/ or the Lorna
Prieta earthquake of 1989, Other causes are possible, Sedimentation rates are likely to return

43 Less sediment would likely come from smaller fires, although it is not dear that the effects will be
directly proportional to area,
44Differences between Corte Madera and San Francisquito Creeks may actually be greater than those
shown in Figure 14, because SLAC and Highway 280 were under construction during the 1962-1968
sampling period,
45Herb Dengler was able to take us to locations for which he had photographs of deposition associated
with the 1955.5tonn,
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to the long-term norms after a period of several years, based on measurements we have made
while observing the course of episodes in other Santa Cruz Mountains streams.
5.5.4. Some implications of ongoing episodic sedimentation
Implications of our inferences regarding ongoing sedimentation occur at several scales. At the
site scale, it is likely that the heavy sedimentation rates observed near the head of the alluvial
fan during the past two seasons will diminish over the coming two or three years, based on
observed durations of sedimentation episodes in watershed of similar size and rock type
(Nolan and Marron, 1986; Hecht and Woyshner, 1991). We anticipate that Corte Madera
Creek will deepen its channel through this reach, incising into the mound or sediment prism that
has recently developed. A more stable channel, less likely to cut new tributaries, will likely
result.
At the watershed scale, we note that there may be opportunities to investigate the response of
the channels and the lake to episodic sedimentation, if the JRBP deems those to be within its
mandate and! or if further resolution regarding post-fire sedimentation is sought.
Finally, at the sub-regional scale, it might be noted that sediment transport rates in Los Trancos
Creek are already substantially lower than those following the January 1995 flood. Based on
data collected to date, the episode seems to be already abating in the adjoining watershed.
While we have no 1995 data for Corte Madera Creek, it appears that transport rates are still
fairly high, suggesting either thatconsiderabksediment is still stored in .the stream corridor and
has not reached the Westridge bridge, or that the destabilized sources are still yielding more
sediment in Corte Madera Creek.
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6. SEDIMENTATION MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS
Searsville Lake is approaching the end of its useful life as a water supply reservoir. Over the
next several decades, it will gradually lose. its physical and biological functions as an open
water lake, becoming progressively more of a mosaic of meadow, marsh and riparian
woodland. This chapter explores the hydrologic and geomorphic conditions likely to develop
once the lake fills, how these may evolve during the process of filling, and considerations for
management likely to arise as a result of ongoing sedimentation. Our findings, of course, are
limited to hydrologic and geomorphic aspects of the likely future of the lake, and related
management considerations. Because they do not include biological and planning elements
affecting the lake, it is quite possible that these elements may change some of the issues and
considerations we have identified or may modify our interpretations.

6.1. Scenario for Future Sedimentation
A broad alluvial flat supporting a varied mosaic of woody vegetation is likely to develop in the
Lower Lake area as the lake fills, assuming that the present spillway elevations are retained
and that current management goals and policies are kept in effect. The new 'Searsville Valley'
will develop a charmel, floodplains, and terraces likely to support diverse riparian woodlands
and wetlands, ranging from a relatively dry terrace woodland to a willow thicket floodplain
with marshes, and oxbows (or other abandoned channels). The woodland will continue to
attenuate flood crests, although at a reduced level. ·::rhe·channel will continue to store sediment,
although the proportion of sediment retained will diminish significantly over time. As with
other broad alluvial flats in the Coast Ranges, the woodland and stream corridor will assimilate
pulses of sediment follOWing major storms or other sediment producing episodes, continuing to
protect the narrower reaches of San Francisquito Creek below the dam from most of the
destabilizing effects of these transient pulses.
Once filled, the riparian woodland will slope gently upward from the dam to a point near the
existing delta front just north of the causeway. Our analysis of slopes developed in similar
settings suggests a valley slope of about 0.003 to 0.005 ft/ft. will ultimately develop,46 with the
channel bed eventually attaining an elevation six to ten feet above the spillway elevation near
the present causeway location. Upstream of this point of confluence, the deltaic aprons of
Supporting independent evidence comes from the surveys of the causeway area, where slopes within
this range have developed on the lower half of the 1970 breach delta lobe.

46
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Corte Madera and Sausal Creeks are expected to maintain their current slopes, which have been
sustained at the reach scale for many decades, imd are typical of those which ultimately
develop in sandy alluvial apron settings immediately upstream of reservoirs (d., Kaetz, 1939;
Leopold and others, 1963). Based on these long-established theoretical and empirical
considerations, we anticipate that the apron areas may eventually aggrade to levels several feet
. higher than generally prevail at present. This estimate draws independent support from our
observation of sedimentation rates of two to six feet since 1946 in the areas of the Corte
Madera alluvial apron immediately upstream of the causeway. As has been observed
elsewhere, aggradation rates will likely diminish progressively with time.
The tributary creeks will continue to braid across the deltaic aprons, changing course
periodically, renewing riparian succession. We anticipate that a meandering sand bed channel
- the new San Francisquito Creek - will develop below their confluences, extending
downstream to the dam, and that it will form a meander belt which will occupy much of the
area which is presently the Lower Lake.
6.2. Issues for Management Prior to Complete Sedimentation
A number of our analyses focused on the Family Farm Road area. The resulting discussion
requires a site-scale analysis and is very different in style and content from the main watershedscale assessment (see also Sec. 1.5). To preserve the full analysis, we have segregated this work
as a separate document, presented in Appendix D.
6.2.1. Family Farm Road
We anticipate that the Corte Madera Creek delta will continue to grow most rapidly, and the
delta of Alambique Creek most slowly. If a fire or a major slope disturbance occurs in the
Alambique or Sausal/Dennis Martin drainages, this order could change. If not, the Corte
Madera Creek delta is likely to prograde across the lake, separating the Middle and Lower Lake
areas. Corte Madera Creek may continue to flow into both areas, alternating sequentially as its
lowermost channel migrates. If it continues to flow mainly into the Lower Lake, the Middle
Lake may persist for some time as a wetland.
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6.2.3. Water Leyels in Middle Lake
Eventually, the delta of Corte Madera Creeks is likely to grow fully across the valley and into
the slopes which presently form the western shores of the lake. This expanded delta will form
a low dam, which may raise the water levels in Middle Lake. Choices may need to be made
whether to allow higher water levels in Middle Lake, or to actively maintain them at about the
present levels using weirs, ditches, siphons and! or culverts. These choices may be based on
ecological or vector control considerations, or may be limited by prudent operating levels to
inhibit saturation of the Portola Road fill prism or flooding in adjoining areas.
6.2.4. Upper Marsh Issues
The Upper Marsh area has been sedimenting quite slowly. Sedimentation is most likely to
become of concern jf a fire or other episodic event occurs within the watershed. Disposal of
debris removed from Highway 84 could affect sedimentation rates. Eventually, culverts
connecting the Upper Marsh and Middle Lake will require replacement and a change in grade.
6.2.5. Delta Front Stability
Sloughing or sliding of the Corte Madera Creek delta front may be expected, based on past
experiences with similar types of sediment in other Central Cal,Hornia reservoirs. One nearby
example is Loch Lomond in Santa Cruz County (Brown, 1973). This type of event may occur in
conjunction with an earthquake. If a large. sloughing eyent.were. to Dccur,.the channel of Corte
Madera Creek is more likely to migrate toward the gap resulting from the slippage, following the
regular pattern of channel change on the deltaic apron.
6.2.6. Sedimentation Monitoring Within the Lake
We suggest that sedimentation rates in the lake and on the Corte Madera Creek alluvial apron
as a whole be measured at intervals of approximately 20 years. Because of the potential effects
of a fire on sedimentation, the JRBP may also wish to conduct bathymetric and level surveys
immediately after a fire, prior to the following rainy season. Throughout subsequent surveys
following runoff events, it would be possible to quantify the sediment production resulting from
a discrete episode of disturbance. This information, in conjunction with evolving regional
knowledge on the effects of wildfires, will help the JRBP update and revise its projection of
complete sedimentation.
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6.3. Management Considerations Which Continue Atter Filling
6.3.1. Flood Peak Attenuation
Searsville Lake presently provides some flood peak attenuation to the San Francisquito Creek
corridor downstream from the dam. During major floods, flows pass over the spillway at peak
rates of about 10 percent less than they would be if the dam were not there, based on standard
hydraulic simulations conducted by the State's Division of Safety of Dams (1981). Our
preliminary calculations indicate that about half of this attenuation will remain once the lake
has been filled, as peak flows rise into the overbank areas and meander belt which is expected
to develop upstream of the dam. Flood peak attenuation will gradually diminish during and
after filling; no abrupt changes are expected. While these effects are small, it may be useful for
those responSible for downstream flood protection in both San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties
to recognize that the limited attenuation presently provided by Searsville Lake will gradually
diminish over time.
6.3.2. Channel Stability Downstream from the Lake
Once the lake is filled, sand and silt will begin to flow over the spillway into San Francisquito
Creek. Because channels which receive additional sediment tend to adjust by becoming wider,
this new input of sediment could potentially lead to wider channels downstream from the lake.
Bank retreat is the most common process by which channels become wider. Existing setb<;tcks
from San Francisquito Creek are very small, presently. as little as ten. feet in parts of San Mateo
County, so the tolerance to permit natural adjustment of the channel by bank retreat is quite
low in some reaches of the creek, notably, downstream from Junipero Serra Blvd.
We walked representative selected reaches of San Francisquito Creek at various locations
between El Camino Real and Bear Gulch Creek to develop a generalized assessment of how the
additional sediment might effect overall channel stability. Most banks are cohesive, or (above
Junipero Serra) are locally cut into a bedrock base. The potential for sedimentation-induced
widening is relatively low at the regional scale, although some pockets of existing or potential
bank retreat do exist. The likelihood that the cessation of sediment retention above Searsville
Dam will cause bank retreat is also diminished by the fine sand and silt load which we believe
will be passing over the spillway for many decades after the lake fills; San Francisquito Creek
usually transports sediment of these sizes in suspension, and is not likely to to widen in reaches
with cohesive banks. The incremental risks associated with this sediment are small relative to
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the greater loads and coarser sediment presently entering San Francisquito Creek from Los
Trancos and Bear Gulch Creeks and other tributaries, and are very small relative to those
associated with the pulses of sediment likely to pass down San Francisquito Creek following a
large wildfire or other sediment-producing event in these two subwatersheds. Since it is
probable that an event of this type may occur before Searsville Lake fills, the need to refine this
assessment of risk can be empirically determined if effects on bank stability in San Frandsquito
Creek associated with such an event are monitored.
6.3.3. Aquatic Habitat Sedimentation
The new stream will begin transporting sand over the dam once Searsville Lake is filled. Most
of the sand will be fine grained, and is likely to be transported rapidly in suspension down San
Francisquito Creek. The most evident effect is likely to be increased sedimentaton in the
lowermost, tidally influenced reaches of the creek, below the Newell Road bridge, which will no
longer be free of sediment eroded in the watershed upstream. of the dam. The fine sand is not
expected to add appreciably to bedload transport at channel forming flows and it is unlikely to
measurably affect the stability of the bed and banks in downstream reaches of San Francisquito
Creek. On the other hand, the sand will add to the substantial sediment burden currently
impairing aquatic habitat in the creek. What the extent and effect of this additional burden will
be is not known, largely because no specific studies of the problem have been made.
Sedimentation will affect the O.3-mile reach of channel below the dam and above Bea~ Gulch
Creek, which transports a substantial load of coarse sand and gravel into San Francisquito
,

Creek. These effects are, however, expected to be'limitedby-the steep gradient and turbulent
flow through the rough channel in this short reach.
6.3.4. Turbidity Persistence
Turbidity in San Francisquito Creek between rainfall events is expected to diminish. The creek
will clear up quickly after storms, as it now does when Searsville Lake is not spilling. The lake
presently remains turbid often for a week or two after a storm; overflows from the lake keep
clouding San Francisquito Creek, which otherwise tends to dear up a few days after a storm.
Some benefit to steelhead and other aquatic biota may be expected by reduced turbidity
persistence. Once again, we know of no systematic study of the existing resource to help
identify likely effects.
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6.3.5. Woody Debris Management
Once the lake has been filled, large woody debris will be transported to the spillway during
every significant flood. Related issues are (a) whether to manage to prevent blockage of the
spillways during floods, and (b) whether to retain the limbs and trunks upstream of the dam
(such as on a grizzly or trash rack) or to allow them to pass freely over the spillway onto the
dam face and into the creek below.
6.3.6. Protection of the Downstream Face of the Dam
The interlocking concrete blocks which lend a distinctive aspect and charm to the downstream
face of Searsville Dam were purposely left unclad because the Spring Valley Water Company
planned to eventually raise the dam to more than twice its original height. Other dams
constructed in the same manner but not planned to be raised, such as the Crystal Springs Dam,
have been sheathed with a smooth concrete faCing. While we. have no reason to believe it
necessary, it is possible that face protection may be warranted once sediment and heavy woody
debris begin pouring over the spillways. We do note that for many decades after filling, the
sediment passing over the spillway will be predominantly fine sand and silt. It may be feasible
to inspect the downstream face periodically to assess whether maintenance or facing may
eventually be needed.

6.3.7. vector Control
We anticipate that open water will remain in two main settings. First, ponds and marshes are
likely to develop at the edge of the valley, particularly in the em?ayments of the arroyos and
draws which presently drain directly into the lake. It is unlikely that they will fill their small
valleys as quickly as sediment will fill the lake, leaving small valley marginal ponds in the
drowned valleys.47 Second, open water is likely to persist during summers in oxbows and other
meander belt depressions likely to develop in the reach immediately above the dam. Options
for vector control or other quiet water issues may warrant exploration.

47 Similar valley-edge lakes have developed at the mouths of small streams draining into the lower
Pajaro and Salinas Valleys, whose main rivers have filled the valleys (in response to sea-level rises
following the most recent glaciations) more rapidly than their smaller downvalley tributaries. Some
of the larger lakes and marshes created by this process are Pinto Lake, Harkins Slough, and Carr and
Espinosa Lakes. The valley edge wetlands will add to the diversity of wetland types in JRBP. Some of
the management issues which arise in these natural analogs may eventually develop at Searsville
Lake.
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6.3.8. Other Considerations
Many of the processes and issues expected to arise during sedimentation of Searsville Lake may
persist once the lake is full. From a hydrologic and geomorphic perspective, natural process
management issues upstream of the dam may not change much once sediment begins to flow
over the dam. The date of filling is simply one point on a curve of gradually diminishing rates
of sedimentation in the new Searsville Valley. Downstream from the dam, new processes and
issues do, however, develop.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Sources of Sediment

•

Sedimentation of Searsville Lake and the depositional reaches of its tributaries is largely
a function of the rate of sediment supply. All tributaries have sufficient transport
capacity to move much more sediment to these depositional reaches and to the lake than
is presently being delivered.

.•

Important differences in the rates of sediment accumulation can be observed in the various
arms of Searsville Lake. Corte Madera Creek is the preeminent source of sediment,
because it drains about half of the watershed tributary to Searsville Lake and is currently
receiving very large amounts of sediment from unstable areas in its watershed.

•

Much of the sediment currently entering Searsville Lake from Corte Madera Creek and (to
a lesser extent) from Sausal Creek originates from the semi-consolidated sandstones and
siltstones of the Purisima formation and from several units of shales described in the text.

•

Most sediment, at present, originates in open space areas and appears to be mobilized
by largely natural events.

•

Although sources of sediment contributed by human activity have changed over time, the
primary current human induced sources are thought to be roads and trails, bare ground
(such as in paddocks or parking areas), .orchards,.and.areas where. residences or
roadways are under construction.

Historical Rates of Sedimentation

•

Deposition in Searsville Lake has averaged about 7.5 acre feet per year since 1929.
About half again as much sediment is accumulating on the deltaic aprons above
spillway level at the mouths of the tributaries. Long-term rates of sedimentation are in
the mid-range for coastal Central California reservoirs.

•

Deposits on the deltaic apron of Corte Madera Creek are predominantly of fine sand.
As with other fine sand streams, recurrent changes in the position of the stream on the
deltaic apron can be expected, and the delta itself will evolve in response to these
changes. The slope of the apron and of the delta are typical of those which form in fine
sand and are not expected to change much over time. The braided channel in the fan
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head area east and south of the Cooper residence has well developed gravel and cobble
riffles which do not extend northward onto the delta front, with the exception of
immediately downstream of the 1970 causeway breach.

•

The vigorous riparian woodland which has developed on the deltaic aprons is sustained
by ground water at shallow depths. Frequent channel changes promoted by falling trees
and limbs help distribute sand over most of the apron, which sustains a moderately
permeable substrate that promotes woodland growth.

•

Corte Madera Creek appears to have aggraded rapidly near the northern end of the
Cooper's knoll. Several factors - most notably the episodic increase in sediment
transported onto the deltaic apron - have contributed to dev~lopment of this
temporary 'mound' in the creek. We expect the stream to incise a few feet into this
mound as the current increase in sediment transport subsides.

•

Significant sedimentation can be expected following any large wildfire affecting sizable
portions of the Corte Madera Creek watershed. Large fires are especially likely due to a
long history without burns and to the geometry of the watershed, which makes it prone
to rapid and extensive bums from a blaze during.the northwest wind. If much or most
of the watershed bums, sediment delivery to the lower Corte Madera Creek channel is
likely to be several times greater than that which was transported through this reach in
1995. Several feet of aggradation may be expected in much of the apron area, with large
and compound log jams.

Expected Life of Searsville lake

•

If the rates of sedimentation that have prevailed since 1929 continue, we anticipate that

Searsville Lake will have completely filled shortly after the year 2050.
•

Post-fire sedimentation may reduce the lifespan of the lake to as little as 15 years, if the
entire watershed bums.

•

Because of the numerous sediment sources in the open space portions of the overall
Searsville watershed, an active erosiOIn:orttrol or sediment management program may not
greatly retard Searsville Lake sedimentation, but it can measurably lengthen the period
before the lake fills and sediment from the Searsville watershed once again begins to fill
enter San Francisco Bay. This program also has considerable value for maintaining
channel stability upstream of the lake. In addition, erosion control and soil management
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efforts will assist in maintaining soil fertility, water quality, and other important
watershed values.

The Current Episode of Sedimentation
•

Sediment transport rates and sedimentation rates have been perhaps three to five (or
more) times greater than normal during the past two years in Corte Madera Creek.
Evidence for this sedimentation episode includes (a) our measurements of sediment
transport in Corte Madera Creek during storms,(b) our direct observations of between
two and four feet of filling in the fan head area at the upstream end of the deltaic apron,
(e) measured sedimentation from the 1995 and the 1996 storms which exceeds records
of sedimentation during the December 1955 floods, and (d) repeated informal comments
from knowledgeable local residents who note more sand in the creek this year at
upstream locations. We infer from considerable field evidence that the episode may be a
result of slope destabilization in headwater reaches caused by the 1987-1992 drought
and/or the Loma Prieta earthquake of 1989, although other causes are possible. Based
on measurements we have made while observing the course of episodes in other Santa
Cruz Mountains streams, sedimentation rates are likely to return to the long-term norms
after a period of several years.

Family Farm Road
•

There are several sources of water which contribute to inuncjation of Family Farm Road
at Cooper's Comer during storms. The majority offloodwater originates in Corte
Madera Creek and flows to the comer in migrating channels across the deltaic apron.
Additional water is contributed by outflow from Skipper's Pond during and after
rainfall events. Local runoff also contributes water during rainfall events.

•

Locally high ground water levels and seepage from Corte Madera Creek appear to
sustain standing water in the vicinity of the roadway during the dry season.

•

Drainage from Family Farm Road/Cooper's Corner is impeded by the growing delta
front on Corte Madera Creek. This feature serves as a subtle hydraulic barrier to surface
drainage. This effect will gradually intensify as the delta gradually expands in size and
elevation.

•

To establish long-term trends and to respond to sedimentation episodes, earthquakes, or
other events that may affect the stability or location of the channel, systematic long-term
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monitoring of lowermost Corte Madera Creek seems warranted. Monitoring can be

accomplished either using cross sectional and longitudinal surveys or photogrammetric
and remote sensing technologies. Results will not only help address management issues
in the Family Farm Road area but will also help anticipate changes at the mouths of
other tributaries.

Management Considerations Prior to Filling of the Lake
•

The Corte Madera Creek channel can be expected to migrate with additional frequency
during the next several years as the creek adjusts to the additional sand and gravel it
has received during the past few seasons and to the gradual decay or removal of log
jams. This sequence may be repeated following a major wildfire or other sediment
producing event.

•

Cycles of tree fall, stump sprouting, and seed dispersal will result in mixed age willows,
cottonwoods, and valley oaks in the riparian zone and deltaic apron.

•

Before the lake is fully filled with sediment, we expect the deltaic apron of Corte
Madera and Sausal Creeks to extend across the lake, separating the Middle and Lower
Lake areas. Sedimentation in the Middle Lake is likely to accelerate, and deposition
may slow near the dam. We believe water levels in Middle Lake may eventually be
several feet higher than at present.

•

Sloughing or sliding of the Corte Madera Creek delta front may be expected, based on
past experiences with similar types of sediment in other Central California reservoirs
such as Loch Lomond in Santa Cruz County. This type of event may occur in
conjunction with an earthquake. If a large sloughing event were to occur, the channel of
Corte Madera Creek is more likely to migrate toward the gap resulting from the slippage,
following the regular pattern of channel change on the deltaic apron.

•

We suggest that sedimentation rates in the lake and on the Corte Madera Creek alluvial
apron be measured at intervals of approximately 20 years. Because of the potential
effects of a fire on sedimentation, the JRBP may wish to conduct a level survey of the
deltaic apron immediately after a fire, prior to the following rainy season. This
information will contribute to evolving regional knowledge of the effects of wildfires and
will help the JRBP project when complete sedimentation of Searsville Lake is imminent.
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Likely Uses and Management Considerations Once Filled

•

Assuming that the present spillway elevations are retained, Searsville Lake, once filled,
is likely to support a varied mosaic of woody riparian vegetation, ranging from a
relatively dry terrace woodland to a willow thicket floodplain with marshes and
oxbows. The woodland will continue to attenuate flood crests, although at a reduced
level. The channel will continue to store sediment, although the rate will diminish. As
with other broad alluvial flats in the Coast Ranges, the woodland will assimilate pulses
of sediment following major storms or other sediment producing ePisodes; helping to
protect the narrower reaches of San Francisquito Creek below the dam from the
destabilizing effects of these transient pulses.

•

Once filled, the riparian woodland will slope gently upward from the dam to a point
near the existing delta front just north of the causeway. The deltaic aprons of Corte
Madera and Sausal Creeks are expected to maintain their current slopes, eventually
aggrading to levels several feet higher than at present. The tributary creeks will continue
to braid across their deltaic aprons, changing course periodically, renewing riparian
succession. We anticipate that a meandering sand bed channel- the new San
Francisquito Creek - will develop below their confluences, extending downstream to the
dam, developing a meander belt which will occupy much of the area which is presently
the Lower Lake.

•

The new stream will begin transporting sand over the dam once Searsville Lake is filled.
Most of the sand will be fine grained and is likely to be transported rapidly as
suspended sediment down San Francisquito Creek. The most evident effect is likely to
be increased sedimentation in the lowermost, tidally influenced reaches of the creek,
below the Newell Road bridge. The fine sand is not expected to add measurably to
bedload transport at channel forming flows and it is unlikely to affect measurably the
stability of the bed and banks in downstream reaches of the creek. The sand will add to
the substantial sediment burden currently impairing aquatic habitat in the creek, but its
extent and effects are not presently known as the effects of sediment on the existing
resource has not been studied. Some sedimentation will affect the O.3-mile reach of
channel below the dam and above Bear Gulch Creek, which transports a substantial
load of coarse sand and gravel into San Frandsquito Creek; effects are expected to be
limited by the steep gradient and turbulent flow through this short reach of channel.

•

We expect turbidity in San Francisquito Creek between rainfall events to diminish and the
creek to dear quickly after storms, as it now does when Searsville Lake is not spilling.
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Some benefit to steelhead and other aquatic biota may be expected from this potential
reduction in turbidity; however, once again we know of no systematic study of the
existing resource to help identify likely effects.
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APPENDIX A.

ELEVATIONS AT SEARSVILLE DAM: RESOLVING DISPARITIES IN
PRIOR REPORTS

Estimating long-term sedimentation trends by comparing depth-capacity curves generated for
Searsville Dam is central to evaluating its sedimentation rates and projecting its potential
lifespan as a lake. Two related subtasks were necessary to clearly understand and utilize
historic maps, plans, and capacity curves. First, modifications in the dam's spillway height
have resulted in changes in reservoir capacity and impoundment size. These modifications,
raising the dam crest and adding the flashboard spillway, are ambiguously described and
documented in the historic record. Second, the use of historical maps and curves of Searsville
Lake required the rectification of differences in vertical datum used for the previous bathymetric
and topographic studies. Elevations on the original plans and maps of Searsville Dam and
Lake are relative to the Crystal Springs Datum (CSD). After 1929, maps of the area generally
shifted to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD), or "USGS" datum. The need for
making these adjustments cannot be understated. A three foot error in determining the highest
lake level could affect calculated capacity by as much as 25 percent.
The dam was first raised in 1894 by 9.5 feet (Regnery, 1991). It was then raised again in 1919,
but the records do not agree to what height. It is also unclear as to what was raised: the highest
part of the dam or the spillway sill level. In general, there seems to have been little previous
critical analysis of these questions.
The 1991 History of Jasper Ridge by Dorothy F. Regnery states (p. 98) that the dam was raised
3.5 feet in 1920. The Division of Safety of Dams (1981) indicates (p. 2-1) that it was raised

4.43 feet in 1919. A 1981 report pr~pared by Bechtel Civil & Minerals, Inc. indicates that the
dam was raised 4.8 feet in 1919. Another report, undated but apparently from the 1980s, says
that the dam was raised 4.15 feet.48 The 1965 drainage study by Lawrence G. Brian and Co.
indicates (p. 4) that it was raised about 4.5 feet in 1920. The 1953 student report indicates
that the dam was raised in 1919 from 333.76 to 342.24 feet, a difference of 8.48feet, but this
can be discounted because the difference between the two datums was not recognized, among
other limitations of this study.

48The report, numbered 430-5, was found in 1993 in a file labeled "Searsvi11e General Description" in
Stanford's Utilities Division.
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The 1920 Agreement between the Spring Valley Water Works and Stanford University states
that the dam will be raised from 333.07 to not over 337.50 feet, an increase of as much as 4.43
feet. The Agreement appears to be a legal document intended to codify what had already been
done. However, this document also mentions that the pre-raising elevation of the wood sill that
forms the crest of the spillway is 330 feet. Apparently there were no flashboards above this
base. At elevation 330, the lake would have been full and beginning to spill. This elevation

corresponds to the elevation used for the lake on various maps for the pre-raising dates. Thus,
there is a question as to what elevation is considered the

~op

of dam: actual highest elevation of

the structure or the level at which flow through the spillway begins.
Where the 1920 Agreement states that the dam will be raised from 333.07 feet, it is referring to
the highest part of the dam, since the spillway level was 330 feet. This net difference between
the highest point of the dam and the spillway level was 3.07 feet. We measured the difference
between the highest point of the raised dam and the spillway level to now be only 1.63 feet.
Consequently, if the dam was raised 4.43 feet at its highest point, then the spillway level was
raised 4.43 feet + (3.07 feet - 1.63 feet) or 5.87 feet, so the spillway should have been reported
as 335.87 feet. The other references seem to consider the lake to be full when water is at the ~
of the dam, although the central portion of the raised dam extends 1.63 feet above 335.87 feet,
or 337.50 feet.
In 1929, surveyors in the area began to use the NGVD, which had been adopted by all federal
agencies. Locally, NGVD is often informally called the "USGS base" or "USGS datum". This
datum is 3.757 feet lower than the CSD;,as ane",ample-oHhis-difference,.apoint with an
elevation of 100.00 feet CSD has a corresponding NGVD elevation of 103.75749 . The change of
datum has added to the complications in resolving elevational disparities at Searsville Dam.
OUf surveys show that the spillway elevation is currently 341.76 feet, and the highest point on

the dam is currently 343.39 feet relative to the USGS datum. If the corresponding elevations
(CSD) of 335.87 feet (spillway level) and 337.50 feet (highest point on dam) cited in the 1920
agreement are converted to NGVD, they would be 339.63 feet and 341.26 feet, respectively.
The difference of 2.13 feet is not explained. Apparently, the surveys used in 1920 agreement
were in error by this amount.

49Because the datum change is so central to resolution of elevational disparities at Searsville Dam, we
have included the Table of Datum Planes prepared by the City of San Francisco Water Department; we
have used this table, kindly provided by Tony E. Durkee, in all of our computations.
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A "Profile of Searsville Pipeline" (n.d.) provided by the Stanford University Utilities Division
was prepared using the USGS datum. It shows the spillway elevation in November 1919 and
on April 30, 1930. The profile shows the spillway crest labeled 334.77 feet in 1919 and drawn
as al2.ru.l1340.2 feet in 1930, a rise of about 5.43 feet.
We diagrammed all the reported elevations of the highest part of the dam, correlated them to
the appropriate datums, and plotted the reported differences in how much the darn was raised.
After reviewing all the sources, we concluded that there are two lines of evidence which used
together provide a reasonably consistent and most likely accurate measure of the raising of the
dam. The 1920 legal agreement which provides great detail, and the profile plot showing both
1919 and 1930 spillway levels (the only document with elevations before and after raising on
the same document), make the most sense when correlated with each other and the USGS
datum. We conduded that the spillway elevation was raised 5.87 feet.
Based upon this change in spillway elevation, the survey, report, and map information has been
referenced to the USGS datum. These relationships are shown on Table A-I. Elevations are not
based on the earlier surveys (which used CSD) since our analysis has shown that it is clear that
the older surveys were inaccurate, generally being 2.13 feet too low. In other words, the
difference between the Crystal Springs based surveys mapping of 1890, 1910, 1912, 1913, 1919,
and the 1920 Agreement and the USGS datum is equal to the datum difference plus the survey
error: 3.757+2.13" or 5.887 feet, or 5.89 feet. This amount was added to the old maps to make
them correspond to the USGS datum. This value was used to adjust the depth-capacity curves
developed from the pre-1930 surveys. Only. with this.being.known is it possible to compare
maps or depth-capacity curves.
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Table A-1: Comparison of Surveyed Elevations for Highest Point and Spillway Invert, Searsville Dam

AFTER RAISING OF DAM, CIRCA 1919
Date

Type of Doc

Datum

Highest Part of Dam Elevation

Top of Spillway Elevation

Reported

Reported

I..SGS

Reported

Elevation

1956 Survey'

A to = USGS Datum USGS Elevation

1956'

Survey

I..SGS

343.39

343.39

341.76

0

341.76

1995

Survey

GS

342.21

343.39

340.58

1.1B

341.76

1953

Survey

I..SGS

342.24

-0.48

341.76

1946

Map

I..SGS

342.2

-0.44

341.76

1930

Profile

I..SGS

340.2

1.56

341.76

1929

Map

I..SGS

342

-0.24

341.76

1920

Agreement

CS

5.89

343.39

Top of Spillway Elevation

Elevation

1956 Survey'

337.5

343.39

PRIOR TO RAISING DAM, CIRCA 1919
Date

Type of Doc

Datum

Highest Part of Dam Elevation

Reported

Reported

I..SGS

Reported

A to = USGS Datum

USGS Elevation

333.07

nJa

330

5.89

335.89

1920

Agreement

CS

1919

Profile

I..SGS

334.77

1.12

335.89

1913

Map

CS

330

5.89

335.89

1912

Map

CS

330

5.89

335.89

1910

Map

CS

330

5.89

335.89

1891

Map

CS

330

5.89

335.89

• Spillway invert established to be 341.7 (NGVD) by level survey of Lawrence G. Brian and Associates, from the USGS benchmark at
Old La Honda and Portola Roads. The 1995 GPS values have been adjusted to this elevation.
CS = Crystal Springs datum
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APPENDIX B. SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE MEASUREMENTS

Introduction and Approach
The specific conductance of streamflow and standing water in the Searsville Lake area was
periodically measured throughout the course of our investigation. Measurement of specific
conductance is a quick, standard, and simple method to generally quantify the mineral content
and, to a limited extent, evaluate the source of standing and flowing surface waters in the
vicinity of Searsville Lake. Specific conductance, the ability of water to conduct an electrical
current, is directly related to the concentration of total dissolved solids in water. The greater
the concentration of minerals in a water sample, the higher the specific conductance.
Dissolved minerals in water originate from weathering of soil and geologic materials. When
stream discharge is low during dry weather, most of the dissolved mineral content of streams
and water bodies comes from ground water, via baseflow. In the case of shallow, ponded
wetlands such as those upstream of the Searsville Lake causeway, the dissolved mineral
content is also affected by evapotranspiration of standing water, which results in the
progressive concentration of dissolved solids. When stream discharge is high during the rainy
season, the concentration of dissolved minerals in streamflow is reduced by dilution with
immediate runoff from the rains (rainfall has a very low dissolved mineral content, and rapid
runoff of rainfall limits the mineral uptake fr.om local geology and soils).

Methods
Field measurements of specific conductance were made with a YSI Model 33 S-C-T meter,
equipped with Model YSI Model 3310 probes. Field temperatures were measured with each
specific conductance reading, and values of specific conductance were adjusted to the 25°C
norm using the standard polynomial equation (see Table B-1 footnote). Each of the meters used
in this study has been calibrated annually against fresh KCI standards prepared by a statecertified laboratory. Calibrations for each meter+probe pair were completed over a range of
values exceeding the range of the measurements. Based on results of the calibration,
measurements are likely within 5 percent of their true value, well within the customary range for
field measurements of specific conductance.
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Monitoring Plan
Measurements of specific conductance began August 31, 1995 and continued through April 18,
1996. Because of the distance between sampling points and difficulty in traversing the dense
willow and creek dogwood thickets in the upper reaches of Searsville Lake and Corte Madera
Creek, the largest number of samples were taken in the Family Farm Road area. Attempts were
made to sample the standing water in the Family Farm Road area, Skipper's Pond, Sausal
Creek at Family Farm Road, and Corte Madera Creek at Westridge Bridge whenever field staff
was in the Searsville area. Other locations, like Corte Madera Creek at the Cooper's residence,
the causeway breach, at several points in the willow forest, and in the lake itself were sampled
as access and time permitted. All measurements were made near the surface; no effort was
made to develop depth! salinity profiles for Searsville Lake.

Results
The results of the specific conductance measurements are presented in the attached Table B-1
and Figure B-1. These results lead to two important inferences regarding shallow ground water
contributions in the Family Farm Road area. First, there is considerable ground water inflow
just to the west of Cooper's Corners, principally through the small pond just to the south of
Family Farm Road. Measurements showed uncharacteristically low specific conductance
throughout the monitoring period, despite evaporation and evapotranspiration throughout the
dry sununer and fall months. The interpretations of this are twofold: First, the source of water
in Skipper's Pond does not appear to.be similar in mineral content to. Corte Madera Creek or
Sausal Creek, the streams that flow parallel to each other, on either side of the low pressure
ridge on which Skipper's Pond is located. Second, it appears that there is a gr~und water
source that continuously dilutes Skipper's Pond enough to offset evaporative concentration of
dissolved minerals through the dry season.
The existence of upwelling ground water in the vicinity of Skipper's Pond appears to sustain
high water levels and limit drainage of storm water near Family Farm Road at Cooper's Corner.
During and after periods of rain, the drainage out of the pond contributes to flooding problems
as water flows from Skipper's Pond down to the poplar stand south of Cooper's Comer. Note
that sampling done on January 31, 1996 indicates identical values of specific conductance in
both Skipper's Pond and the ponded water in the white poplar stand. This can be interpreted
to mean that following flooding of Cooper's Comer, the ponded water in the poplar stand is
not exclusively from Corte Madera Creek or Searsville Lake. While flow from Corte Madera
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Creek dearly contributes to the shallow ponding near Cooper's Comer, significant areas south
of and near the road would remain saturated or ponded much of the time due solely to this low
salinity, localized, ground water contribution.
It is helpful to note that the measurements on January 31 were made within hours of flooding of
the comer after water levels receded below the roadway surface. This indicates that outflow
from Skipper's Pond was 'the primary contributor of surface water to the poplar stand, despite
existence of a backwater from Corte Madera Creek. Local runoff flowing north from the
southern, chained section of Family Farm Road also contributes a notable volume of water to
the white poplar stand and Cooper's Comer during flood events.. Elevation .surveys done as
part of this investigation established that when Skipper's Pond is full and spilling down to
Cooper's Corner, the water surface in the pond is 2.18 feet above the low point on Family Farm
Road.
A feature seemingly identical to Skipper's Pond in size, shape and location is shown on the
map of the 1890 survey. Local ground water contributions from this source likely have affected
the area for many years and may have influenced the vegetative mosaic which has evolved near
Cooper's Comer.
The variations in specific conductance values between streamflow in Corte Madera Creek at
Westridge Road and in the channel at the 1970 causeway breach indicate that there is
considerable ground water movement through the deltaic apron following the onset of winter
rains, which adds to the flows in lowermost Corte. M<ldera Creek. With the exception of
Skipper's Pond, measurements of specific conductance throughout the autumn gradually
increased in all surface waters, including baseflow in Corte Madera Creek and standing water in
,

the delta area. As rainfall and streamflow increased after the onset of rains in mid December,
specific conductance values decrease in all other surface waters throughout the study area as
low conductance rainfall enters the system and dilutes the concentrations of dissolved minerals
in most surface waters.
As streamflow rose in Corte Madera Creek at the Westridge Road Bridge and at the Cooper's
property with the arrival of winter rains, streamflow also rose in the 1970 causeway breach. As
streamflow from Corte Madera Creek entered the top of the alluvial fan at the Cooper's
property, its lower specific conductance showed dilution effects of rainfall. At the causeway
breach, however, the lag time between the increase in influent streamflow and a corresponding
drop in specific conductance indicates a displacement and mixing of ground water stored in the
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alluvial deposits of the Corte Madera delta. Only in late January did the specific conductance
measurements between these two sampling locations correspond, indicating the completion of
the "flushing" of higher conductance ground water that had been accumulating in the drier
months as evaporation and evapotranspiration reduced standing water levels in the marsh
area.
These two examples illustrate that the interaction between surface water and ground water in
the wetlands above Searsville Lake is not fully understood at this time. Our data indicate that
(a) a relatively large volume of ground water exists beneath lower Corte Madera Creek, and (b)
flooding and drainage issues are more complicated than simply managing winter runoff from
Corte Madera Creek. The relationship between local ground water, winter runoff and the
occurrence of flooding at Family Farm Road should be evaluated more fully and over time in
future investigations.
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BATHYMETRY SURVEY OF SEARSVILLE LAKE

The following appendix provides details on the procedures used to complete the 1995
bathymetric survey of Searsville Lake. The results of this specific investigation are covered in
Chapter 5 of the main report.
Methods and Limitations of the Bathymetry Survey

The 1995 survey was conducted using a variety of methods, each selected for its
appropriateness for the circumstances. The accuracy of a bathymetric survey of this type is
subject to limitations that are unavoidable but are almost certainly not limitations for the utility
of the results. The limitations we encountered are:
• The bottom of the lake consists of dense sediments overlaid by generally progressively less
dense sediments which include varying amounts of organic debris or living plant and animal
materials. The bottom is thus what one's instruments show to be the bottom, but it is not an
absolute term. In our case, we used a 50 Hz Furuno depth sounder for areas generally over 3 m
without submerged or emergent vegetation. Depths were measured to the nearest 1/10th meter.
At all other locations we used a 20 foot long thin-walled galvanized electrical conduit with a 4
inch diameter plate on the bottom. Depths were measured to the nearest 1/lOth foot. The
conduit was allowed to sink for a couple of seconds into the bottom muck under its own weight
before a reading was taken. The rod often had to be fo~ce.d thrQugh the Yegetation to get to
what seemed to be the solid bottom.
• The horizontal location below which the bottom is measured can be difficult to pinpoint. On
the Lower Lake, we used a Topcon total station with a laser measuring device at established
benchmarks to determine the predse location of a prism located on a boat above the depth
sounder or depth rod. Several problems are associated with this process. First, the boat on
which the prism is mounted is drifting in the wind and rocking on waves. Second, the prism rod
is not always vertical, nor is the sounding rod or angle of the depth sounder. Third, there is a
lag of a few seconds before the message is received from the person operating the Topcon
indicating that they have a hit for the position.
• The shoreline when the lake is full or nearly so was difficult to access and register by sighting
due to the density and height of vegetation in many areas of the lake. In addition, the reservoir
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level was approximately 2.47 feet below the spillway elevation at the time of the bathymetric
survey, therefore adding to the difficulty in establishing the high water line when the lake is full.
• On the Middle Marsh, there were no locations where the Topcon could spot an adequate
portion of the lake .. Consequently we located ourselves using aerial photographs from April 19,
1995 which clearly show emergent vegetation and the shoreline. These enabled us to pinpoint
locations directly on the photograph for soundings as we measured them in the field.
• Bottom soundings were not done on a precise grid. Wind precluded gridded measurements,
and the irregular topography required a more informed approach. A rapidly sensing "Fishin'
Buddy" depth finder was also used to detect sudden changes in the bottom topography. In this
way, we were aware when additional measurements were or were not needed in order for our
records to reflect changes in bottom slope. The "Fishin Buddy" alleviated the need for
surveying to seek possible "holes".
Calibration

DE:pth sounder
Since our survey used both electronic and rod soundings, it was necessary to correlate the two
so that the values could be used interchangeably. The 50 Hz sonar soundings from the Furuno
depth sounder were compared with the soundings made with the depth rod for 22 identical
locations over the range of approximately 6to 2Q. £ee.t... Jt ..was.ioundJhalby. adding 0.5 feet to
the Furuno sonar measurements (perhaps a function of transducer position and/ or bottom
densities), there was a very high correlation between the two sets of measurements across the
entire range, as shown iIi Figure 1. Measurements less than 6 feet were generally made by the
rod alone.
Station Loca tions
The horizontal locations of the survey stations were established by utilizing the Topcon total
station. Backsighting to previous stations or monuments was used to maintain the coordinate
system. A GPS precision base station was also used to establish vertical and horizontal
positions, which were projected into the state plane projection using ARC/INFO's "project"
command. The results, as shown in Table C-l, show that the positions were very accurately
recorded by our field surveying equipment. Note that Station 1 is marked by an X carved into
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the dam crest at the east end of the elevated central portion. Stations 2-4 and 6 are spikes in
the ground. Station 4 is three feet directly uphill from a red fence post. Station 5 is a nall
through an aluminum plate in the center of the bridge.
Horizontal Locations
We did not tie the survey into the horizontal locations of previous surveys except for the dam
location. The information from earlier surveys were mostly limite.d to the maps, which close
examination showed to be inadequately predse for survey coordination. We were also unable
to locate relevant benchmarks except those adjacent to the dam area. Our use of GPS and the
Topcon made it possible to locate our benchmarks, buildings, etc. more accurately than
locations established by previous surveys. However, after our survey was complete, we did use
image processing to align shoreline and topographic features shown in cornmon on the variously
dated maps and aerial photographs (including our 1995 survey and 1994 aerial photographs) in
order to compare them and develop a map of historic changes in shorelines.
Vertical E1evation~
The preliminary base level for the survey was the lake surface which dropped approximately
0.01 feet over the three days of the survey. This value was considered negligible in terms of our
measuring accuracy and disregarded. Prior to the survey, we established staff plates at
identical levels at the dam and at the bridge. The water level as shown on the staff plates is at
4.80 feet when ifis at the top of the flashboards."The"watedeveleleNation,at the top of the
flashboards was taken to be 341.7 feet. This was based on the GPS values and differs from
other surveys.
Shoreline Locations
As mentioned above, it was generally impossible to survey the shoreline predsely, due to dense
vegetation. The May 5, 1994 aerial photograph from a CD-ROM was used to draw the
shoreline. This was scaled to coincide with our survey benchmarks and then checked against
locations surveyed at or near the shoreline. There was found to be a high correlation between
the survey points and the drawn shoreline, so the drawn shoreline was integrated into the rest
of the survey data to show the extent of a full lake. Note that in the forested upper end of the
Lower Lake and at the Middle Lake, the exact extent of the shoreline is rather speculative and,
of course, the shoreline will extend well into the forest when the lake is in flood. In real terms,
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however, these uncertainties make little difference in our computations of the volume, areal
extent, or rates of sedimentation of the lake.
Survey Technique and Data Reduction

The survey was conducted by setting up the Topcon GTS~4B at various station locations,
bouncing a laser beam off a prism mounted on the boat to ascertain its location, and
concurrently sounding the depth at a point near the prism. The times and location point
numbers were synchronized via radio communications between the Topcon operator and the
boat skipper. The depths were recorded on a tablet and Jater entered into an Excel spreadsheet
where they were adjusted using criteria developed in accord with the above calibration
methods. The Topcon data (station number, and northings and eastings) were recorded on a
Topcon FC4 Datalogger and subsequently downloaded to a spreadsheet in Excel where they
were matched with the adjusted depth criteria.
These data were plotted using DeltaGraph Pro and the plot fitted to a shoreline map
interpreted from the 1994 aerial photographs available from the JRBP on CD-ROM. The
programs Adobe Photoshop and Aldus Freehand were used to develop the graphic. The
contours were interpolated by hand and drawn onto the map using Aldus Freehand. The area
encompassed by each contour was then manually measured with a Leitz planimeter and
converted to an area. The resultant data wer~ plotted as a depth-capacity curve. The curve
was divided into three portions, one for the Lower Lake, a second for the incremental effect of
the Middle Lake, and a third estimated for the Uppel',Lake"exn:apolated from the same
relative ratio exhibited by the Upper Lake in the 1946 survey.
Depth Contours

Figure C-l shows the locations of depth sounding locations used in interpolating the
topographic map. Measures were to the nearest l/lOth of a foot. As mentioned above, higher
densities were used in critical areas (as revealed by the Fishin Buddy), such as near the bridge.
The contours are generally shown on a 5-foot interval on the Lower
Lake and a one-foot contour
,
.
''

in the Middle Lake. The areas were measured with a Leitz compensating polar planimeter.
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Previous Surveys

Numerous bathymetric and topographic surveys of Searsville Lake have been conducted. There
have also been aerial photographs taken. And there are a host of historic documents. A list of
the surveys, maps, profiles, and agreements we used in this chapter are listed in Table A-I.
Table A-2 shows the datum used for each document, the elevations as reported in each
document, the amount the value differs from the currently used USGS value, and the actual
currently used USGS elevation.
Historic Maps
A 1974 map entitled Inundation Map labeled with Stanford ID # CR0019 was listed in the
collection index but could not be found in the Maps and Records Office of the Stanford Utilities
Division. In Appendix 2 we have included copies of prior survey maps and the 1931 profile for
reference. Descriptions of and comments on the maps follow:
1910, July 12. Map. Information from 1890.
Topographic Map of the Portola Reservoir, Spring Valley Water Company Peninsular System,
F-56. Scale: 1"~300'. The lake at spillway level is given as 330 feet, height above mean high
tide. 10 feet contours. Copied from survey materials done prior to the construction of the dam.
Shows construction details of dam, rock excavation, fish screen gates and outlet pipes, area
and capacity curves. Stanford ID # CR0055.
1912, September. Map.
R 35 Contour Map of Searsville Tract. Scale:

1"~200'.

Top of wood sill on dam given as 330

feet. 5 feet topographic contours, no bathymetry. CSD. Note indicates: lake area 58.60 acres.
Stanford ID # CR0092.
1913, December 3. Map.
Topographic Map, Searsville Lake, Spring Valley Water Co., Peninsular System. Scale:
1"=200'. 5 feet bathymetric contours. Map shows 330' as top of dam. Stanford ID # CR0006.
1919. Map.
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Contour Map of Searsville Lake, surveyed by F.A. Herrmann. Scale: 1'=100'. 2 feet
bathymetric and topographic contours. CSD. Very detailed vegetation mapping and contours
implies that it was done carefully and with considerable sampling detail. Some of the numerous
monuments can still be located. We could only find the wooden 4"x4" in the vicinity of the
lake. We painted the ones we found red.
1929, August 13. Map.
Sheet 1. This map shows the soundings done in Searsville Lake. Scale not specified. 5 feet
bathymetric contours. States that the top of the vertical guide for the flashboards is at 343.88
feet.and that when filled the surface elevation is at 333.18 feet. The contours cease to be drawn
in the tules at 335 feet. A plot of the Middle Lake is included.

Stanford ID # CR0045.

Sheet 2. Searsville Lake Showing Upper Basin Area [Middle Lake]. Indicated scale: 1"=100'
[Note: scale appears wrong]. 2 feet bathymetric and topographic contours. Shows great detail.
Stanford ID # CR0090.
Sheet 3. Map showing the causeway area, upper end of the Lower Lake. Stanford ID #
CR0045
1946, December. Map
Topographic Survey of Searsville Lake for Capacity. Planning Dep~rtrnent, Leland Stanford
.

,

'-

-.,

".

Junior University. Scale: 1"=100'. 5 feet bathymetric contour in Lower Lake; 2 feet contour
elsewhere. Stanford ID # CR0093.
Hjstoric Sur;yeys
The historical surveys for Searsville Lake from which the bathymetric maps and depth-capacity
and depth-area curves were compiled generally are missing. For 1929, the accompanying map
sheets show the sounding locations. The Engineering Field Books in the Maps and Records
Office were all examined·but were generally-found to be of limited value because of imprecise
documentation. The 1946 books, No. 150 and 151 were the exception, prOViding the survey
triangulation net (but no sounding locations) and the calculation worksheet for the depthcapacity and depth-area curves. For the 1953 student report, we have a description of the
survey methods, results and a crude map.
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HistQric Capacity Curves
The historical materials for Searsville Lake include capacity curves for 1890, 1929, 1946, and
1953. We developed a curve for 1913 from an extant map. The 1995 curves were calculated
frQm Qur survey. Because Qf the datum and scale prQblems, we have integrated all the depthcapacity curves intQ a single figure, Figure 11. Each histQric curve was elevatiQnally rectified to
make it corresPQnd to our analysis Qf historic survey and datum differences,
Appendix 1 describes in detail the critical problems related to disparities in the historical
information about the dam including the survey datums and changes in the height of the dam.
Our analysis concludes, quite differently from earlier reports, that while the highest part of the
dam was raised 4.43 feet in 1919, the dam full elevatiQn was actually raised 5.87 feet. We also
cQnclude that the earlier surveys and dQcuments (dQcuments frQm 1890 through 1920) which
were based on the CSD used an improper local value for the datum that was 2.13 feet too IQw.
By adding the 2.13 feet tQ the 3.757 feet difference between the recently and currently used
USGS Datum and the CSD, one gets the value of 5.89 feet which needs tQ be added tQ
elevatiQns in all the dQcuments thrQugh 1920 tQ make them match Qur and wQrk, see Table A-I.
The analysis presented in Appendix A allQwed us tQ bring all the materials, including our Qwn,
into cQnfQrmance with the NGVD (Qr USGS datum). We then were able tQ match the Qlder
capacity curves with Qurs, see Figure 5. We verified that Qur newly plotted historic curves
matched the CQntempQraneQus numerical values for a full lake used by the engineers respQnsible
fQr dam operatiQns.
The 1890 curve was developed tQ shQW the full stQrage PQtential Qf the dam site. Consequently
it was PQssible tQ plQt the Qriginal capacity fQr the reservQir had it been built tQ its present
height. CQntrary tQ earlier repQrts, rectificatiQn Qf the elevatiQns used Qn the Qriginal map and
curve, shows a lake capacity (at its current elevatiQn) of 445 milliQn gallQns. Some earlier
repQrts put the capacity at 600 mg.
The report by the students Qf PrQfessor Ray Linsley (1953) includes an analysis of the rates of
depQsitiQn frQm 1890 fQ 1929. UnfQrtunately they mistakimly used an improper value fQr the
1890 capacity.
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Historic Aerial Photographs
The following aerial photographs were used: April 19, 1995; May 5, 1994; April 26, 1988;
March 31, 1980; summer 1974; December 1972, and 1928. They were available in the JRBP
files.
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APPENDIX B. SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE MEASUREMENTS
Introduction and Approach

The specific conductance of streamflow and standing water in the Searsville Lake area was
periodically measured throughout the course of our investigation. Measurement of specific
conductance is a quick, standard, and simple method to generally quantify the mineral content
and, to a limited extent, evaluate the source of standing and flowing surface waters in the
vicinity of Searsville Lake. Specific conductance, the ability of water to conduct an electrical
current, is directly related to the concentration of total dissolved solids in water. The greater
the concentration of minerals in a water sample, the higher the specific conductance.
Dissolved minerals in water originate from weathering of soil and geologic materials. When
stream discharge is low during dry weather, most of the dissolved mineral content of streams
and water bodies comes from ground water, via baseflow. In the case of shallow/ponded
wetlands such as those upstream of the Searsville Lake causeway, the dissolved mineral
content is also affected by evapotranspiration of standing water, which results in the
progressive concentration of dissolved solids. When stream discharge is high during the rainy
season, the concentration of dissolved minerals in streamflow is reduced by dilution with
irnrnediate runoff from the rains (rainfall has a very low dissolved mineral content, and rapid
runoff of rainfall limits the mineral uptake from local geology and soils).
Methods

Field measurements of specific conductance were made with a YSI Model 33 S-C-T meter,
equipped with Model YSI Model 3310 probes. Field temperatures were measured with each
specific conductance reading, and values of specific conductance were adjusted to the 25"C
norm using the standard polynOmial equation (see Table B-1 footnote). Each of the meters used
in this study has been calibrated annuaUy against fresh KCl standards prepared by a statecertified laboratory. Calibrations for each meter+probe pair were completed over a range of
values exceeding the range of the measurements. Based on results of the calibration,
measurements are likely within 5 percent of their true value, well within the customary range for
field measurements of specific conductance.
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Monitoring Plan
Measurements of specific conductance began August 31,1995 and continued through April 18,
1996. Because of the distance between sampling points and difficulty in traversing the dense
willow and creek dogwood thickets in the upper reaches of S.earsville Lake and Corte Madera
Creek, the largest number of samples were taken in the Family Farm Road area. Attempts were
made to sample the standing water in the Family Farm Road area, Skipper's Pond, Sausal
Creek at Family Farm Road, and Corte Madera Creek at Westridge Bridge whenever field staff
was in the SearsviJIe area. Other locations, like Corte Madera Creek at the Cooper's residence,
the causeway breach, at several points in the willow forest, and in the lake itself were sampled
as access and time permitted. All measurements were made near the surface; no effort was
made to develop depth/salinity profiles for Searsville Lake.
Results

The results of the specific conductance measurements are presented in the attached Table B-1
and Figure 6-1. These results lead to two important inferences regarding shallow ground water
contributions in the Family Farm Road area. First, there is considerable ground water inflow
just to the west of Cooper's Corners, principally through the small pond just to the south of
Family Farm Road. Measurements showed uncharacteristically low specific conductance
throughout the monitoring period, despite evaporation and evapotranspiration throughout the
dry summer and fall months. The interpretations of this are twofold: First, the source of water
in Skipper's Pond does not appear tO.be similar in mineraLcontent to_Corte Madera Creek or
Sausal Creek, the streams that flow parallel to each other, on either side of the low pressure
ridge on which Skipper's Pond is located. Second, it appears that there is a gr~und water
source that continuously dilutes Skipper's Pond enough to offset evaporative concentration of
dissolved minerals through the dry season.
The existence of upwelling ground water in the vicinity of Skipper's Pond appears to sustain
high water levels and limit drainage of storm water near Family Farm Road at Cooper's Corner.
During and after periods of rain, the drainage out of the pond contributes to flooding problems
as water flows from Skipper's Pond down to the poplar stand south of Cooper's Corner. Note
that sampling done on January 31, 1996 indicates identical values of specific conductance in
both Skipper's Pond and the ponded water in the white poplar stand. This can be interpreted
to mean that following flooding of Cooper's Corner, the ponded water in the poplar stand is
not exclusively from Corte Madera Creek or Searsville Lake. While flow from Corte Madera
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Creek clearly contributes to the shallow ponding near Cooper's Comer, significant areas south
of and near the road would remain saturated or ponded much of the time due solely to this low
salinity, localized, ground water contribution.
It is helpful to note that the measurements on January 31 were made within hours of flooding of

the corner after water levels receded below the roadway surface. This indicates that outflow
from Skipper's Pond was 'the primary contributor of surface water to the poplar stand, despite
existence of a backwater from Corte Madera Creek Local runoff flowing north from the
southern, chained section of Family Farm Road also contributes a notable volume of water to
the white poplar stand and Cooper's Corner during flood events. Elevation ,surveys done as
part of this investigation established that when Skipper's Pond is full and spilling down to
Cooper's Corner, the water surface in the pond is 2.18 feet above the low point on Family Farm
Road.
A feature seemingly identical to Skipper's Pond in size, shape and location is shown on the
map of the 1890 survey. Local ground water contributions from this source likely have affected
the area for many years and may have influenced the vegetative mosaic which has evolved near
Cooper's Corner.
The variations in specific conductance values between streamflow in Corte Madera Creek at
Westridge Road and in the channel at the 1970 causeway breach indicate that there is
considerable ground water movement through the deltaic apron following the onset of winter
rains, which adds to the flows in lowermost Corte Maderil Creek With the exception of
Skipper's Pond, measurements of specific conductance throughout the autumn gradually
increased in all surface waters, including baseflow in Corte Madera Creek and standing water in
,

the delta area, As rainfall and streamflow increased after the onset of rains in mid December,
specific conductance values decrease in all other surface waters throughout the study area as
low conductance rainfall enters the system and dilutes the concentrations of dissolved minerals
in most surface waters.
As streamflow rose in Corte Madera Creek at the Westridge Road Bridge and at the Cooper's
property with the arrival of winter rains, streamflow also rose in the 1970 causeway breach. As
streamflow from Corte Madera Creek entered the top of the alluvial fan at the Cooper's
property, its lower specific conductance showed dilution effects of rainfall. At the causeway
breach, however, the lag time between the increase in influent streamflow and a corresponding
drop in specific conductance indicates a displacement and mixing of ground water stored in the
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alluvial deposits of the Corte Madera delta. Only in late January did the spedfic conductance
measurements between these two sampling locations correspond, indicating the completion of
the "flushing" of higher conductance ground water that had been accumulating in the drier
months as evaporation and evapotranspiration reduced standing water levels in the marsh
area.
These two examples illustrate that the interaction between surface water and ground water in
the wetlands above Searsville Lake is not fully understood at this time. Our data indicate that
(a) a relatively large volume of ground water exists beneath lower Corte Madera Creek, and (b)
flooding and drainage issues are more complicated than simply managing winter runoff from
Corte Madera Creek. The relationship between local ground water, winter runoff and the
occurrence of flooding at Family Farm Road should be evaluated more fully and over time in
future investigations.
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APPENDIX C. BATHYMETRY SURVEY OF SEARSVILLE LAKE

The following appendix provides details on the procedures used to complete the 1995
bathymetric survey of Searsville Lake. The results of this specific investigation are covered in
Chapter 5 of the main report.
Methods and Limitations of the Bathymetry Survey

The 1995 survey was conducted using a variety of methods, each selected for its
appropriateness for the circumstances. The accuracy of a bathymetric survey of this type is
subject to limitations that are unavoidable but are almost certainly not limitations for the utility
of the results. The limitations we encountered are:
• The bottom of the lake consists of dense sediments overlaid by generally progressively less
dense sediments which include varying amounts of organic debris or living plant and animal
materials. The bottom is thus what one's instruments show to be the bottom, but it is not an
absolute term. In our case, we used a 50 Hz Furuno depth sounder for areas generally over 3 m
without submerged or emergent vegetation. Depths were measured to the nearest 1/10th meter.
At all other locations we used a 20 foot long thin-walled galvanized electrical conduit with a 4
inch diameter plate on the bottom. Depths were measured to the nearest 1/10th foot. The
conduit was allowed to sink for a couple of seconds into the bottom muck under its own weight
before a reading was taken. The rod often had to be force,d .thrQlJgh. the .v~getation to get to
what seemed to be the solid bottom.
• The horizontal location below which the bottom is measured can be difficult to pinpoint. On
the Lower Lake, we used a Topeon total station with a laser measuring device at established
benchmarks to determine the precise location of a prism located on a boat above the depth
sounder or depth rod. Several problems are associated with this process. First, the boat on
which the prism is mounted is drifting in the wind and rocking on waves. Second, the prism rod
is not always vertical, nor is the sounding rod or angle of the depth sounder. Third, there is a
lag of a few seconds before the message is received from the person operating the Topeon
indicating that they have a hit for the position.
• The shoreline when the lake is full or nearly so was difficult to access and register by sighting
due to the density and height of vegetation in many areas of the lake. In addition, the reservoir
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Table 8-1; Hydrologic Reconnaissance Monitoring Log
Family Farm Road and Adjacent Areas

Table B-1: Hydrologic Reconnaissance Monitoring Log
Family Farm Road and Adjacent Areas
Adjusted Specific

Field Specific
Sampling

Conductance

Tempe"atu'l Est. Flow

Conductance
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level was approximately 2.47 feet below the spillway elevation at the time of the bathymetric
survey, therefore adding to the difficulty in establishing the high water line when the lake is fulL
• On the Middle Marsh, there were no locations where the Topcon could spot an adequate
portion of the lake. Consequently we located ourselves using aerial photographs from April 19,
1995 which clearly show emergent vegetation and the shoreline. These enabled us to pinpoint
locations directly on the photograph for soundings as we measured them in the field.
• Bottom soundings were not done on a precise grid. Wind precluded gridded measurements,
and the irregular topography required a more informed approach. A rapidly sensing "Fishin'
Buddy" depth finder was also used to detect sudden changes in the bottom topography. In this
way, we were aware when additional measurements were or were not needed in order for our
records to reflect changes in bottom slope. The "Fishin Buddy" alleviated the need for
surveying to seek possible "holes".
Calibration

Depth sounder
Since our survey used both electronic and rod soundings, it was necessary to correlate the two
so that the values could be used interchangeably. The 50 Hz sonar soundings from the Furuno
depth sounder were compared with the soundings made with the depth rod for 22 identical
locations over the range of approximately 6 to 20Jeet. Jt .was found that. by adding 0.5 feet to
the Futuno sonar measurements (perhaps a function of transducer pOSition and/or bottom
densities), there was a very high correlation between the two sets of measurements across the
entire range, as shown in Figure 1. Measurements less than 6 feet were generally made by the
rod alone.
Station Locations
The horizontal locations of the survey stations were established by utilizing the Topcon total
station. Backsighting to previous stations or monuments was used to maintain the coordinate
system. A GPS precision base station was also used to establish vertical and horizontal
positions, which were projected into the state plane projection using ARC/INFO's "project"
command. The results, as shown in Table C-1, show that the positions were very accurately
recorded by our field surveying equipment. Note that Station 1 is marked by an X carved into
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the dam crest at the east end of the elevated central portion. Stations 24 and 6 are spikes in
the ground. Station 4 is three feet directly uphill from a red fence post. Station 5 is a nan
through an aluminum plate in the center of the bridge.
Horizontal Locations
We did not tie the survey into the horizontal locations of previous surveys except for the. dam
location. The information from earlier surveys were mostly limited to the maps, which close

.

-.."

examination showed to be inadequately precise for survey coordination. We were also unable
to locate relevant benchmarks except those adjacent to the dam area. Our use of GPS and the
Topcon made it possible to locate our benchmarks, buildings, etc. more accurately than
locations established by previous surveys. However, after our survey was complete, we did use
image processing to align shoreline and topographic features shown in common on the variously
dated maps and aerial photographs (including our 1995 survey and 1994 aerial photographs) in
order to compare them and develop a map of historic changes in shorelines.
Vertical Elevations
The preliminary base level for the survey was the lake surface which dropped approximately
0.01 feet over the three days of the survey. This value was considered negligible in terms of our

measuring accuracy and disregarded. Prior to the survey, we established staff plates at
identical levels at the dam and at the bridge. The water level as shown on the staff plates is at
4.80 feet when it"is at the top of the flashboards ..The.watedeveLele;vation.at the top of the

flashboards was taken to be 341.7 feet. This was based on the GPS values and differs from
other surveys.
Shoreline Locations
As mentioned above, it was generally impossible to survey the shoreline precisely, due to dense
vegetation. The May 5, 1994 aerial photograph from a CD-ROM was used to draw the
shoreline. This was scaled to coincide with our survey benchmarks and then checked against
locations surveyed at or near the shoreline. There was found to be a high correlation between
the survey points and the drawn shoreline, so the drawn shoreline was integrated into the rest
of the survey data to show the extent of a full lake. Note that in the forested upper end of the
Lower Lake and at the Middle Lake, the exact extent of the shoreline is rather speculative and,
of course, the shoreline will extend well into the forest when the lake is in flood. In real terms,
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however, these uncertainties make little difference in our computations of the volume, areal
extent, or rates of sedimentation of the lake.
Survey Technique and Data Reduction

The survey was conducted by setting up the Topcon GTS-4B at various station locations,
bouncing a laser beam off a prism mounted on the boat to ascertain its location, and
concurrently sounding the depth at a point near the prism. The times and location point
numbers were synchronized via radio communications between the Topcon operator and the
boat skipper. The depths were recorded on a tablet and Jater entered into an Excel spreadsheet
where they were adjusted using criteria developed in accord with the above calibration
methods. The Topcon data (station number, and northings and eastings) were recorded on a
Topcon FC4 Datalogger and subsequently downloaded to a spreadsheet in Excel where they
were matched with the adjusted depth criteria.
These data were plotted using DeJtaGraph Pro and the plot fitted to a shoreline map
interpreted from the 1994 aerial photographs .available from the JRBP on CD-ROM. The
programs Adobe Photoshop and Aldus Freehand were used to develop the graphic. The
contours were interpolated by hand and drawn onto the map using Aldus Freehand. The area
encompassed by each contour was then manually measured with a Leitz planimeter and
converted to an area. The resultant data were plotted as a depth-capacity curve. The curve
was divided into three portions, one for the Lower Lake, a second for the incremental effect of
the Middle Lake, and a third estimated for the Upper. Lake,. extrapolated from the same
relative ratio exhibited by the Upper Lake in the 1946 survey.
Depth Contours

Figure C-l shows the locations of depth sounding locations used in interpolating the
topographic map. Measures were to the nearest 1/10th of a foot. As mentioned above, higher
densities were used in critical areas (as revealed by the Fishin Buddy), such as near the bridge.
The contours are generally shown on a 5-£00t interval on the Lower Lake and a one-foot contour
in the Middle Lake. The areas were measured with a Leitz compensating polar planimeter.
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Previous Surveys
Numerous bathymetric and topographic surveys of Searsville Lake have been conducted. There
have also been aerial photographs taken. And there are a host of historic documents. A list of
the surveys, maps, profiles, and agreements we used in this chapter are listed in Table A-I.
Table A-2 shows the datum used for each document, the elevations as reported in each
document, the amount the value differs from the currently used USGS value, and the actual
currently used USGS elevation.
Historic Maps
A 1974 map entitled Inundation Map labeled with Stanford ID # CR0019 was listed in the
collection index but could not be found in the Maps and Records Office of the Stanford Utilities
Division. In Appendix 2 we have included copies of prior survey maps and the 1931 profile for
reference. Descriptions of and comments on the maps follow:
1910, July 12. Map. Information from 1890.
Topographic Map of the Portola Reservoir, Spring Valley Water Company Peninsular System,
F-56. Scale: 1"=300'. The la,ke at spillway level is given as 330 feet, height above mean high
tide. 10 feet contours. Copied from survey materials done prior to the construction of the dam.
Shows construction details of dam, rock excavation, fish screen gates and outlet pipes, area
and capacity curves. Stanford ID # CR0055.
1912, September. Map.
R 35 Contour Map of Searsville Tract. Scale: 1"=200'. Top of wood sill on dam given as 330
feet. 5 feet topographic contours, no bathymetry. CSD. Note indicates: lake area 58.60 acres.
Stanford ID # CR0092.
1913, December 3. Map.
Topographic Map, Searsville Lake, Spring Valley Water Co., Peninsular System. Scale:
1"=200'. 5 feet bathymetric contours. Map shows 330' as top of dam. Stanford ID # CR0006.
1919. Map.
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Contour Map of Searsville Lake, surveyed by F.A. Herrmann. Scale: 1'=100'. 2 feet
bathymetric and topographic contours. CSD. Very detailed vegetation mapping and contours
implies that it was done carefully and with considerable sampling detail. Some of the numerous
monuments can still be located. We could only find the wooden 4"x4" in the vicinity of the
lake. We painted the ones we found red.
1929, August 13. Map.
Sheet 1. 'This map shows the soundings done in Searsville Lake. Scale not specified. 5 feet
bathymetric contours. States that the top of the vertical guide for the flashbo~rds is at 343.88
feet and that when filled the surface elevation is at 333.18 feet. The contours cease to be drawn
in the tules at 335 feet. A plot of the Middle Lake is included.

Stanford ID # CR0045.

Sheet 2. Searsville Lake Showing Upper Basin Area [Middle Lake]. Indicated scale: 1"=100'
[Note: scale appears wrong]. 2 feet bathymetric and topographic contours. Shows great detaiL
Stanford ID # CR0090.
Sheet 3. Map showing the causeway area, upper end of the Lower Lake. Stanford ID #
CR0045
1946, December. Map
Topographic Survey of Searsville Lake for Capacity. Planning Department, Leland Stanford
Junior University. Scale: 1"=100'. 5 feet bathymetri~ contour in Lo~er Lake; 2 feet contour
elsewhere. Stanford ID # CR0093.
Historic Surveys
The historical surveys for Searsville Lake from which the bathymetric maps and depth-capacity
and depth-area curves were compiled generally are missing. For 1929, the accompanying map
sheets show the sounding locations. The Engineering Field Books in the Maps and Records
Office were all examined"but were generally-found to be of limited value because of imprecise
documentation. The 1946 books, No. 150 and 151 were the exception, providing the survey
triangulation net (but no sounding locations) and the calculation worksheet for the depthcapacity and depth-area curves. For the 1953 student report, we have a description of the
survey methods, results and a crude map.
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Historic Capacity Cu ryes
The historical materials for Searsville Lake include capacity curves for 1890, 1929, 1946, and
1953. We developed a curve for 1913 froman extant map. The 1995 curves were calculated
from our survey. Because of the datum and scale problems, we have integrated all the depthcapacity curves into a single figure, Figure 11. Each historic curve was elevationally rectified to
make it correspond to our analysis of historic survey and datum differences,
Appendix 1 describes in detail the critical problems related to disparities in the historical
information abC!ut the dam inc1udingthe survey datums and changes in the height of the dam.
Our analysis concludes, quite differently from earlier reports, that while the highest part of the
dam was raised 4.43 feet in 1919, the dam full elevation was actually raised 5.87 feet. We also
conclude that the earlier surveys and documents (documents from 1890 through 1920) which
were based on the CSD used an improper local value for the datum that was 2.13 feet too low.
By adding the 2.13 feet to the 3.757 feet difference between the recently and currently used
USGS Datum and the CSD, one gets the value of 5.89 feet which needs to be added to
elevations in all the documents through 1920 to make them match our and work, see Table A-1.
The analysis presented in Appendix A allowed us to bring all the materials, including our own,
into conformance with the NGVD (or USGS datum). We then were able to match the older
capacity curves with ours, see Figure 5. We verified that our newly plotted historic curves
matched the contemporaneous numerical values for a full lake used by the engineers responsible
for dam operations.
The 1890 curve was developed to show the full storage potential of the dam site. Consequently
it was possible to plot the original capacity for the reservoir had it been built to its present
height. Contrary to earlier reports, rectification of the elevations used on the original map and
curve, shows a lake capacity (at its current elevation) of 445 million gallons. Some earlier
reports put the capacity at 600 mg.
The report by the students of Professor Ray Linsley (1953) includes an analysis of the rates of
deposition from 1890 fo 1929. Unfortunately they mistakenly used an improper value for the
1890 capacity.
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Hjstoric Aerial Photographs
The following aerial photographs were used: April 19, 1995; May 5, 1994; April 26, 1988;
March 31,1980; summer 1974i December 1972, and 1928. They were available in the JRBP
files.
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Table C1: Comparison of GPS and Topcon Measures

Comparison of Measures (In Feet):
From

To

Station #

Station #

G'S

Topeon

Difference'

2

1524.154

1524.259

-0.105

2

3

671.212

671.366

-0.154

2

4

999.326

999.414

-0.088

3

5

1175.598

1175.708

-0.110

5

2394.747

2394.798

-0.051

'These values are less than .16 feet, a margin easily accounted for by changing
atmospheric conditions (affecting the Topcon measure), slight offsets of the
prism used with the Topcon, and limitations of the GPS. These values are
irrelevant in terms of the accuracy of a bathymetric survey.
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Table C·2: Historic Deposition in Searsville Lake at Various Depths

Year of
Survey

Dam Full

h Volume Since

# Years Since

M Gailons

Capacity"

Prior Survey

Prior Survey

.1 per Year

al 341.7'
1995
1946
1929
1913

151
265
305
324
443

(1 14)
(40)
(19)
(1 19)

49
17
16
21

1995

116

(104)

1946
1929
1913

(42)
(22)
(136)

49
17
16
21

2.471
1.375
6.476

1890"

220
262
284
420

at 335' - old dam full
1995
1946
1929
1913
1890"

48
116
142
159
320

(68)
(26)
(16)
( 162)

49
17
16
21

1.388
1.529
1.000
7.714

22
66
85
97
226

(44)
( 19)
(12)
(129)

49
17
16
21

0.898

1995

6

1946

34
46
58
147

(28)
(12)
(12)
(89)

49
17
16
21

0.571
0.706
0.750
4.238

(14)

49

(6)

17

(12)
(64)

16
21

0.286
0.353
0.750
3.048

(4)
(2)
(46)

49
17
16
21

0.082
0.118
0.438
2.190

0
(1)
(2)
(34)

49
17
16
21

0.000
0.029
0.094
1.619

0
0
0
(20)

49
17
16
21

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.952

1890 u

2.327
2.353
1.188

5.643

al 340'

2.122

at 330'

1995
1946
1929
1913
1690"

1. 118

0.750
6.143

at 325'

1929
1913
1890 H

at 320'
1995
1946
1929
1913

0
14
20
32

1890 H

96

al 315'
1995

1946
1929
1913
1890··

0
4
6
13
59

(7)

at 310'

1995
1946
1929
1913
1890'"

0
0
1
2
36

al 305'
1995
1946
1929
1913
1890"

0
0
0
0
20

~ Assumes that dam was built to current spillway height
*. Mapping datsd to 1890, however dam was not completed until 1892.

We <I:'>.\ll,lmf;l that 1892 was the fitst year in which Sa81'$viUe Dam retaIned appreciable sediment.

Volumes in mitl!ons of gallons
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Table C-3: Imagery Used in Bathymetric Survey

Date

Map'

Survey Capacity

Profile Agreement

Aerial Photo"

Curve
1995 July 28

B

X

X

1995, April 19

X

1994

C

1988 April 26

IR

1974, Summer

IR

1972, December 1

IR

1953

X

X

1946, December

B T

X

X

1929

B. T

X

X

1928
1919

B&W
B T

1913, December 3

B

1912, September

T

1910

Bt. T

1890
• B = bath metric; T

Bt, T

Xtt

X

=topographic

•• B&W = black and white, C = color, IR '" color infrared

t This map was developed prior to the lake being filled, so the topography
tt This curve was developed by Balance Hydrologies for this report.
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APPENDIX D.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FAMILY FARM ROAD

Summary
As part of the larger hydrologic study of sedimentation in the Searsville Lake watershed,
periodic flooding and persistent sedimentation at Family Farm Road have been evaluated.
Residents and landowners along Family Farm Road seek improved access to their homes and
for emergency vehicles. Another concern is the potential loss of mature oaks and other trees in
areas which receive sediment or which flood during wet winters.
As noted in the main body of the hydrologic study, a depositional fan and a delta have formed
where Corte Madera Creek enters Searsville Lake. As is typical in such settings, the creek
frequently shifts its course as it flows across the fan and delta. Family Farm Road crosses a
corner of this dynamic environment in the stretch commonly referred to as "Cooper's Corner."
From sedimentation of fenceposts and tree roots, sedimentation rates averaging one-sixth to
one-half inch per year (0.014 to 0.040 ft/yr) may be occurring near this corner or along the
channel as it approaches the locus of deposition currently occurs upgradient, to the southeast of
Cooper's Corner. While not noted during the 40 years since homes were first built in this area,
considerable additional deposition may be expected following large scale wildfires or other
major episodic events.
Although statistically unreinarkable as runoff event!!,

t1:!e)99,s,,!.n£!.!~2(j

fJ.9()<;is. seem to have

transported an unusually large amount of sediment, plus trees, limbs and other organic debris.
The sediment transport rates measured during 1995 in the adjoining Los Trancos watershed
were among the highest reported for similar-sized streams in the Santa Cruz Mountains; Corte
Madera Creek seems to have been affected to a comparable degree. Much of the transported
sediment and debris was deposited in lower Corte Madera Creek, and many changes of channel
course occurred in its lowermost reaches. Several of these changes have brought flood flows
closer to Family Farm Road, temporarily increasing sedimentation rates and aggravating
periodic flooding.
Surface water in a spring fed pond just southwest of Cooper's Corner has a markedly lower
salinity than other waters sampled throughout the area. The pond is likely to be sustained by
locally recharged ground water, which appears to act as a hydrologic 'floor' beneath Family
Farm Road at Cooper's Corner, contributing to very slow drainage at this site.
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Land subsidence often occurs at slow rates in other deltas and may possibly be contributing to
this persistent ponding; we have been unable, however, to locate any definitive surveyed
elevations to help evaluate whether this road segment is subSiding, and if so, at what rates.
Our recent GPS-based level survey has established elevations for a number of fixed locations for
reference in future analyses of flood peaks and the conceptual development flood protection
designs. It should be noted that this survey was completed as part of the larger hydrologic
evaluation of lowermost Corte Madera Creek, and does not have sufficient detail to serve as a
design level basemap. Site specific surveying should be undertaken if design of potential flood
relief projects is pursued.
Several approaches to providing hydrologic relief were considered. The currently preferred
alternatives include raising Family Farm Road and (looking toward mid- to long-term solutions)
reducing erosion and sediment delivery from the Corte Madera Creek and Sausal Creek
watersheds through a community-based effort. Although not a 'hydrologic' solution, additional
access points to Family Farm Road are physically feasible and might also help meet residents'
desire for improved reliability of access.
BaCkground of the Family Farm Road Flooding Issue

The periodic flooding of Family Farm Road is an issue related to overall watershed processes
and subsequent changes in Searsville Lake. Knowledgeable sources (including local residents,
staff of the County Mosquito Abatement District, and Stanford personnel) report that flooding
of Family Farm Road during periods. of winteuainhasbeenapeFsistent problem since at least
the early 1960's. Access for emergency vehicles and local residents is limited during periods of
high ",:"ater. Another concern of local residents is the potential loss of mature oaks and other
tree species in areas subject to flooding and sedimentation.
Flooding of Family Farm Road has historically occurred in two locations, at Cooper's Comer
and at the culvert crossing for Sausal Creek. At present, the Sausal Creek area has not been
subject to overtopping of the roadbed, although persistent ponding occurs both upstream and
downstream of the culvert. The Sausal crossing, immediately below the confluence of two
relatively larger streams, is vulnerable to sedimentation or blockage by debris. Cooper's Comer
overtopped numerous times in both WY1995 and WY1996. Standing water has persisted in the
lowlying areas next to Cooper's Comer since the first flooding event in WY1995.
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Family Farm Road has existed since at least 1910 and currently provides access to at least 17
existing homes and numerous associated structures. Privately owned improvements - such as
driveways, culverts and fences

and a public water supply distribution main are located

along or beneath Family Farm Road. Alternatives considered in this analysis do not appear to
conflict with the functions of these improvements; concerned parties should, however, seek site
specific review of conceptual analyses and of final detailed design drawings.
Geomorphic Setting of Family Farm Road's Flood Prone Sections

The Cooper's Comer segment of Family Farm Road is situated where a small swale flows into
the deltaic apron on lowermost Corte Madera Creek. Sediment is gradually accumulating on the
Corte Madera Creek deltaic apron, while little or no sediment enters from the swale. A low,
very gradually sloping loca! depression has developed at and southwest of Cooper's Comer
promoting persistent ponding. This feature can be noted in maps as early as 1890.
The Sausa! segment of Family Farm Road is immediately downstream from the confluence of
Sausal Creek and Dennis Martin Creek. Under natural conditions, the location of these creeks
probably moved frequently as one or other of the streams experienced a flood or sediment
producing event, or as a result of displacement along the San Andreas fault. In recent years, the
road seems to have stabilized the location of the channel, with little or no bank iQ.Stability
presently evident. A short segment of the channel downstream from the road has been
periodically cleared by local interests and the Mosquito Abatement District. It is generally held
that floodflows move quickly through this segment.,,,During"Ouf,field 'reconnaissance we found,
however, that Significant deposition occurs overbank and downstream from this cleared reach.
Depositional forms are qualitatively similar to those found along Corte Madera Creek.

Sources of Water at Cooper's Corner

Field observations indicate that most standing water during the summer months in the Family
Farm Road area originates from the Corte Madera Creek watershed and enters the study area
through this creek or its underflow" Two, significant exceptions might be noted. First, currently
ponded water on both sides of roadways in the Cooper's Corner area are the remnants of
floodflows or winter runoff, which gradually accumulates salts as it evaporates and/or from
the soils on which it ponds. Second, Skipper's Pond immediately south of Family Farm Road
has a strikingly lower salinity than any of the other sources which we have sampled. Specific
conductance measurements indicate that this pond is sustained by upwelling ground water,
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locally recharged and possibly directed by subsurface shearing typical of the San Andreas fault
zone. 50 If true, there may be a significant local source of ground water serving as an 'hydraulic
floor' through which the ponded Cooper's Comer waters cannot drain; this may be contributing
to the ponded waters. See appendix B for results and discussion of our specific conductance
surveys ..

Rates of Sedimentation Adjoining Family Farm Road
Facilities such as the road and adjacent driveways should be designed to anticipate ongoing
sedimentation rates. Based on preliminary data and analYSis, we suggest that plans for
improvements in the Cooper's Corner segment be based on design criteria sedimentation rates of
one-sixth to one-half of an inch per year near Cooper's Comer (0.014 to 0.04 ft/yr), when
averaged over many years. Sedimentation in this segment appears to occur in very infrequent
pulses, and it appears infeasible to develop short-term "annual" values meaningful for planning
purposes.

Inundation elevations
Facilities beneath elevation 346 to 347 appear to be subject to both occasional flooding and
subsequent sustained poneling, particularly in the Cooper's Comer segment. Those above
elevation 347 can be flooded during major events, but seldom for extendedperiods.51 The
likelihood of inundation diminishes with elevation above 347 feet. Elevations of the roadway
are at present approximately 350 feet (Sausalsegment) ·and347··feet(Cooper's Corner).
The spring 1996 elevation ~urvey of the Corte Madera Creek delta revealed that the low point in
the persistent ponded water south of Family Farm Road at Cooper's Corner is 344.08 feet. The
spillway height on Searsville Darn is 341.7 feet. The causeway crest is generally between
elevations 345 and 346 feet .

.

.

50A locally recharged shallow ground water source would be consistent with (a) reports by local
residents, the Pond family and Bill Karavas, that this pool dries up during dry years, and (b) with our

observation of minimal water level fluctuations during wet years - there must be a source to replace
water lost to seepage or to evapotranspiration. We also note that the salinity values measured in this
pond are similar to - but lower than - the domestic water supply provided by the local purveyor, a
much less likely source of water.
51 Alan Grunclmann, 1981, from JRBP files. Balance field observations during flood events in the winter
of 1995-96 support this assertion.
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Epi'sodic Events and the Planning Threshold
We suggest that facility planning for Family Farm Road be based on an anticipated 20- to 40year maximum lifetime. Regardless of actions which may be taken during the near term,
reconstruction of Family Farm Road is likely to be needed following anyone of several episodic
events, each of which may reasonably be expected during any given century or half century:
•

earthquakes, which may liquefy the subbase of Family Farm Road and the sediments upon
which it rests and which may substantially reconfigure the Corte Madera and Sausal Creek
channels and delta,S;

• major wildfires, encompassing much or most of either watershed, and potentially resulting in
one to several feet of deposition in the lower courses of both creeks, probably over a period
of several years;
• major landslides, such as occasionally occur in the Santa Cruz Mountains, and to which
several of the geologic units underlying the upper watershed areas are prone.
Consequences of such events, most notably post-wildfire sedimentation, is discussed in
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 of our final report. As with many other similar roads in foothill settings, it
may well prove more difficult and costly to attempt to modify a road to withstand the
maximum ~redible (i.e., catastrophic) event than it is to simply rebuild the road following
massive impacts.

Objectives and Guidelines
As we gained a better understanding of the site conditions we set evaluation criteria for our
analysis of proposed alternatives. Successful solutions should:
•

Provide reasonable reliability of access for each property affected

•

Be consistent with.local hydrologic conditions .

•

Be compatible with existing standards for safety and construction design

•

Provide flexibility for future management decisions
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•

Be economically feasible

•

Minimize disturbance to wetlands and sensitive habitats

•

Be consistent with the local plans and policies for Portola Valley, Woodside, and San
Mateo County.

Preliminary Alternatives Considered

Based on reconnaissance level field work, Table Dl presents the alternatives that merit further
analysis.
Management Recommendations

1.

We suggest that primary consideration be given to two alternatives:
• raising Family Farm Road to an elevation of approximately 350 feet along its present
aligrnnent
• re-establishing reliable access through the southern arm of Family Farm Road (Rix
Lane) for use during flood events.
A combination of the two approaches might prove especially effective in attaining the
project goals, depending upon the approaches and designs proposed by the various
cooperators.

2.

We also suggest that Stanford and the local community work together to develop a
watershed wide erosion control program. Watershed-wide management strategies may
reduce sediment transport into the affected area by control at point of erosion, which in

turn, may result in long-term stream bank stability throughout the watershed, and
especially near the head of lowermost Corte Madera Creek. A watershed-wide program
should be coordinated with existing or future watershed management programs. The
existing San Francisquito Creek CRMP is an ideal forum through which funding could be
sought and programs could be run.
Watershed-wide erosion control efforts require long-term commitment to public education
and participation. It must include representation of the major entities that own or operate
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in the stream channels and on adjacent lands. These major players include, but are not
limited to: the County of San Mateo Public Works Department, Planning Department, and
the Mosquito Abatement District; the Mid-Peninsula Regional Open Space District;
Peninsula Open Space Trust; the Towns of Woodside and Portola Valley; Stanford
University, and private landowners and road associations throughout the watershed.
Heightened awareness of the effects of elevated erosion rates within the Corte Madera
Creek watershed on Family Farm Road and the Searsville marshes is needed to begin
reducing sediment and debris delivery. Erosion control, grading, road maintenance and
woody debris management practices contribute to sedimentation near Family Farm
Road; hence, actions by the community at large, by professional land managers, and by
agency staff will prove beneficial.
3.

We do not suggest further channelization efforts, or "river training" of lower Corte
Madera Creek at this time as a solution to flooding at Family Farm Road. At present,
Corte Madera Creek appears to be undergoing an episode of sedimentation that will
continue to contribute sediment in excess of the "trained" channel's capacity to move it
downstream for several years.
The 1996 delta survey indicated that the "1970" channel that was dug through the
willow forest and breacl1ed the causeway was plugged by woody debris and sediment
at elevation 358.25' feet. Significant sedimentation occurred during the winter of 199596, including the formation of debris darns llPstream of the"1970" plugged channel.
These debris darns hold back sediment at approximately 365 feet in elevation. Any
river training work must consider this sediment in storage, as it will work its way
downstream in the oncoming winters.
In addition, coarse sediment, woody debris and log jams in a channelized reach will

likely remain a significant problem despite efforts to keep a trained channel clear. The
supply of sediment and woody debris upstream of the Corte Madera delta is,
theoretically, endless. Channels undergoing rapid shifts in location will continue to
occur as debris dams and rapidly accumulating sand and gravel bars force floodwaters
to move across the deltaic apron.
One variant on structural control is to create a channel flowing eastward from the top of
the mound area. A channel of this type would be similar to that created by breaching the
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causeway and blading a pioneer channel to the east, as was done in 1970. A reasonable
question might be: "Since the cut channel stayed open for 25 years, why not try it again?"
We considered this approach for some time, and it was one of the reasons why we
eventually performed the difficult survey of elevations on the deltaic apron. We found
that the elevations along the eastern side of the alluvial fan and deltaic apron are now
several feet higher than they were in 1970. The steepest (and most likely) path of Corte
Madera Creek is no longer to the east, but rather down the center or western sectors of the
fan. The ground surface just upstream of the eastern ~egmentofthe causeway is typically
between 345 and 346 feet, not appreciably different from the lowest areas near Cooper's
Corners -- which are less than half of the distance from the crest of the mound. The
channel is unlikely to remain in an easterly course established by a bladed cut. In
addition, the limited cutting used in 1970 - when the east channel was opened - would
likely be obstructed by sediment or woody debris given the present episodic loads being
transported by the creek and the large volume of transportable debris and sediment
awaiting the next high flows. Finally, more ground water is flowing during non-storm
periods toward Cooper's Corners due to (a) more baseflow in the creek, as a result of the
first period of consecutive wet years since the early 19808, (b) preferential ground-water
flow toward the corner because of the presently-steeper gradient, and (e) more ground
water stored at higher heads within the mound area. Constructing a pilot cut channel to
the east would do little to change ground-water flow toward Cooper's Corner. Because of
these conditions, both the viability and effectiveness of repeating the 1970 eastward cut
are likely to be limited.
4.

A basic, but long-term, effort to monitor sedimentation rates and! or settling rates of the
roadbed should be developed, prol;>ably as an adjunct to the hydrologic study which has
been summarized in this report. Results will be used to assess future repairs, raisings,
and upgrades of the roadbed and/ or the associated utilities and other facilities.

5.

While it appears that a dynamiC balance of vegetation succession may exist when the
Family Farm Road area is considered as a whole, it may be useful to assess whether
regeneration of oaks and other native species is occurring at rates and locations likely to
sustain the overall biotic values of the area over the long term.

6.

Additional study of the source of water for Skipper's Pond and its effects at Cooper's
Comer may be warranted. The very low salinity of water in the pond shows sources
distinct from the water of much higher mineralcontent in adjacent streams, ponded
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water, and Searsville Lake. The lack of seasonal variability in pond salinity is, in itself,
puzzling. The pond may be quite a unique natural feature, worthy of continued,
detailed investigations.
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Table 0-1: Preliminary Alternatives Considered

Based on reconnaissance level field work, the following alternatives merit further analysis:
Alternatives

Pros

A. Raise Family Farm Road at least three
feet to an elevation of at least 350 feet,
which may last 20 to 40 years. Portions to
be raised are at Sausa! Creek crossing and
at Cooper's Corner.

• Raising the roadbed will provide better and
more reliable access via Family Farm Road
during flood events.

Cons
-High one time cost.
- Will require modifications to residential
driveway approaches in raised sections.
- Work typically involves the filling of some
wetland areas to provide for larger area of
roadway baserock.
• May require permits from various
jurisdictions: San Mateo County, California
Dept. of Fish and Game, U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers/Section 404.
• May require additional culverts to pass
peak flows, particularly at the Sausal
Creek crossing of Family Farm Road.

B. Locate alternative access routes,

especially for peak floods and post
wildfire sedimentation. This includes
realigning Family Farm Road on an
upland route and removing the existing
chain gate that divides Family Farm Road
into two separate roads, each with a single
access off of Portola Road.

• Will provide a greater level of access to
Family Farm Road during flood events.
• Will provide long-term solution.

• High one-time cost.
- Will require modifications to residential
driveways and/or approaches in realigned
sections
• Will result in the loss of some upland
(oak/ madrone and grassland) habitat in
the vicinity of Cooper's Corner
-Will require substantial permitting
ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION
• An upland route along the existing

(unbuilt) right-of-way at Cooper's Comer
should consider the inferred hydrologic
separation between the standing water at
Cooper's Corner and Skipper's Pond to the
southwest. It should also avoid draining
the pond.
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Alternatives
C. Develop or pursue watershed-wide

erosion control program.

Pros

• Will reduce sediment transport into
affected area by control at point of erosion.
• May result in long-term stream bank stability throughout watershed and on the active
deltaic apron of Corte Madera Creek.
·Can be coordinated with existing or future
watershed management programs. May
be integrated into existing San Francisquito
Creek Coordinated Resources
Management Plan (CRMP).

Cons
• Requires long-term commitment to public
education and participation process.
-Success is difficult to measure over short
term.
oMay not lead to reductions in existing
flooding elevation or frequency and
duration of flood waters across Family
Farm Road.

-Can be accomplished at the grass roots
level through education and landowner
participation programs, or community
incentives.
D. Clear and/or replace existing culverts.

oWill provide additional flood passage at
Sausal Creek.
• May provide additional drainage following
flood events at Family Farm Road.

E. Take no immediate action.
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oNot a long-term solution, particularly in
the event of massive sedimentation
following an earthquake or large 'wildfire
in the watershed .
oWill not eliminate flooding events in the
Cooper's Corner area.

oLowest cost over short term.

oDoes not reduce flood elevation or flood
frequency at Family Farm Road.

oAllows for continued ecosystem succession
to forested wetland and riparian woodland

o Continues dry-season ponding.

Alternatives
F. "River training" by means of

channelization, vegetation removal,
structural channel modification and bank
stabilization, perhaps at a site east of the
Cooper home.

Pros

Cons

-Channel clearing and vegetation removal
may reduce flood elevations and decrease
the period of flooding by passing peak
flows more quickly provided that the
channel remains clear.

- Elsewhere, river training is usually
considered to be permanent, or nearly so.
The weak foundation properties of the
underlying sands and silts, plus the large
debris loads in Corte Madera Creek,
suggest that river training with dredged
channels, groins or levees might more
usefully be considered a temporary
measure at this site. Constructed facilities
are likely to be undercut, overtopped or
breached during major events. The
"mound" area is now especially unstable.
- Requires regular maintenance. Frequency
and level of effort varies with natural cycle
of wet and dry years. In years with
multiple large storms, may require
periodic re-entry during a single wet
winter to maintain or repair the
structure(s) to prevent total loss; it is not
clear whether the soft, sandy bed will
support heavy equipment when saturated
or whether this work is consistent with
state and local ordinances governing work
in channels during the wet season. If so,
no improvement would be realized for the
rest of the season.
-Will require permits from various
jurisdictions: San Mateo County, California
Dept. of Fish and Game, and possibly U.s.
Army Corps of Engineers/Section 404.
• Existing road and driveways will still
require additional improvement.
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Alternatives

Pros

G. Construct drainage channel from
Cooper's Corner down to Searsville Lake
(as per 1965 recommendation by Brian,
Kangas and Foulk, Consulting Engineersl.

• May provide additional drainage following
flood events at Family Farm Road.

Cons
• Not a long-term solution, particularly in
the event of massive sedimentation
following an earthquake or large wildfire
in the watershed.
• Will likely hold standing water, and flood
borne sediments, due to low gradient from
Cooper's Corner to lake full levels.
• Requires regular dredging and removal of
woody debris. Frequency and level of
effort varies with natural cycle of wet and
dry years. See alternative D regarding
years with multiple storm peaks and the
potential need to work in winter.
• Difficult to anticipate annual budget
requirements for channel maintenance.
Periodic episodes of sedimentation may
require large budget outlays on short
notice.
• Will require permits from various
jurisdictions: San Mateo County, California
Dept. of Fish and Game, and possibly U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers/Section 404.
• Requires trenching through valley oak and
willow stands in delta deposits. Likely to
require regular maintenance to sustain
lakeward gradient.
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Alternatives

Pros

H. Install a pump at Cooper's Corner and
outlet line to the lake level near causeway
to be operated during periods of high
water. Outlet line may be placed on
upland areas adjacent to flooded
bottomland.

• Will provide additional drainage following
flood events at Family Farm Road.
• Will reduce standing water levels both in
winter and summer in the Cooper's Corner
area.
• Discharge line can be routed beyond the
wetland limits, sharply reducing
permitting and maintenance costs.

Cons
• Not a long-term solution, particularly in
the event of massive sedimentation
following an earthquake or large wildfire
in the watershed.
• Will generate noise during periods of
operation.
• Requires regular maintenance. Pump
failures and loss of power during storm
events may render facility inoperable
during periods of greatest need.
• May adversely affect habitat values in
seasonal wetlands adjacent to pump
intake.

1. Install a passive drainage pipeline from
Family Fann Road to lake level near
causeway, with risers at elevations below
347' (the roadbed elevation of Cooper's
Comer).

• May provide additional drainage following
flood events at Family Farm Road.
• May reduce standing water levels in winter
in the Cooper's Corner area.

• Likely to be overwhelmed in the event of
massive sedimentation following an
earthquake or large wildfire in the
watershed.
• May suffer structural failures during
earthquakes, or as a result of tree falls.
• May become clogged with tree roots,
particulary during dry periods when water
levels are low.
• Low gradient of pipeline alignment may
limit outflow, especially during flood
surges, when lake levels exceed 343 feet in
the main body of the lake.
• Requires trenching through valley oak and
willow stands in delta deposits.
• Requires periodic maintenance.
• May require permits from various
jurisdictions: San Mateo County, California
Dept. of Fish and Game, and possibly U.s.
Army Corps of Engineers/Section 404.

Note: See discussion of ongoing episodic sedimentation effects (Sections 5.6.3 and 5.6.4 and Figures 13 and 14).
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APPENDIX E. BENEFICIAL USES OF SEARSVILLE LAKE

State policy for water quality control in California is directed toward achieving the highest
water quality consistent with the maximum benefit to the people of the state. The "beneficial
uses" for most surface water bodies and ground water basins in the state are defined by the
California State Water Resources Control Board. The designation of beneficial uses serves as a
basis for establishing water quality standards and discharge prohibitions consistent with the
use of the water body. The beneficial use of any specifically identified water body (in this case,
Searsville Lake) generally apply to all its tributaries. The existing and potential beneficial uses
of the major surface waters in the San Francisco Bay region are listed by the Regional Water
Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region in the San Francisco Bay Basin Region 2,
Water Quality Control Plan.52
Based on the Regional Water Quality Control Plan, Searsville Lake and its tributary streams
have these existing beneficial uses:

1. Agriculture - Includes crops, irrigation of orchards, pastures and landscaping, stock
watering, support of vegetation for range grazing, and all uses in support of farming and
ranching operations.

2. Recreation 1- Water contact recreation, such as swimming, wading, and sport fishing
3. Recreation 2 - Non-contact water recreation, such as scientific research, birding, hiking, sun
bathing, and pleasure boating
4. Warm Fresh Water Habitat - The warm fresh water habitat typical of reservoirs, lakes and

some streams supports bass, bluegill, and other panfish. This habitat is also important to
non-fishes, such as frogs, crayfish and aquatic invertebrates. This habitat is less sensitive to
environmental changes but is more diverse than cold fresh water habitat, and natural
fluctuations in temperature, dissolved oxygen, pH and turbidity are usually greater than
fresh cold water habitat.
5. Cold Fresh Water Habitat - The cold fresh water habitats generally support trout, and may

support anadromous salmon and steelhead fisheries. These habitats are commonly well
52 State of California, California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region,
The San Francisco Bay Basin Region (2), Water Quality Control Plan, 1991, pp. II-I to II-14.
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oxygenated, but are relatively intolerant of other environmental stresses. Anadromous runs
do not enter Searsville Lake and the upstream tributaries, as the dam itself acts as a
passage barrier under all hydrologic conditions. Resident rainbow trout have been
encountered in the cooler, deep portion of the lake during sampling by biologist Dr. Alan
Launer of Stanford's Center for Conservation Biology.53 Boat mounted electroshocking by
the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) has sampled only warm water
species, as the deepest portions of the lake are beyond the range of the shocker used in
CDFG sampling effort.54

6. Wildlife Habitat - In the case of Searsville Lake and tri"butaries, the waterbodies which have
received this designation support riparian, open water, and wetland habitats. Functions
and values of these areas often support or depend upon ecological dynamics and wildlife
use in adjacent uplands. The riparian and wetland habitats can be threatened by
encroachment, development and erosion and sedimentation as well as poor water quality.
7. Fish Spawning - Provides high quality aquatic habitat especially suitable for fish spawning.

San Frandsquito Creek downstream of Searsville Dam, as well as Los Trancos Creek, serve
as the most productive salmonid spawning habitat in the San Francisquito watershed. The
lake supports primarily warm water species.

53 Alan Launer, personal communication
54 Patricia Anderson, Fisheries Biologist, CA
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